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In 1830, there was a social library ofseveral hundred volumes, keptfirst at
the store of William Anderson. A few years later, the books were sold at auction
and the proceeds divided among the stockholders. In 1858, forty residents ofthe
Town purchased a small library ofabout two hundred volumes, which were later
donated to the Leach Library.
The Leach Library owes its origin to a fund of three thousand dollars
bequeathed by David Rollins Leach; born in Londonderry on August 8, 1806 and
died in Manchester, NH on April 1, 1878. The Town voted at its next annual
meeting to choose a Board of Trustees and authorized the Selectmen to build an
addition to the Town Hall (now the Lions Club hall)for a Library Room About one
thousand books were on the shelves when the Library Room was openedfor use on
February 25, 1880.
In 1948, space was set aside in Central School (now Matthew Thornton
Elementary) where the Libraryfunctionedfor 25 years. In 1973, after almost 100
years, the Leach Library as we now know it was constructed as a result ofthe efforts
ofmany dedicated citizens.
Beginning in 1988, the Library Trustees endeavored to pass a bond at Town
Meeting to expand the Leach Library. The population of the Town was nearing
20,000 and the original Library, which was built to service a population of5,000,
was feeling the effects ofthe growth. In 1995, and on the third try, a $2,300,000
expansion proposal passed with great support of the community. A Library
Building Committee wasformed, theproject broke ground in May of1996, and the
expansion and renovations will be completed in April of1997.
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BUDGET SUMMARY BY DIVISIONS
TOWN MGR $S VARIANCE
DEFT. EXPENDED CURRENT RECOMMENDED CURR BUDGET
HUfiflBR. DESCRIPTION LAST YEAR BUDGET BUJK2EI VS PROPOSAL
DEPT01 Town Council $ 16,650 $ 16,340 $ 16,340 $ 16,340
DEPT 03 Town Manager 174,947 231,879 240,282 238,318
DEPT 05 Moderator 300 300 300 300
DEPT 07 Budget Comm 500 500 500
DEPT 09 Cemetery
DEPTH Town Clerk 141,765 195,340 206,708 210,276
DEPT 13 Supvr.Cklst 7,626 11,349 11,245 11,245
DEPT 15 Voter Admin 11,840 15,200 9,450 9,450
DEPT 17 Finance 208,011 227,857 226,649 226,988
DEPT 19 Assessing 128,485 141,183 141,809 141,148
DEPT 21 Tax Collect 59,426
DEPT 23 MIS. 98,245 155,000 176,000 147,000
DEPT 27 Legal Expense 133,202 95,000 95,000 95,000
DEPT 28 Planning Board 166 2,000 2,000
DEPT 29 Zoning Board 12,090 5,545 11,792 11,792
DEPT 31 Misc.Genl Govt 253,361 157,477 165,109 160,519
DEPT 33 Cemetery Mgmt. 19,754 17,500 17,500 17,500
DEPT 35 Muni Ins. 148,711 156,000 161,000 161,000
DEPT 39 Police 2,543,216 2,748,310 2,819,111 2,840,754
DEPT 40 Police OS Detail 72,246 100,000 100,000 100,000
DEPT 41 Fire & Rescue 1,870,332 2,049,610 2,101,940 2,122,534
DEPT 42 Ambulance 429,013 212,074 187,862 195,150
DEPT 43 Building Dept. 133,997 149,564 150,733 152,784
DEPT 45 Highway Dept. 1,592,595 2,199,227 2,260,572 2,166,400
DEPT 47 Solid Waste 832,003 875,515 862,452 869,221
DEPT 49 Welfare 109,740 96,236 102,285 102,285
DEPT 51 Fam. Med. 16,956 18,923 17,864 17,864
DEPT 53 Recreation 37,639 48,722 49,822 49,822
DEPT 55 Library 289,340 461,344 612,153 594,948
DEPT 59 Plan/Econ.Dev. 109,806 1 14,230 139,340 119,858
DEPT 61 Debt Service 1,843,848 2,277,357 2,171,582 2,171,582
DEPT 63 Capital Proj 202,248 182,716 866,230 681,230
DEPT 65 Cable Fund 44,279 47,641 78,534 68,544
DEPT 67 Sewer Fund 593.014 771.534 753.340 754.968

















BUDGET SUMMARY BY ACCOUNT
TOWN MGR. SS VAR- CURR
ACCT EXPENDED CURENT RECOMMENDED BUDGET Vt
NO. DESCRIPTION LAST YEAR BUDGET BUDGET PROPOSED
100 Salaries $ 4,765,557 $ 5,298,041 $5,606,411 $5,568,011
200 Employee Benefits 1,056,324 1,343,950 1,306,921 1,406,658
300 Purchased Services 1,862,794 1,761,828 1,809,315 1,786,315
400 Purchased Property Svcs. 1,118,873 1,668,664 1,670,490 1,593,469
500 Other Purchased Svcs. 206,648 227,107 238,551 238,551
600 Supplies 518,057 469,431 550,317 535,817
700 Capital Outlay 574,013 483,885 1,092,337 855,337
800 Other Charges & Expenses 70,136 6,602 73,800 73,800
900 Other Financial Uses 1.962.451 2.519.964 2.407.862 2.402.362
TOTALS: $12,134,854 $13,779,472 $14,756,004 $ 14,460,320
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Town Council
Mission Statement.
To facilitate the timely delivery of consistently superior local government services to meet the needs of
Londonderry's diverse public interests and to attain the goals ofthe Londonderry 2000 Project as adopted by the
1991 Annual Town Meeting, Article 32. Only those services shall be provided which are valued by the
community, volunteers and employees who comprise the Town's government. To use public resources wisely and
to foster amongst the people of Londonderry a sense ofcommunity.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Establish policies and the long term direction for the provision ofmunicipal services.
> Authorize a plan ofexpenditures and certain other appropriations deemed necessary to provide municipal
services















100 Salaries 10,800 10,500 10,500 10,500
200 Employee Benefits 850 840 840 840
300 Purchased Services
400 Purch. Property Services
500 Other Purchased Services
600 Supplies 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000
700 Capital Outlay
800 Other Charges & Exp.
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Town Council: 16,650 16,340 16,340 16,340
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




To provide effective leadership and direction in the administration of policies established by the Town Council
and to coordinate and supervise the efficient operation of the Town departments.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Manage the overall administrative affairs of the Town through enactment of policies and ordinances
and general State law governing administratin of the Town
> Coordinate the development and analysis of policies presented to the Council
> Maintain a complete inventory of all Town property and purchase all supplies, material and equipment
as required














100 Salaries 101,782 140,073 145,637 145,637
200 Employee Benefits 19,037 33,926 34,732 37,768
300 Purchased Services 25,204 22,900 22,900 17,900
400 Purch. Property Services
500 Other Purch. Services 21,213 31,505 32,738 32,738
600 Supplies 7,710 3,475 3,975 3,975
700 Capital Outlay 300 300
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Town Manager: 174,947 231,879 240,282 238,318
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




To facilitate the timely handling of business at the Annual Town Meeting, ensuring that all citizens are given the
opportunity to be recognized and heard.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Preside over annual elections
> Maintain order and decorum of Annual Town Meeting














100 Salaries 300 300 300 300
200 Employee Benefits
300 Purchased Services
400 Purch. Property Services
500 Other Purchased Services
600 Supplies
700 Capital Outlay
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Moderator: 300 300 300 300
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




To review the Town and School budget and expenditures and annual budgets and made recommendations
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Participate in budget review meetings














400 Purch. Property Services
500 Other Purchased Services
600 Supplies 500 500 500
700 Capital Outlay
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total BudIget Committee: 500 500 500
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




To safely and accurately make collections and timely deposits ofTown monies, recording and preserving vital
records ofthe community and consistently, courteously and efficiently serving our customers.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
Provide service to the public >
Daily collections/deposits ofTown monies >
Maintain vital records >
Recording financial statements
Licensing for dogs and amusement devices
Water and sewer payments














100 Salaries 95,871 124,385 132,936 132,936
200 Employee Benefits 24,909 35,955 34,272 37,840
300 Purchased Services 2,390 6,200 10,200 10,200
400 Purch.Property Services
500 Other Purch. Services 636 2350 2350 2350
600 Supplies 17,960 26,200 26,700 26,700
700 Capital Outlay 250 250 250
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Town Clerk: 141,765 195340 206,708 210,276
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A
Forty Hour Equivalent Positions 3.5 3.75 4.0 3.5
B-5
Supervisors of the Checklist ]
Mission Statement:
Handle the voter registrations of the Town in an accurate, cost efficient manner, while adhering to State
Statute and local ordinance to the benefit of the Town's citizenry.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Voter Registration
> Checklist Management (prepare, update, post, forward to State archives)
> Assist Town Clerk in preparation of ballots
> Assist Town Clerk in absentee ballot preparation














100 Salaries 6,880 10,000 9,750 9,750
200 Employee Benefits 542 739 785 785
300 Purchased Services 10 10 10
400 Purch.Property Services
500 Other Purch. Services 100
600 Supplies 204 500 700 700
700 Capital Outlay
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Supvr. Cklst & Voter Admin: 7,626 11349 11,245 11,245
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




Handle the voter registrations of the Town in an accurate, cost efficient manner, while adhering to State
Statute and local ordinance to the benefit of the Town's citizenry.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Voter Registration
> Preparation of ballots
> Preparation of absentee ballot preparation














100 Salaries 2,252 3,500 2,500 2,500
200 Employee Benefits 0j
300 Purchased Services 1,000 1,500 1,500
400 Purch.Property Services 2,950 3,000 3,000 3,000
500 Other Purch. Services
600 Supplies 3,159 3,700 1,950 1,950
700 Capital Outlay 3,480 4,000 500 500
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Supvr. Cklst & Voter Admin: 11,840 15,200 9,450 9,450
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




To handle the financial resources of the Town in a safe, fair accurate, efficient and professional manner to meet
all areas of responsibilities including compliance with Federal, State and local laws and ordinances, and generally
accepted accounting principals and provide timely and accurate reports which are easy to read and which report
the financial position and performance of the Town.
Major Servtces/Resronsibiuties:
Cash managment
Budget preparation & control
Grant financial compliance
Account and bank reconiliations
Comply to GAAP,GAAFR and GASB
policies,statements,Federal, State and local laws and ordinances
Audit and proccessing of Accounts Payable, Payroll and Cash Receipts
Debt financing
Preparation of financial statements















100 Salaries 116.204 127.673 128.004 126.004
200 Employee Benefits 26.658 30.434 28.845 31,184
300 Purchased Services 50,782 56.000 55,500 55,500
400 Purch.Propertv Services
500 Other Purch. Services 1,479 3,750 7,050 7,050
600 Supplies 12,013 10.000 7,250 7,250
700 Capital Outlay 875
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Finance Department: 208.011 227,857 226.649 226,988
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




To locate and appraise all taxable property in accordance with the New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated,
Supreme Court decisions and administrative procedures; to maintain current information on the ownership and
characteristics of property; to prepare and certify the assessment roll and individual property assessments in
accordance with the New Hampshire RSAs.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Maintain Town's assessment roll by valuation of building additions and new construction
> Administration ofexemption and abatement applications and preparation of reports to State
> Represent Town at Board ofTax and Land Appeals and Superior Court.
> Value real property for Ad Valorem tax purposes












100 Salaries 96,722 104,091 105,138 105,138
200 Employee Benefits 25,815 28,779 27,913 30,252
300 Purchased Services 870 1,400 1,200 1,200
400 Purcfa.Properry Services
500 Other Purch. Services 3,446 3,905 3,710 3,710
600 Supplies 1,632 3,008 3,348 3,348
700 Capital Outlay 500 500
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Assessing Department: 128,485 141,183 141,809 144,148
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A
Forty Hour Equivalent Positions 3 3 3 3
B-9
Management Information Systems <mis>
Mission Statement.
To provide the latest technology to all staff which provides the tools required to perform complicated tasks,
share common information with all customers, automate tasks currently performed manually and provide
adequate training to use the technology in a friendly environment.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Purchase and maintain all computer hardware, software and peripherals
> Provide adequate training to all employees
> Maintain up-to-date information on the lastest technologies
> Provide technical solutions to end-user problems and requests















200 Employee Benefits 2,000 2,000 2,000
300 Purchased Services 50,597 55,800 67,350 85,350
400 Purch.Property Services
500 Other Purch. Services 312 750 750 750
600 Supplies 32,334 24,500 39,500 39,500
700 Capital Outlay 15,002 71,950 66,400 19,400
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total M.I.S. Department: 98,245 155,000 176,000 147,000
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




Under the purvue of the Town Manager and Town Council and as requested, to provide contracted legal
support and advice on matters of negotiation, defense in matters of claims or litigation, title and deed research
and filings, and other such matters as requiring legal attention.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Misc. Contracted legal services to the Town
> Advice and assistance with bargaining unit negotiations
















300 Purchased Services 133,202 95,000 95,000 95,000
400 Purch.Property Services
500 Other Purch. Services
600 Supplies
700 Capital Outlay
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Legal: 133,202 95,000 95,000 95,000
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




Continue to provide high quality development review and planning services to the Town of Londonderry.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Provide staff services to the Manchester Airport Area Growth Mgmt. Task Force
> Implement the Planning Board's goals; including update of the Master Plan, CIP Plan, Impact Fee
Program and preserve the community's orchards and rural character.
> Provide high quality development review services to the Town ofLondonderry
















400 Purch. Property Services
500 Other Purch. Services
600 Supplies 166 2,000 2,000
700 Capital Outlay
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Planning Board: 166 2,000 2,000
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




Continue to provide high quality development review and zoning ordinance compliance services to the Town
ofLondonderry.
Major Servjces/Resronsibiljties:
> Provide staff services to the Zoning Board of Adjustment
> Implement the Town's Zoning Ordinance













100 Salaries 7,872 5,381 5,381
200 Employee Benefits 626 866 866
300 Purchased Services 325
400 Purch. Property Services
500 Other Purch. Services 706 2,470 2,370 2^70
600 Supplies 2,561 3,075 3,175 3,175
700 Capital Outlay
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Zoning Board: 12,090 5,545 11,792 11,792
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




To manage funds not directly attributable to a department, including the budget for changes to tax assessments
resulting from the abatement process.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Account for custodial services to the Town Offices
> Account for general Town Office building services and related expenses
> Maintain an Abatement Account to absorb abatement of taxes
> Maintain a Misc. Insurance account for the $1K deductible policy of the NHMA Property Trust
> Account for the issuance costs of long and short term borrowings














100 Salaries 26,945 13,751 29,319 29,319
200 Employee Benefits 6,682 4,119 7,390 7,800
300 Purchased Services 12,455 11,250 2,000 2,000
400 Purch.Property Services 41,256 59,000 71,000 71,000
500 Other Purch. Services
600 Supplies 124,904 33,600 41,100 41,600
700 Capital Outlay 3,192
800 Other Charges & Expenses 4,571 6,600 8,800 8,800
900 Other Financial Uses 33,357 29,157 5,500
Total Misc General Government: 253,361 157,477 165,109 160,519
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




To manage the Town's historical and currently used cemeteries.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Provide maintenance and other upkeep as necessary to the Town's cemeteries
> Coordinate burial services with Town and surrounding communities funeral homes















400 Purch. Property Services
500 Other Purch. Services
600 Supplies 19,754 17,500 17,500 17,500
700 Capital Outlay
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Cemetery Management: 19,754 17,500 17,500 17,500
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




To protect the Town's interests in real, management, and equipment issues and purchases.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Provide insurance coverage and legal defense to the town
> Manage Town's interest in insurance pool ofNHMA and PLIT














200 Employee Benefits 6,372 6,000 6,000 6,000
300 Purchased Services
400 Purch. Property Services
500 Other Purch. Services 142,339 150,000 155,000 155,000
600 Supplies
700 Capital Outlay
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Municipal Insurance: 148,711 156,000 161,000 161,000
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A
Forty Hour Equivalent Positions N/A N/A N/A N/A
B-16
Police - Administration ]
Mission Statement.
To provide administrative services to the Police Department that are consistent with the goals and objectives
ofthe overall departmental mission.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Short and long range planning
> Organizing resources
> Staffing
> Managing and directing department operations
> Budgeting
> Coordinating intra/inter-departmental resources
> Prosecution of criminal offenders in the Deny District Court













100 Salaries 341,933 138,412 140,445 140,445
200 Employee Benefits 62,845 40,791 46,836 46,836
300 Purchased Services 10,014 33,379 33,679 28,679
400 Purch Property Services 6,895 5,880 5,880 5,880
500 Other Purch.Services 2,174 7,280 7,650 7,650
600 Supplies 17,569 32,887 33,387 33,387
700 Capital Outlay 1,000 5,600 3,200 3,200
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses 13,192
Total Police Administration: 455,622 264,229 271,077 266,077
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




To provide services to the Operations Division in a manner consistent with the overall departmental proactive
approach. To be responsive to the needs of the community with a high level of quality responses to emergency
needs, traffic safety, pedestrian safety, and directed patrols within the community.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Criminal investigations
> Traffic accident investigations
> Traffic safety and enforcement
> Pedestrian safety
> Special events and special duty detail management
> Responses to emergency and routine police patrol service requests
Telecommunications
Preventative/proactive patrols














100 Salaries 1,202,967 1,584,115 1,674,399 1,674,399
200 Employee Benefits 243,036 341,676 318,301 350,918
300 Purchased Services 13,970 21,859 21,859 21,859
400 Purch.Property Services 16,049 32,913 33,913 33,913
500 Other Purch.Services 210
600 Supplies 13,142 16,396 18,550 13,550
700 Capital Outlay 445 14,449 22,120 17,120
800 Other Charges & Expenses 15,565
900 Other Financial Uses 51,102 79,657 68,447 68,447
Total Police - Operations: 1,556,486 2,091,065 2,157,589 2,180,206
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A
Forty Hour Equivalent Positions 47 48 49.5 49.5
B-18
Police - Support Services
Mission Statement.
To provide support and informational services to the field operations elements of the department and provide a




Fiscal management and reporting
Personnel management
Budget document preparation
Equipment/supply procurement and maintenance


















100 Salaries 265,936 193,219 178,550 178,550
200 Employee Benefits 62,491 50,627 34,438 38,171
300 Purchased Services 7,342
400 Purch.Property Services 5,286 5,000 15,000 15,000
500 Other Purch.Services 57
600 Supplies 9,188 7,251 7,251 7,251
700 Capital Outlay 405 2,520
800 Other Charges & Expenses 2
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Police - Support: 350,705 258,619 235,239 238,972
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




To provide a police facility that complements the field operations services.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Police facility management and maintenance











100 Salaries 29,203 30,470 33,058 33,058
200 Employee Benefits 5,274 9,667 10,167 10,988
300 Purchased Services
400 Purch. Property Services 78,932 23,131 27,670 27,670
500 Other Purch. Services
600 Supplies 15,466 10,500 16,000 16,000
700 Capital Outlay
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Police - Station: 128,875 73,768 86,895 87,716
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A
Forty Hour Equivalent Positions 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5
B-20
Police - Animal Control
Mission Statement.
To provide animal control services to the Town of Londonderry that protects the community and is consistent
with the provisions ofTown Ordinance and the goals and objectives of the overall departmental mission.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Enforcement ofNew Hampshire RSA 466
> Apprehension of any dog found running at large without a collar and valid license tag
> Provide a suitable place ofconfinement for impounded dogs
> Provide written notice ofimpoundment where name and address ofthe dog's owner is known
> Collect fees for violation ofTown Ordinance













100 Salaries 36,013 37,749 45,948 45,948
200 Employee Benefits 9,505 11,104 9,890 9,362
300 Purchased Services 759 263 368 368
400 Purch.Property Services 2,976 9,368 9,368 9,368
500 Other Purch.Services 250 368 368 368
600 Supplies 2,027 1,777 2,369 2^69
700 Capital Outlay
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Police - Animal Control: 51,530 60,629 68,311 67,783
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A
Forty Hour Equivalent Positions 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
B-21
Police - Outside Detail
Mission Statement:
To provide services to the Operations Division in a manner consistent with the overall departmental proactive
approach. To be responsive to the needs of the community with a high level of quality responses for directed
patrols within the community.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Traffic accident investigations >
> Traffic safety and enforcement >
> Pedestrian safety
> Special events and special duty detail management
Preventative/proactive patrols












100 Salaries 67,398 79,640 79,640 79,640






800 Other Charges and Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Police - Operations: 72,247 100,000 100,000 100,000
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A
Forty Hour Equivalent Positions n/a N/A N/A N/A
B-22
Fire & Rescue - Administration
Mission Statement.
To protect the lives and property of the community by strategic resource planning, supporting the missions of
other divisions, the efficient management of existing resources and enhancing community survivability from
fire, environmental, natural and manmade emergencies.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Long range strategic planning
> Emergency medical services
> Increase revenue generation
> Hazardous materials mitigation





















100 Salaries 278,604 287,882 307,448 307,448
200 Employee Benefits 57,200 66,589 63,117 67,671
300 Purchased Services 9,994 8,500 10,000 10,000
400 Purch.ProDertv Services 12,654 11,800 11,800 11,800
500 Other Purchased Services 1,617 2,650 2,600 2,600
600 Supplies 8,228 8,000 8,550 8,550
700 Capital Outlay 7,583 7,000
800 Other Charees & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses 20,954 20,954
Total Fire & Rescue-Administration: 396,834 413,375 403,515 408,069
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A
Forty Houir Equivalent Positions 5 5 5 5
B-23
Fire & Rescue - Firefighting
Mission Statement.



















100 Salaries 973,466 1,043,940 1,072,883 1,072,883
200 Employee Benefits 243,273 271,491 264,340 287,272
300 Purchased Services 5,396 5,500 5.500 5,500
400 Purch.Propertv Services 8,901 9,600 9,600 9,600
500 Other Purch.Services
600 Supplies 19,566 23,100 25,100 25,100
700 Capital Outlay 37,317 28,000 9,000 9,000
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Fire & Rescue - Firefighting: 1,287,919 1,381,631 1,386,423 1,409,355
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A
Forty Hour Equivalent Positions 23 23 23 23
B-24
Fire & Rescue - Prevention
Mission Statement:
To protect the lives and property ofthe community, and to assist businesses in development through active
enforcement of fire codes and the delivery of public education.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Inspect places of assembly
> Inspect business establishments
> Issue permits for blasting
> Investigate the cause of fires
> Enforce the Life Safety Code
> Juvenile firesetter counselling
> Knox box administration
Plans review ofnew construction
Inspect multi-family dwellings
Issue permits and inspect heating installations
Investigate code violations
Issue permits for storage of flammables














100 Salaries 57,922 51,835 51,539 51,539
200 Employee Benefits 13.062 13,393 12,397 13,505
300 Purchased Services 641 1,000 1,000 1,000
400 Purch. Property Services 300 300 300
500 Other Purch. Services 69 125 125 125
600 Supplies 1,209 1,500 1,500 1,500
700 Capital Outlay
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Fire & Rescue - Prevention: 72,903 68,153 66,861 67,969
Revenues: 18,603 15,000 15,000 15,000
Forty Hour Equivalent Positions 1 1 1 1
B-25
Fire & Rescue - Communications
Mission statement.
To support the other divisions by the provision of efficient and professional communications. To enhance
emergency management capabilities.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Maintain department radio communcation equipment
> Provide dispatching and related clerical services.
> Data entry and documentation (NFIRS, SARA Title III reports)
> 24 hour customer service for permits and general information














100 Salaries 23,109 73,936 129,234 121,234
200 Employee Benefits 2,315 23.297 34,057 34,057
300 Purchased Services 968 1,000 1,000 1,000
400 Purch. Property Services 12,005 13,400 2,000 2,000
500 Other Purch. Services
600 Supplies 149 4,000 4,000
700 Capital Outlay
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Fire & Rescue - Communications: 38,546 111,633 170,291 162,291
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A
Forty Hour Equivalent Positions 3 4 5 5
B-26
Fire & Rescue - Station
Mission Statement.
To provide a fire facility that complements the field operations services.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Fire facility management and maintenance
















400 Purch.ProDertv Services 49,098 46,295 46,250 46,250
500 Other Purch.Services
600 Supplies 25,035 28,523 28.600 28,600
700 Capital Outlay
800 Other Charses& Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Fire & Rescue - Station: 74,132 74,818 74,850 74,850
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A
Forty Hour Equivalent Positions N/A N/A N/A N/A
B-27
Fire & Rescue - Emergency Medical Service
Mission Statement.
To provide the community with fast, professional, and efficient responses to medical emergencies, including
times of disaster.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Provide basic and advanced life support services, to include:
Treatment of the sick and injured















100 Salaries 27,697 139,113 121,602 121,602
200 Employee Benefits 3,531 33.111 24,810 32,098
300 Purchasd Services 168,442 25,850 27,250 27,250
400 Purch.Property Services 2,093 1,200 1,200
500 Other Purch. Services
600 Supplies 5,066 14,000 13,000 13,000
700 Capital Outlay 222,184
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Emergency Medical Service: 429,013 212,074 187,862 195,150
Revenues: 3,229 155,000 180,000 150,000




To administer the Town's building codes, health ordinances and zoning regulations in a fair, efficient and
professional manner while providing assistance to the applicants seeking permits and inspections.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Issue building, electrical, plumbing and other permits
> Perform code compliance inspections
> Issue certificates of occupancy
> Handle complaints
> Maintain records of building activity
> Real estate background information research
> Provide information for environmental site assessment














100 Salaries 102,107 110,851 113,958 113,958
200 Employee Benefits 27,634 32,438 29,950 32,001
300 Purchased Services 645 2,400 2,400 2,400
400 Purch. Property Services 160 160 160 160
500 Other Purch. Services 2,694 2,585 3,085 3,085
600 Supplies 757 1,130 1,180 1,180
700 Capital Outlay
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Building Department: 133,997 149,564 150,733 152,784
Revenues: 115,638 120,000 120,000 120,000
Forty Hour Equivalent Positions 3 3 3.5 3.5
B-29
Public Works - Highway
Mission Statement:
To efficiently and effectively maintain the Town's roadways and other supporting infrastructure. To provide
efficient and timely snow and ice removal from Town roads and Town facilities. To provide efficient
maintenance and repair of public works vehicles and equipment.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Provide timely snow and ice removal for Town roads, Town and School facilities
> Repair of all roads, catch basins, drainage pipes and swales
> Perform ground maintenance along the Town's right of way
> Repair and replace regulatory street signage
> Maintain brush and stump disposal center














100 Salaries 490,003 490,852 519,242 497,242
200 Employee Benefits 124,130 170,154 170,259 175,108
300 Purchased Services 63,750 60,200 75,200 75,200
400 Purch. Property Services 813,123 1,349,750 1,313,000 1,235,979
500 Other Purch. Services 971 1,280 1,280 1,280
600 Supplies 60,351 61,689 61,689 61,689
700 Capital Outlay 40,267 14,000 14,000 14,000
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses 51,302 105,902 105,902
Total Highway Department: 1,592,595 2,199,227 2,260,572 2,166,400
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




To manage the collection and disposal of solid waste for the Town, increase recycling participation with the
aim of improving environmental quality while lowering solid waste collection and disposal costs.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Maintain current recycling outlets, generate new recycling markets
> Negotiate Solid Waste and Recycling contracts.
> Education/information programs (Master Recycler) on source reduction, reuse, recycling, disposal of
wastes, promote use of safe alternatives to household hazardous wastes
> Produce quarterly newsletter, maintain Recycling Hotline, maintain Buried Treasure Booklet














100 Salaries 18,750 23,517 23,017 27,017
200 Employee Benefits 5,465 5,748 5,789 8,558
300 Purchased Services 790,790 838,530 825,926 825,926
400 Purch. Property Services
500 Other Purch. Services 15,512 3,900 3,900 3,900
600 Supplies 1,487 3,820 3,820 3,820
700 Capital Outlay
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses 1,487 3,820 3,820
Total Solid Waste/Recycling: 832,003 875,515 862,452 869,221
Revenues:




To provide short term financial assistance to sustain a person or household in need until they qualify or
become eligible for other private or public financial assistance programs.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Review and grant general assistance to qualified applicants in accordance with Town guidelines
> Assist needy citizens in non-financial ways by acting as liaison with other private and public services
> Maintain complete statistical, case and financial records in accordance with RSA 41 46.
















300 Purchased Services 78,349 67,236 72,285 72,285
400 Purch. Property Services
500 Other Purch. Services
600 Supplies 31.391 29,000 30,000 30,000
700 Capital Outlay
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Welfare: 109,740 96,236 102,285 102,285
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




To provide parent-child mediation services to Londonderry families in crisis.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Provide telephone intake and/or referral services to the commuity on a year-round, seven day per week
basis.
> Meet with families to discuss program participation
> Offer ongoing family sessions with a team ofwell trained volunteer mediators under the supervision of the
Program Director.














100 Salaries 13,351 15,065 14,095 14,095
200 Employee Benefits 1,090 1,223 1,134 1,134
300 Purchased Services 1,837 1,950 1,950 1,950
400 Purch. Property Services
500 Other Purch. Services 649 655 655 655
600 Supplies 29 30 30 30
700 Capital Outlay
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Family Mediation: 16,956 18,923 17,864 17,864
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




To provide administrative support and direction to the paid staff and volunteers in an effort to serve the
Town's recreational requirements in an affordable format.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Coordinate scheduling; manage and maintain fields/facilities
> Coordination of the Recreation Department with Town departments, Boards and School District.
> Support and assist adult and youth sport leagues and other recreational activity groups














100 Salaries 25,775 30,341 30,341 30,341
200 Employee Benefits 2,991 3,981 3,981 3,981
300 Purchased Services 300 400 400
400 Purch. Property Services 3,533 4,500 4,800 4,800
500 Other Purch. Services 250 250 250
600 Supplies 4,816 9,100 9,800 9,800
700 Capital Outlay 525 250 250 250
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Recreation: 37,639 48,722 49,822 49,822
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




To provide materials, information and services for community residents of all ages designed to meet their
personal, educational and recreational needs. The library's primary focus is to provide a collection of
materials, both print and digital, which serves the diverse needs of Londonderry's residents.
Major Services/Resronsibiuties:
> Select, purchase and maintain collection of print, non print and digital resources
> Provide and assist in the use of the reference collection and other informational resources
> Provide access to resources of other libraries through GMILCS and interlibrary loans.
> Provide access to the Internet and external databases.
> Develop and maintain an historical and in depth collection of current information on Londonderry














100 Salaries 170,954 282,543 335,206 335,206
200 Employee Benefits 35,918 68,394 76,265 79,060
300 Purchased Services 2,962 6,460 34,538 24,538
400 Purch.Property Services 11,209 21,617 35,299 35,299
500 Other Purch. Services 3,328 5,080 5,945 5,945
600 Supplies 54,577 71,450 110,363 100^363
700 Capital Outlay 10^392 5,800 14,537 14,537
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Library: 289,340 461,344 612,153 594,948
Revenues:




Continue to implement an active business attraction and retention program which will expand and diversify
Londonderry's tax base.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Provide staff services to the Londonderry Economic Development Committee and Planning Board
> Continue the development of the Stonyfield/Londonderry Eco-Industrial Park as part of our sustainable
development program.
> Continue the Londonderry Marketing Program
> Continue to expand the Business Retention Program
> Continue the Target Industry Marketing Program














100 Salaries 76,649 82,737 84,800 84,800
200 Employee Benefits 16,638 17,914 17,710 19,228
300 Purchased Services 5,472 5.000 27,000 6,000
400 Purch. Property Services
500 Other Purch. Services 6,798 5,459 5,500 5,500
600 Supplies 4,150 2,620 3,830 3,830
700 Capital Outlay 100 500 500 500
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Planning/Econ. Development: 109.806 114.230 139,340 119,858
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




Provide a variety of cable services to community members as defined in the franchise agreement with the cable
operator. Promote the community use ofPEG Access Channels (CTV-20, ETV-51,GOV-52) to both view and
create a diversity of programming. Foster and perpetuate a sense of community cohesiveness via electronic
mediums.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Monitor Cable Franchise Agreement
> Advise Town of cable technology capabilities, present and future.
> Function as a consumer advocate on behalfof cable subscribers


















100 Salaries 25,592 26,699 39,188 28,788
200 Employee Benefits 5,387 5,447 5,571 5,981
300 Purchased Services 4,411 430 6,300 6^00
400 Purch.Property Services
500 Other Purch. Services 195 195 775 775
600 Supplies 5,884 7,650 10,650 10,650
700 Capital Outlay 2,811 3,350 16,050 16,050
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Cable: 44,279 47,641 78,534 68,544
Revenues: 47,958 47,641 50,000 50,000




To build and maintain a public sewer infrastructure primarily in commercial and industrially zoned land to
stimulate diversified business development and expand the tax base; provide environmentally friendly and
superior sewage disposal alternatives for business and residential growth; monitor and regulate industrial
discharges to the public system.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Administer and enforce Industrial Pretreatment Program.
> Maintain and operate sewer service collection and transmission system, enforce sewer ordinance
> Implement and maintain intermunicipal sewer agreements, administer sewer billing program
> Review, approve, permit, inspect sewer development proposals













100 Salaries 39,646 40,852 42,353 42,353
200 Employee Benefits 10,516 13,754 13,906 15,034
300 Purchased Services 411,812 428,541 407,000 407,000
400 Purch.Property Services 51,753 72,950 80,250 80,250
500 Other Purch. Services 1,144 2,450 2,450 2,450
600 Supplies 1,955 7,950 7,950 7,950
700 Capital Outlay 76,188 143,500 143,500 143,500
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses 61,537 56,431 56,431
Total Sewer Fund: 593,014 771,534 753,840 754,968
Revenues:




To capture the long range costs ofbonded capital improvements projects.
Major Services/Resronsibilities:
> Maintain Town's bonding capacity and rating


















500 Other Purch. Services
600 Supplies
700 Capital Outlay
800 Other Charges & Expenses
900 Other Financial Uses 1,843,848 2,277,357 2,171,582 2,171,582
Total Debt Service: 1,843,848 2,277,357 2,171,582 2,171,582
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A




The Capital Planning Committee, formed by the adoption of the Londonderry Charter effective July 1, 1996,
pledged to maintain a tax impact cap of $4 per thousand dollars of valuation over the next five years.
Major Services/Responsibilities:
> Maintain Town's bonding capacity and rating


















500 Other Purch. Services
600 Supplies
700 Capital Outlay 152,248 182,716 801,230 616,230
800 Other Charges & Expenses 50,000 65,000 65,000
900 Other Financial Uses
Total Capital Projects/Warrants: 202,248 182,716 866,230 681,230
Revenues: N/A N/A N/A N/A
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To the inhabitants ofLondonderry in the County ofRockingham in said State qualified to vote
in Town Affairs:
Voters are hereby notified to meet at the Londonderry High School Gymnasium in
Londonderry on Tuesday the eleventh day ofMarch, 1997 at seven o'clock in the morning to choose
all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year, by official ballot, the polls to be open at seven
o'clock in the morning and to close not earlier than eight o'clock in the evening.
Voters are further notified to meet at the Londonderry High School on Saturday, March 1 5,
1997 at nine o'clock in the morning to discuss and amend articles, act upon the proposed FY97/98
budget and all other matters to come before the meeting.
A third session shall be held on Tuesday, April 8, 1997, to act upon the articles by official
ballot, the polls to be open at seven o'clock in the morning and to close not earlier than eight o'clock
in the evening.
ARTICLE NO. 1 [ELECTION OF OFFICERS]
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year, or until another is chosen or
appointed and qualified.
ARTICLE NO. 2 [BOND ISSUE FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM]
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of FIVE MILLION TWO
HUNDRED THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($5,230,000) for the purposes as set forth below:
Project Projected Cost




GIS Mapping Program $315K
Fire Pumper $350K
Delta Drive Sewer Int. $225K
Eco Park Infrastructure $550K
Said sum is to be raised by the issuance of serial bonds or notes not to exceed FIVE
MILLION TWO HUNDRED THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($5,230,000) under and in
compliance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (NH Revised Statutes Annotated
Chapter 33) and to authorize the Town Council to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes, to




ARTICLE NO. 2 (Cont'd)- [BOND ISSUEFOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTSPROGRAM]
the issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or notes as shall be in the best interest of
the Town ofLondonderry, and to authorize the Town Council to accept any funds from the State of
New Hampshire, the Federal Government, and private sources, as may become available, and pass
any vote relating thereto.
(If passed, this article will have a tax impact of $0.05 in FY 97/98, $0. 10 in FY 98/99, and
$0.58inFY99/00)V
This article is supported by:
Town Council -(Yes- 3-2-0 ) Budget Committee - (Yes- 5-2-0
)
1 Projections are based upon current assessed values.
ARTICLE NO. 3 /FISCAL YEAR 1997-1998 OPERATINGAPPROPRIATIONS-BUDGET/
To raise such sums of money and make appropriations of the same as may be necessary to
defray Town charges, exclusive ofwarrant articles and increases resulting from collective bargaining
agreements, for the ensuing fiscal year, July 1, 1997 through June 30, 1998.
(This article, if passed, this article will have a tax rate impact of $7.33 in FY 97/98) l .
Town Council- ( $ 14,460,320 -Vote: 5-0-0
)
Budget Committee - ($ 14,491,720 -Vote: 7-2-0)
1
Projections are based upon current assessed values.
ARTICLE NO. 4 (USE OF UNEXPENDED BOND PROCEEDS FOR THE
PURPOSE OF COMPLETING THE DELTA DRIVE
INTERCEPTOR PROJECT]
To see if the Town will vote pursuant to RSA 33:3-A to authorize a change of the
expenditure of unexpended balances in the amount of TWO HUNDRED TWENTY FIVE
THOUSAND, THREE HUNDRED FIVE DOLLARS AND FIFTY ONE CENTS ($225,305.51)
of the 1981 Town Meeting article for the SE Interceptor project, which has been completed. The
new purpose for such funds shall be the construction of the Delta Drive Sewer Interceptor .
(This article, if passed, this article will have no tax rate impact.)
This article is supported by:
Town Council - ( Yes -4-1-0) Budget Committee - (Yes- 7-0-0)




ARTICLE NO. 5 /DISCONTINUE FIRE TRUCK CHASSIS CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
AND APPROPRIATE MONIES FROM THAT FUND TO THE FIRE
DEPARTMENTCAPITAL RESERVEFUND FOR FIREDEPARTMENT
TRUCKS/
To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the Capital Reserve Fund for the purchase of a
Fire Truck Chassis created by Article 19 of the 1993 Town Meeting; the sum TWENTY
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($20,000) plus accrued interest shall be added to the Capital Reserve Fund
established for the procurement of Fire Department Trucks established by Article 1 1 of the 1995
Town Meeting.
(This article, if passed, will have no tax impact.)
This article is supported by:
Town Council -(Yes -5-0-0) Budget Committee - (Yes -7-0-0)
1 Projections are based upon current assessed values.
ARTICLE NO. 6 /APPROPRIATE FUNDS TO CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS TO
REPLACEAMBULANCES, HIGHWA YHEA VYEQUIPMENT,
FIRE TRUCKS AND HIGHWA Y TRUCKS]
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sums set forth below to be placed
in capital reserve funds already established, and authorize the Town Council to act as agents to
expend said funds.
Article 7- 1994 Ambulances $23,143 Tax Impact: $0.02
Article 7- 1995 Highway Trucks $20,654 Tax Impact: $0.02
Article 6-1994 Highway Heavy Eq. $24,250 Tax Impact: $0.02
Article 11 -1995 Fire Trucks $74,000 Tax Impact: $0.07
This article is supported by:
Town Council - ( Yes -4-1-0) Budget Committee - (Yes - 7-0-0)
1
Projections are based upon current assessed values.
ARTICLE NO. 7 (RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FUNDS FOR ORCHARD
PRESERVA TION - on Petition of Voters]
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ONE MILLION FIVE
HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ($1,500,000) for the purpose of purchasing open space
parcels of land as outlined in the Town's priority list of the " Open Spaces Preservation Plan".
Funding for such purchase shall be: One Half(50%) from Town Surplus Fund, and One Half(50%)
from outside private & public sources, including the Land Use Change Tax Fund in the Conservation
Fund. This shall be a non lapsing fund for five (5) years,
(This article, if passed, will have no tax rate impact )
This article is supported by:




ARTICLE NO. 8: [RAISEAND APPROPRIATEFUNDSFOR LONDONDERRYAFSCME,
LOCAL 1801 AGREEMENT/
To see if the Town will vote to approve the cost items included in the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the Town Council and Local 1801 of the American Federation of State,
County, and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO, which call for the following increases in salaries and
benefits:




and further to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 17,367 for the 1997-1998 fiscal year such sum
representing the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over those of the
appropriation at the current staffing levels paid in the current fiscal year.
This article is supported by:
Town Council- (Yes -4-0-1) Budget Committee - (Yes - 7-0-0)
1
Projections are based upon current assessed values.
ARTICLE NO. 9 (RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FUNDS for LONDONDERRY
ADMINISTRATIVE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION (L.A.E.A.
CONTRACTAGREEMENT/
To see if the Town will vote to approve the cost items included in the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the Londonderry Town Council and the Londonderry Administrative
Employees Association (LAEA), which calls for the following increases in salaries and benefits:
Year Estimated Increase Tax Impact
FY 98 $16,467 $0.02
FY99 $11,857 $0.01
FY2000 $13,597 $0.01
and further to raise and appropriate the sum of $16,467 for the 1997-1998 fiscal year, such sum
representing the additional cost attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over those of the
appropriation at the current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year '.
This article is supported by:
Town Council - (Yes- 3-1-1 ) Budget Committee -(Yes- 6-1-0)
1




ARTICLE NO. 10 /RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FUNDS TO ACQUIRE
PROPERTY/
To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofONE HUNDRED TWELVE
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($11 2,000) for the purpose of acquiring property located on Route 28,
Londonderry, further identified as Map 1 5, Lot 26 for cultural and recreational purposes.
(This article, if passed, will have a tax impact of $0. 11 in FY 97/98) '.
This article is supported by:
Town Council - (Yes- 5-0-0) Budget Committee -(Yes- 5-2-0)
' Projection* are based upon current assessed values.
ARTICLE NO. 11 /RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FUNDS FOR AN
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN STUDY FOR A POLICE
FACILITY/
To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofTHIRTY FIVE THOUSAND
DOLLARS ($35,000) for the purpose of an architectural design study for a new police facility for
the Town. If the bond issue proposed by Article No. 2 is approved on April 8, 1997 for the Police
Facility, the funds authorized by this Article shall lapse.
(If passed, this article will have a tax impact of $0.04 in FY 97/98) '.
This article is supported by:
Town Council- (Yes -4-1-0) Budget Committee -(Yes -6-1-0)




ARTICLE NO. 12 [TRANSACTION OF OTHER BUSINESS]
To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting. No business
enacted under this article shall have any binding effect upon the Town.
Given under our hands and seal, this 24th of February, in the year of our Lord, Nineteen
Hundred and Ninety Seven:
TOWN COUNCIL
LONDONDERRY, NEWHAMPSHIRE
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TOWN OFFICERS - 1996
ELECTED OFFICIALS (Three Year Terms)
TOWN COUNCIL
Daniel J. Vecchione Chairman Term Expires 1997
Dean G. Kacos V-Chairman Term Expires 1 998
Frederick L. Colson Term Expires 1998
Arthur E. Rugg Term Expires 1 999
Andrew Greco Term Expires 1999
AUDITORS (Removed by adoption of Charter- July 1, 1996)
Malcolm Currier Term Expires 1997
William Thcrriault Term Expires 1998
Rowland H. Schimidtchen Term Expires 1996
BUDGET COMMITTEE (* Revised to 7-Members - Charter - July 1, 1996)
Daniel Bever Term Expires 1999
Michael Carrier Term Expires 1 998
Greg Carson *Term Expires 1997
Michael P. Dolan Term Expires 1998
Cindy Eaton Term Expires 1999
Lloyd Godson Term Expires 1 998
Kenneth J. Hajjar Chairman *Term Expires 1997
John Kitson (Chair- School Subcomte) *Term Expires 1997
Robert Lincoln V. Chairman (Chair - Town Subcomte) Term Expires 1997
Ken Sutherland Term Expires 1999
Donald Synborski Term Expires 1998
CHARTER COMMISSION (Charter Adopted 3/12/96 - Effective July 1, 1997)
William J. Foley Chairman Term Expires 1 996
Cynthia Conlcy V. Chairman Term Expires 1996
Edward D. Brucggcmann Secretary Term Expires 1996
Robert E. Carr Term Expires 1996
Perry Cravcr Term Expires 1996
Kenneth J. Hajjar Term Expires 1 996
Betsy McKinncy Term Expires 1996
Mark Oswald Term Expires 1 996
Arthur E. Rugg Term Expires 1 996
MODERATOR
William J. Foley Term Expires 1998
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR
Joan M. Savina Term Expires 1998
TREASURER
Betsy McKinncy Term Expires 1 998
TOWN OFFICERS - 1996
ELECTED OFFICIALS (Three Year Terms)







TRUSTEES OF LEACH LIBRARY
Junie G. Vickcrs Chairman
Robert Collins V. Chairman
Sharman H. Cohen Treasurer
Janice Anagnos Secretary




Clark Peters (Res. 7/96)
Alexi Leavitt (Res. 9/96)

















TOWN OFFICERS - 1996
ELECTED REPRESENTA T1VES-
Biennial Elections (Two Year Terms)
EXECUTIVE COUNCILOR - FOURTH DISTRICT
James Normand 1 5 High Street Manchester, NH 03 1 1 - 1 628

















4 Overlook Avenue Londonderry, NH 03053
80 Perkins Road Londonderry, NH 03053
SENATORIAL DISTRICT #14
Gary R. Francocur - 23 Woodcrest Drive - Hudson, NH 0305 1
U. S. SENATE/HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT #1
Senator Robert C. Smith
332 Dirkscn Scn.Ofc. Building
Washington, DC 20510
Reprcscnative John E. Sununu
1210 Longworth House Ofc. Building
Washington, DC 20515
TOWN OFFICERS - 1996
BOARDSAPPOINTED BY THE TOWN COUNCIL
ADMINISTRATIVE CODE/CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES TASK FORCE
Robert E. Can- Ad Hoc
Frederick L. Colson Ad Hoc
Richard M. Ptantc Ad Hoc
Arthur E. Rugg Ad Hoc
Joseph E. Ryan Ad Hoc
Alan J. Sypek Ad Hoc
AIRPORT AREA GROWTH MANAGEMENT TASK FORCE
Anita L. Davidson Sewer Advisory Committee Liaison Ad Hoc
Gene Harrington Conservation Commission Liaison Ad Hoc
Dean G. Kacos Town Council Liaison Ad Hoc
Edgar LaPointc Planning Board Liaison Ad Hoc
William Licvcns LHRA Liaison Ad Hoc
Arthur E. Rugg Town Council Liaison Ad Hoc
Kendall Smith Citizen at Large Ad Hoc
Junie Vickers Historic District Commission Liaison Ad Hoc
CABLE CONTRACT NEGOTIATION COMMITTEE
Susan Ballard Ad Hoc
Bill Cullen Ad Hoc
Joseph Dollivcr Ad Hoc
Dottie Grovcr Ad Hoc
Robert Guaraldi Ad Hoc
Nanci L. Man Ad Hoc
Steve Meusc Ad Hoc
Gerry Paquin Ad Hoc
Joseph Paradis Ad Hoc
Joseph St. Ongc Ad Hoc
Thomas M. Spine Ad Hoc
CAPITAL PLANNING COMMITTEE
(Terms concurrent with appointed/elected terms per Charter
Arthur E. Rugg Member ofTown Council
Daniel J. Vecchione Member ofTown Council
Ron Campo School Board Member
John Silvestro School Board Member
Kenneth Hajjar Budget Committee Member
Robert Lincoln Budget Committee Member
Peter J. Curro Finance Director
Craig Young School Business Director











TOWN OFFICERS - 1996
BOARDSAPPOINTED BY THE TOWN COUNCIL- (Cont'd)
CONSERVATION COMMISSION (Three Year Term)
Stuart A. Davidson Chairman Term Expires 1 998
Eugene A. Harrington V.Chairman Term Expires 1997
Henry A. Chary Term Expires 1997
Daniel F. Hicks Term Expires 1999
Kenneth Joudrcy (Res. 8/96) Alternate TermExpries 1996
Deborah Lievcns Term Expires 1999
Bryan MacLarcn Alternate Term Expires 1 997
Dennis C. Morgan Alternate Term Expires 1997
Sarah Jane Nelson Term Expires 1998
Gordon Stone Term Expires 1998
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE (Three Year Term)
Peter C. Lowitt Dir. Plan/Ec. Dev.
Joyce Walton Chairman Term Expires 1 999
Bob McDonald V. Chairman Term Expires 1999
Donald Sommese Term Expires 1997
Giovanni Verani Term Expires 1999
James K. Wallack Term Expires 1999
Donald Sommese Term Expires 1997
Robert H. Fryer Alternate Term Expires 1997
Timothy Rooney Alternate Term Expires 1997
Greg Carson Budget Comte. Rep. Term Expires 1997
Richard G. Higgins (Res. 12/96) Plan Bd.Rep Term Expires 1996
Mark Oswald Plan Bd. Rep. Term Expires 1999
Robert Ramsay (Res. 10/96) Chmbr.Commerce Rep. Term Expires 1996
HISTORIAN
Melvin E. Watts
HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION (Three Year Term)
Marilyn V. Ham Chairman Term Expires 1999
Junie G. Vickers V. Chairman Term Expires 1997
Kenneth Joudrcy TermExpries 1999
Kerry Ann White Term Expires 1998
James P. Anagnos, Jr. Plan Bd. Rep. Term Expires 1998
TOWN OFFICERS - 1996
BOARDSAPPOINTED BY THE TOWN COUNCIL (Cont'd)
LONDONDERRY HOUSING & REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (Five Year Term)
William E. Lievens Chairman Term Expires 1998
John J. Falvey Secretary Term Expires 1997
John S. Calhoun Term Expires 2000
Richard Iannacone V. Chair/Treas. Term Expires 1996
Norman Russell Term Expires 1998
INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE COMMITTEE (Three Year Term)
Julie A. Licse Chairman
Betty Mates V. Chairman
Arthur E. Rugg Secretary
Reed Page Clark Hist. See. Liaison
John Conley Sch. Board Rep.















MANCHESTER AIRPORT AUTHORITY (Five Year Term)
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BOARDSAPPOINTED BY THE TOWN COUNCIL (Cont'd)
NING BOARD (Th rce Year Term) i
Robert A. Smith Chairman
Richard G. Higgins V. Chairman
Richard J. Verrill (Res 12/95) Secretary




Elizabeth A. Durkin Alternate
Mark Oswald Alternate
Larry Simpson Alternate
James Rumson (Res. 5/96) Alternate
Term Expires 1 996
Term Expires 1 998






Term Expires 1 999
Term Expires 1 999
Term Expires 1 998
RECREATION COMMISSION (Three Year Term)
Arthur T. Psalcdas Director
Robert Lees Chairman
Kenneth LaMarca V. Chairman












SEWER COMMISSIONERS (Sewer Advisory Committee - Charter 7/1/96)





Term Expires 1 999
Term Expires 1997
Term Expires 1998









SOUTHERN N.H. PLANNING COMMISSION (Four Year Term)
Anita L. Davidson Secretary
Edgar LaPointe
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TRAFFIC SAFETY COMMITTEE (Three Year Term)
Anita L. Davidson General Public
Robert Ramsay Chairman/Secretary
Joseph E. Ryan Police Rep.
Richard M.Plantc Town Manager
Richard V. Latcs School Rep.
Peter Lowitt Planning Rep.























ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT (Three Year Term)
Gregory Carson Chairman
























Karen G. Marchant, Assessor William Ingalls, Asst. Assessor
Dorothy M. Ouellette, Secretary
BUILDING INSPECTION/ZONING/HEALTH DEPARTMENTS
James T. Smith, Chief Inspector/Health Officer John R. Gilcreast, Jr., Inspector





Alan J. Sypek, Chief
Michael W. Carrier, Deputy Chief
Ronald D. Anstcy Jr., Captain
James M. Carrier, Captain
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Robert R. Miller, Captain
David R. Spahn, Captain
Douglas Cardwell, Lieutenant
Gordon F. Joudrey, Lieutenant
























Mark E. Van de Bogart
Paul Weinburgh
Kevin J. Zins
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Alan J. Sypek, Warden
Ronald D. Anstey, Jr., Deputy
Michael W. Carrier, Deputy
FOREST FIRE WARDEN-
Gordon F. Joudrey, Deputy
Robert R. Miller, Deputy
Ronald Raymond, Deputy
Jesse Roberts, Deputy




William McQuillen Suzanne Saunders
Elizabeth Mahon
Peter J. Curro, Finance Director
Melissa Mitrook, Accountant
FINANCE DEPARTMENT
Elaine J. Lafond, Bookkeeper
Henry Poole, Volunteer
Shirley Barron, Librarian

















Donald F. Cashman, Custodian
Richard J. Bannon, Chief
Kenneth E. Lynch, Commander
Roy E. Melnick, Captain
Joseph E. Ryan, Captain
Kevin Coyle, Prosecutor
Daniel C. Bouchard, Safety Off
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Daniel G. Murphy, Juv. Off.
Suzanne J. Hebert, Secty
Russell L. Goodnow, Sgt.
Frank W. Holdsworth, Sgt.
Bruce L. Palmer, Sgt.
Stephen J. Parsons, Sgt.
Steve M. Tatham, Sgt.
Lloyd M. Wiley, Sgt.
Michael W. Bennett, Det
Richard N. Heiligenstadt,Det.
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TOWN OFFICE EMPLOYEES (Cont'd)
POLICE DEPARTMENT (Cont'd)
TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS
Cynthia E. McCann, Supvr. Robert W. Jones, Jr. Barbara A. Jones
Elizabeth A. Fichcra Irene L. Major Suzanne K. Saunders
RECORDS




David M. Simpson Mary-Beth Thomas, Asst.
~~~~~~~CROSSING GUARDS~">*~~*~~*~'
Nancy F. Cooper Sara Mitchell
Elaine J. Rosenberg Marilyn J. Vaccaro
PLANNING & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT





Janusz Czyzowski, P.E. - Town Engr. Russell N. Pickering, Hwy.Foreman
Donald J.Blanchette, Asst.Forcman Donna M. Hines, Secretary
EQUIPMENT OPERATOR/LABORER
Scott A. Lacourse Leonard McLaughlin
EQUIPMENT OPERATOR/MECHANIC-
Paul W. Schacht, Jr.
TRUCK DRIVER/LABORER
Brian K. Hovey William A. Payson
Charles R. Pickering Walter R. Trow
RECREATION DEPARTMENT
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Jane E. Hicks, Deputy Tax Collector




Troy R. Brown, Director
Elaine LaFond, Asst.
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LONDONDERRYANNUAL TOWNMEETING
MARCH 12, 1996
Annual Town Meeting, Town of Londonderry, County of Rockingham, State of New
Hampshire, Tuesday, March 12, 1996, at the Londonderry High School.
Moderator: William J. Foley
The Meeting was called to order at 6:56 A.M. and reading ofthe warrant began.
Mr Vecchione, "I move to eliminate the reading of the warrant." Second by Mrs. Holt.
Voted affirmatively.
Mr. Vecchione, "I move that the election ofTown Officers, Action on Article #201, Article
#301 and Articles #101 through #106 be by ballot with the use ofthe checklist and that the polls open
immediately and remain open until 8 o'clock this evening." Second by Mrs. Holt. Voted
affirmatively.
Mr. Vecchione, "I move that we recess the deliberative session to Saturday, March 16th, at
9:00 AM. at the Londonderry High School." Second by Mrs. Holt. Voted affirmatively.
Mr. Foley announced that he would commence processing the absentee ballots at 2:00 P.M.
School Meeting was opened by Mr. William Foley, Assistant School Moderator.
Voting machines were checked and shown to have a zero balance.
Polls opened at 7:00 A.M.
Polls closed at 8:00 P.M.
The Moderator then proceeded with the ballot tally.
TOTAL NUMBER REGISTERED VOTERS 12,253
TOTAL NUMBER BALLOTS CAST 1,987




ARTICLE NO. 1 (ELECTION OF OFFICERS]
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year, or until another is chosen or
appointed and qualified.
TOWN OFFICERS
For Selectmen - Three Year Term - Vote for Two:
Melva Holt 870




James A. Rumson 361
Andrew Greco 938*
For Moderator - Two Year Term - Vote for One:
William J. Foley 1,538*
For Supervisor of Checklist - Six Year Term - Vote for One:
Mary "Polly" Reed 1,198*
James K. Wallack 322





For Trustees of Trust Funds - Three Year Term - Vote for One:
James K. Wallack 587
Peter J. Curro 917*
For Trustees of Leach Library - Three Year Term - Vote for Three:
Sharman Cohen 1,206*
Janet B. Moe 1,287*
Perry P. Craver (Write-in) 28
Andrew Greco 44


















ARTICLE 301: "Shall we adopt the provision ofRSA 40: 13 to allow official ballot
voting on all issues before the school district?"
YES 1,249*
NO 634





Article 101: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 101 as proposed by
Petition of Harry Anagnos and other voters to change the zoning ofTax Map
16, Parcel 11, located at 19 Auburn Road, from IND-1 to AR.-l? The
Planning Board approves of this article.
Yes - 1069 No - 630
Article 101 passed.
Article 102: Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 102 as proposed by the
Planning Board to amend Section XXIII to provide additional notice for
properties affected by proposed amendments to zoning overlay districts?
Yes - 1370 No - 269
Article 102 passed.
Article 103: Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 103 as proposed by the
Planning Board to enact a new section 402.C Special Use Permit by the
Planning Board for Back Lot Development, and to enact a new Section 410
establishing criteria for Back Lot Development?
Yes - 942 No - 615
Article 103 passed.
Article 104: Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 104 as proposed by the
Planning Board to amend Sections 603.A. 1., 608.H.1, 603.K.2, 1903.E.1 and
1903.E.4 addressing setbacks, landscaping, noise performance standards, and
signs for airport-related uses and Section 201 addressing definitions?
Yes - 1282 No - 349
Article 104 passed.
Article 105: Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 105 as proposed by the
Planning Board to amend Sections 403.A to revise soils-based minimum lot
sizes in the AR.-1 District and 503.H to revise minimum lot sizes in the R-III
District?





Article 106: Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 106 as proposed by the
Planning Board to amend Section 408.E. to add a reference to based minimum
lot sizes for accessory apartments?
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Annual Town Meeting held Saturday, March 16, 1996, at 9:00 AM at the Londonderry High School
Gymnasium, Londonderry, New Hampshire.
Moderator William Foley
Asst. Moderator John Michels
Guest Moderators: Mark Oswald
Robert LeBreaux
Panel Members:
Daniel J. Vecchione Selectman, Chairman
Melva R. Holt Selectman, Vice Chairman
Anita L. Davidson Selectman
Frederick L. Colson Selectman
Dean G. Kacos Selectman
Richard M. Plante Town Administrator
Peter J. Curro Finance Director
Joan M. Savina Town Clerk
Robert E. Carr Town Counsel
Stenographer Victoria H. Venuti
OPENING REMARKS
Moderator William Foley introduced the panel members on the stage and the non-voters present. Town
Employees: Librarian Shirley Barron, School Media Coordinator Sue Ballard, Town Accountant Meg
Correia, Town Engineer Janusz Czyzowski, Secretary-Highway Dept. Donna Hines, Asst. Assessor Bill
Ingalls, Director-Plan/Econ. Development Peter Lowitt, Assessor Karen Marchant, Solid Waste/Recycling
Coordinator Liz Todd; members of the press and other non residents who would be either assisting in the
presentation of Warrant Articles information or are Malloy Sound, Inc. workers.
Mr. Foley reviewed the fire evacuation procedures, indicating which groups of people should use which
doors.
Moderator Foley noted that one of the new ambulances was outside the building for viewing. He then
recognized Chairman Vecchione, who made presentations ofa crystal pyramid and awards to Selectmen Holt
and Davidson. Selectman Davidson thanked the voters of the Town for the privilege of allowing her to serve
for six years and for their confidence in her with that vote. She also extended thanks to the Town employees
and asked that the residents become and remain involved in the Town's government. Selectman Holt also
thanked the residents for allowing her the priviledge to serve and reminded them of the upcoming changes
with the Charter passage and urged them to remain involved.
Selectman Chairman Vecchione then presented plaques to the members ofthe Charter Commission. Chairman
William Foley, Robert E. Carr, Betsy McKinney, Mark Oswald, Arthur E. Rugg, Secretary Edward
Brueggemann, Perry Craver, Ken Hajjar, Vice Chairman Cynthia Rice-Conley. Selectman Chairman
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OPENING REMARKS (Cont'd)
Vecchione thanked the Commission members for their hard work, noting that the present Board will become
a Council after July 1, 1996.
Moderator Foley explained the rules of the meeting pursuant to RSA 40 and the proposed order of the
articles to be addressed. The Bond Articles No. 2 and 3 would be first with the polls open for voting for
one hour, there will be no other "money" warrant articles discussed during this one hour period. Articles at
the end ofthe warrant will be first addressed, moving forward from Article No. 19 and through the warrant
to Article No. 4 unless the meeting requests a change by vote.
He then introduced Town Administrator Richard Plante, who gave his "State of the Town" address assisted
by Finance Director Peter Curro. Mr. Plante thanked Mrs. Davidson and Mrs. Holt for their comments
regarding the Town employees, adding that they are indeed a group of very dedicated people. He noted the
changes in personnel this year, particularly that of Police Chief Ryan.
Mr. Plante' s address covered the expected changes in government with the passage of the Charter and its
effect on future Town Meetings, the status ofthe Cable contract negotiations, which are presently at the half
way mark, the status of the Master Plan which will be in draft form by the fall of 1996, the proposed
East/West Highway at the airport which is under review by the NH Dept. of Transportation, and the related
impact on Londonderry with the airport's continuing growth. He covered in greater detail the growth of
Londonderry by way of commercial entities and homes, noting that the financial rating of the Town is still
Al for bonding purposes. With regard to the infrastructure, there is a new Library addition underway, plans
for added recreation facilities and a proposed roadway reconstruction plan before the meeting today. Also
of note is the Town's need to control growth which plan will be presented with Article #2, the Orchard
Preservation Program. The Auburn Road Landfill Project is presently in mediation settlement and not yet
complete; however, the Town retains the responsibility of monitoring the site for 30 years as mandated by
EPA. The services ofthe Town, (Police, Fire, Highway) were impacted this year with two major accidents
on Rte. 93 and an assist by the Fire Department with the fires in Methuen, MA at Maiden Mills and Hooksett,
NH at Coastal Materials. The past winter was difficult not only on the Town's eight-man crew and
equipment, but on the roads as well which have been maintained with only State grant funds to date. Plans
for needed roadway reconstruction will be presented with Article #3, the Roadway Reconstruction bond
article.
Moderator William Foley thanked Mr. Plante for his address, noting that Mr. Plante complied with his rules
for public speaking which are, "Be focused, be brief, be seated."
In compliance with Article #3 1, as brought forth and passed at Town Meeting 1994, Moderator Foley read
the advertisement placed in the Deny News: "On a $100K assessment your 1995 tax bill was $3,775*. Based
on a best estimate ofLondonderry Town Officials, the following estimate is based on the passage ofALL**
proposed School and Town warrant articles at the upcoming meeting: Your 1996 tax bill will be $3,977*.
Richard M. Plante, Town Administrator. Both amounts include actual or estimated revenues as well as
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OPENING REMARKS (Cont'd)
County Taxes. **Based on the $10.6M School Board recommended building project."
Moderator Foley then began the meeting by reading Article No. 2
ARTICLE NO. 2 /BOND ISSUE FOR ORCHARD PRESERVA TIONJ
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of TWO MILLION DOLLARS
($2,000,000) for the purpose of purchasing development rights of orchards and other open spaces listed on
the Orchard and Open Spaces Preservation Plan of 1995.
Said sum is to be raised by the issuance of serial bonds or notes not to exceed Two Million Dollars
($2,000,000) under and in compliance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (NH Revised
Statutes Annotated Chapter 33) and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds
or notes, to determine the rate(s) of interest thereon and to take such other actions as may be necessary to
effect the issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or notes as shall be in the best interest of the
Town ofLondonderry, and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept any funds from the State ofNew
Hampshire, the Federal Government, and private sources, as may become available, and pass any vote
relating thereto.
This article, if passed, will have an estimated tax rate impact of $0.06 FY 96/97 and subsequent
impacts of $0.34 in FY 97/98 and $0.32 in FY 98/99.
Selectman Davidson MOTION to MOVE ARTICLE NO. 2 AS READ
Selectman Holt SECOND. Selectman Davidson noted that the in depth presentation will be done by
Planning Board member Russell Lageaux and Town Planner Peter Lowitt. She stated that the article not only
preserves the beauty and character of the Town, but saves the taxpayers money in the long run by way of
services not required to be provided to the homes that would be built on the preserved lands.
Russell Lageaux and Town Planner Peter Lowitt, assisted by David Houghton of the Trust for Public Lands,
gave their presentation which covered the preservation program and its management, future tax savings and
method of future funding (Article No. 5 which dedicates the Current Use Tax to the program in the future).
Discussion ensued among the voters regarding the cost of the program by way of bonding; better
management of growth in the community by other means such as zoning changes and/or ordinances; the
Agricultural Management Program; the plans for a Scenic and Cultural By-Way at the Mack property and
Rte. 28; Jan Larsen's presentation to Loretta McKinney of bird's nests she had retrieved from the Mack
property while pruning the trees in the orchard and Selectman Holt's comments that this is a positive step
for the Town as it is considered planning and growth management by the Town's bonding entities.
After discussion which included favorable comments by Economic Development Committee Vice Chairman
Joyce Walton, Conservation Commission Chairman Stu Davidson, several local orchard owners, and the
Budget Committee's notation that although the committee agreed with the concept of the plan, they could
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ARTICLE NO. 2 [BOND ISSUE FOR ORCHARD PRESERVATION] (Cont'd)
not support the article at this time, resident Joe Scrandis made a MOTION to MOVE THE QUESTION.
Selectmen Holt SECOND. Moderator Foley asked for a vote on the motion to move the question; VOTE
UNANIMOUS. Moderator Foley noted that the voting on Article No. 2 would be held until after
presentation of Article No. 3; the meeting concurred.
Moderator Foley then read Article No. 3:
ARTICLE NO. 3 [BOND ISSUE FOR HIGHWAYPROGRAM]
To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofTWO MILLION, FIVE HUNDRED
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($2,500,000) for a roadway reconstruction program for the Town.
Said sum is to be raised by the issuance of serial bonds or notes not to exceed Two Million Five
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($2,500,000) under and in compliance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (NH Revised Statutes Annotated Chapter 33) and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue
and negotiate such bonds or notes, to determine the rate(s) of interest thereon and to take such other actions
as may be necessary to effect the issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or notes as shall be
in the best interest ofthe Town ofLondonderry, and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept any funds
from the State ofNew Hampshire, the Federal Government, and private sources, as may become available,
and pass any vote relating thereto.
This article, if passed, will have an estimated tax rate impact of $0.08 FY 96/97 and subsequent
impacts of $0.41 in FY 97/98 and $0.39 in FY 98/99.
Selectman Holt MOTION to MOVE ARTICLE NO. 3 AS READ.
Selectmen Colson SECOND.
Selectman Holt noted that the consensus ofthe Board was to agree with the roadway reconstruction proposal
as the roads are not being properly maintained by using only the State's grant funds. She then introduced
the Town Engineer Janusz Czyzowski who would present information regarding the program.
Mr. Czyzowski cited the Town's access to nearby State and Federal highways and the Manchester Airport
as reasons for Londonderry's continued growth. He noted that for the past five years or more, taxpayer
funding for roadway reconstruction has been zero; only State grant funds have been used for minimal
maintenance and repairs. He explained the UNH study of the Town's entire roadway infrastructure and the
plan for catching up on roadway reconstruction and maintenance, which was to bond the $2.5M for FY
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ARTICLE NO. 3 /BOND ISSUE FOR HIGHWAYPROGRAM/ (Cont'd)
Discussion of the residents included comments regarding the life of the bond as compared to the life of the
roadways repaired; bonding impacts on the tax rate by votes of past meetings for other issues and a proposal
that the funds should be in the budget on a regular basis.
Resident Harry Anagnos stated that the program should be a part of the operating budget and not bonded;
and made a MOTION TO TABLE.
Resident David Ellis SECOND.
Moderator Foley asked for a VOTE ON THE MOTION TO TABLE, noting that a 2/3 vote is required.
VOTE UNANIMOUS, Article No. 3 IS NOT TABLED.
Asst. Moderator John Michels asked the Budget Committee's recommendation on the article. Bob Lincoln
stated that on a $2.5M bond there would be $1.5M in interest over the life of the bond (10 years) and the
Committee members agreed the reconstruction should be funded in the operating budget.
Selectman Chairman Vecchione agreed that the funds should be in the budget; Selectman Kacos stated that
this bonding article was not planned and perhaps could be proposed again with the FY 97/98 budget.
Resident Bob Early MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION.
Bob Lincoln SECOND.
Asst. Moderator John Michels announced that the vote on Articles No. 2 and No. 3 would now take place;
the polls are now open at 11:10 AM would remain open for one hour. He asked that the meeting recess for
a ten minute break. Moderator Foley reconvened the meeting at 1 1 :25 AM by announcing that the meeting
would now address Article No. 19. Moderator Foley read Article No. 19.
ARTICLE NO. 19: /RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FUNDS TO CARING FRIENDS OF
LONDONDERRY- on Petition of VOTERS]
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of TWO THOUSAND FIVE
HUNDRED DOLLARS ($2,500) for the Caring Friends ofLondonderry.
This article, if passed will have a tax impact of $.0025 in FY 96/97.
Selectman Vecchione MOTION TO MOVE ARTICLE NO. 19 AS READ.
Selectman Kacos SECOND.
Resident Diane Spahn presented, giving a history of the Caring Friends ofLondonderry and their purpose.
Moderator Foley asked if there were further comments or questions; hearing none, asked for a vote on Article
No. 19 VOTE UNANIMOUS TO PASS.
Moderator Foley then read Article No. 18:
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ARTICLE NO. 18: [ACCEPT AS A CLASS V TOWN ROAD PURSUANT TO RSA 231:43 A
ROADWAYBETWEEN GILCREASTAND THE GARDENLANE EXTENSION
on Petition of VOTERS]
To see ifthe Town pursuant to RSA 23 1 :43, will vote to accept as a Class V Roadway which has as
its western terminus Gilcreast Road and its eastern terminus, Garden Lane Extension; provided the owners
of the land under such roadway waive all damages which otherwise might be due them.
Selectman Davidson MOTION TO MOVE ARTICLE NO. 18 AS READ.
Selectman Kacos SECOND.
Selectman Davidson noted that this was a petitioned warrant article and asked if any of the petitioners were
present. Resident Bob Wallack stated that he was appointed by the Professional Offices Association to do
so for the Londonderry Commons owners. Mr. Wallack noted that a traffic study was done in 1994 over a
three day weekend when the issue was to come before Town Meeting and it was noted that the majority of
the users were public as no offices in the Commons were open. He stated that the Association has proposed
to remove access to the shopping center end of the roadway should the article not pass Town Meeting.
Selectman Chairman Vecchione noted that the Board was against the acceptance because the roadway was
not built to town specifications, and there were problems with obtaining the right of way to build it to town
specs. Town Engineer Janusz Czyzowski noted that the roadway was built in 1985 with the second section
built in 1986 and a third part built without approvals. He added that there are no drainage easements, there
are setback problems and it would set a precedent to accept a private road in this manner.
Resident Jan McLaughlin agreed, and offered a MOTION TO TABLE.
Resident Arthur Hanlon SECOND.
Moderator Foley asked for VOTE ON THE MOTION TO TABLE; VOTE UNANIMOUS TO PASS.
ARTICLE NO. 18 IS TABLED.
Guest Moderator Robert LeBreaux then read Article #17.
ARTICLE NO. 17: [ABANDONMENT OF GALAXY WAY - MANCHESTER AIRPORT
DEVELOPMENT]
To see ifthe Town will vote to discontinue as a public highway and release from all public ownership
and servitude the street known as Galaxy Way, which is located between Perimeter Road and the U.S.
Military Reserve property at the Manchester Airport. This article will have no tax impact.
Selectman Colson MOTION TO MOVE ARTICLE NO. 17 AS READ.
Finance Director Peter Curro SECOND.
Selectman Colson gave a brief description of the purpose of the article and noted that Londonderry
Representative to the Manchester Airport Authority Bob Early would give a brief presentation.
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ARTICLE NO. 17: /ABANDONMENT OF GALAXY WAY - MANCHESTER AIRPORT
DEVELOPMENT] (Cont'd)
Mr. Early explained the history of Galaxy Way and the planned reconstruction of a runway at the airport
using an aerial photo from 1961
.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux announced that voting on Articles #2 and #3 is ongoing, with the polls
open until 12:10 PM.
Discussion included the taxation issue ofthe property for the Town and how much of the thirteen acre parcel
would be taxable by the Town with this abandonment. Mr. Early responded that it depended upon the
building placed on the parcel; airport services related buildings were not taxable. Presently, the Federal
Government owns the property as it is used for the Army Reserves. Mr. Early noted that it has not been
found that the Town ofLondonderry ever actually accepted Galaxy Way as a road, but does maintain it. Mr.
Plante added the roadway currently serves no benefit to either the Town ofLondonderry or the airport at the
present time but will allow development when the Army Reserve unit vacates the parcel.
Finance Director Peter Curro MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION.
Selectman Melva Holt SECOND. Guest Moderator LeBreaux asked for a VOTE ON THE MOTION TO
MOVE THE QUESTION. UNANIMOUS TO MOVE. He then requested a VOTE ON ARTICLE
NO. 17; UNANIMOUS, ARTICLE NO. 17 PASSED.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux then read Article No. 16:
ARTICLE NO. 16: [RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FUNDS FOR LONDONDERRY AFSCME,
LOCAL 3657AGREEMENT]
To see ifthe Town will vote to approve the cost items included in the collective bargaining agreement
reached between the Board ofSelectmen and Local 3657 of the American Federation of State, County, and
Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO, which call for the following increases in salaries and benefits:
Year Estimated Increase Tax Impact
FY 96 $ 0.00 $0.00
FY 97 $96,598 $0.10
FY 98 $85,621 $0.09
and further to raise and appropriate the sum of$ 96,598 for the 1996-1997 fiscal year such sum representing
the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over those of the appropriation at the
current staffing levels paid in the current fiscal year.
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ARTICLE NO. 16: /RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FUNDS FOR LONDONDERRY AFSCME,
LOCAL 3657AGREEMENT] (Cont'd)
Selectman Frederick Colson noted that this article as presented and approved at the Public Hearing on the
Warrant was changed just before printing of the Town Report to reflect actual costs.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux noted that the heading in the Town Report states that the local union is #3657
which is correct, but the wording in the body contains Local 1801, which is incorrect. There were no
challenges to the error.
Budget Committee member Perry Craver stated that the Committee's vote on the issue was 4-4-1, noting
that the issue among the dissenting members was health care — the employees should be contributing to their
plan. Town Administrator Richard Plante stated that the contract negotiations included a change of health
care plans from the more expensive Blue Cross JW plan to the Blue Choice; a significant savings for the
Town. Further, the union contract is up for renegotiation within the next fiscal year. Mr. Curro added that
the premiums rates received from NHMA indicate that an increase to the JW plan is up 22%, Blue Choice
premiums are up only 10%; therefore, there is a 12% overall savings to the Town.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux noted that there are nine minutes remaining for the polls to be open on
bond Articles No. 2 and No. 3.
Resident Tom Summer MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION.
Selectman Holt SECOND.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux requested a VOTE ON THE MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION;
UNANIMOUS TO MOVE.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux requested a VOTE ON ARTICLE NO. 16 AS READ; UNANIMOUS,
ARTICLE NO. 16 PASSED.
Selectman Holt MOTION TO RESTRICT RECONSIDERATION OF ARTICLE NO. 16.
John Michels SECOND. VOTE UNANIMOUS; ARTICLE NO. 16 RECONSIDERATION
RESTRICTED.
Resident Arthur Hanlon MOTION TO RESTRICT RECONSIDERATION ON ARTICLE NO. 17.
Selectman Holt SECOND.
Jan McLaughlin called a POINT OF ORDER, citing the rule that restriction of reconsideration must
immediately follow the vote on the article. The Moderator and legal counsel concurred; motion denied.
Guest Moderator Mark Oswald then read Article No. 15:
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ARTICLE NO. 15: (AUTHORIZE EXPENDITURE OF APPROPRIATED FUNDS FOR
LONDONDERRY IAFF, Local 3160 CONTRACTAGREEMENT/
To see ifthe Town will vote to expend funds appropriated in the FY 95/96 budget for the cost items
included in the collective bargaining agreement reached between the Board of Selectmen and the Professional
Firefighters of Londonderry, IAFF, Local 3 1 60, which calls for the following increases in salaries and
benefits:
Year Estimated Increase Tax impact
FY 96 $46,364 $0.00
such sum representing the additional cost attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over those of
the appropriation at the current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year.
Selectman Holt MOTION TO MOVE ARTICLE NO. 15 AS READ.
Selectman Davidson SECOND.
Selectman Holt noted that this was to authorize the expenditure of funds already appropriated and which
covers costs for the balance ofFY 95/96. The article serves to cover the costs of hiring dispatchers to serve
the ambulance program and allow the Town to pay stipends in accordance with the recently ratified
Firefighters' contract out of funds appropriated for FY 95/96.
Budget Committee member Bob Lincoln noted that the committee approves the article and made a
MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION
Arthur Hanlon SECOND. Guest Moderator Mark Oswald requested a VOTE ON THE MOTION TO
MOVE THE QUESTION; UNANIMOUS, QUESTION MOVED.
Guest Moderator Mark Oswald then called the VOTE ON ARTICLE NO. 15; UNANIMOUS, ARTICLE
NO. 15 PASSED.
Selectman Holt MOTION TO RESTRICT RECONSIDERATION OF ARTICLE NO. 15.
Arthur Hanlon SECOND. VOTE UNANIMOUS; ARTICLE NO. 15 RECONSIDERATION
RESTRICTED.
Guest Moderator Oswald noted that it was 12:08 PM, and voting on Articles No. 2 and No. 3 is
continuing. He then read Article No. 14:
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ARTICLE NO. 14: [RAISEANDAPPROPRIATE FUNDSfor LONDONDERRY IAFF, Local 3160
CONTRACTAGREEMENT]
To see ifthe Town will vote to approve the cost items included in the collective bargaining agreement
reached between the Board of Selectmen and the Professional Firefighters of Londonderry, IAFF, Local
3160, which calls for the following increases in salaries and benefits:
Year Estimated Increase Tax Impact
FY 97 $113,273 $0.12
and further to raise and appropriate the sum of$1 13,273 for the 1996-1997 fiscal year, such sum representing
the additional cost attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over those of the appropriation at the
current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year.
Selectman Holt MOTION TO MOVE ARTICLE NO. 14 AS READ.
Selectman Kacos SECOND.
Selectman Holt stated that this article covered the addendum to the Firefighters' contract which will have
a cost to next year's budget based on the recently ratified agreement.
Resident Tim Allard asked if issues such as these would be discussed at Town Meeting next year or simply
voted upon by ballot, in light ofthe acceptance of the new charter. Moderator Foley, speaking as Chairman
of the Charter Commission, stated that next year, Town Meeting will be a budgetary town meeting where
all special warrant articles and the budget will be discussed and amended; and a vote on the budget taken.
There will be a hearing ten days before the second Tuesday in April, which is the day bond issues are voted
upon. However, on the School side, all monetary articles will be voted on the second Tuesday in April ballot
as the School District is now working under SB2 as petitioned and passed.
Arthur Hanlon MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION ON ARTICLE NO. 14.
John Kitson SECOND.
Guest Moderator Mark Oswald asked for a VOTE ON MOVING THE QUESTION ON ARTICLE NO.
14; UNANIMOUS. He then requested a VOTE ON ARTICLE NO. 14; UNANIMOUS, ARTICLE
NO. 14 PASSED.
Selectman Holt MOTION to RESTRICT RECONSIDERATION ON ARTICLE NO. 14.
Arthur Hanlon SECOND. VOTE UNANIMOUS; ARTICLE NO. 14 RECONSIDERATION
RESTRICTED.
Guest Moderator Oswald announced that the polls are officially closed to voting on Articles No. 2 and
No. 3 at 12:13 PM.
He then read Article No. 13:
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ARTICLE NO. 13: /ESTABLISH CAPITAL RESERVE FUND FOR RECREATIONAL
ACQUISITIONSAND FACILITIES IMPROVEMENTS/
To see ifthe Town will vote to establish a capital reserve fund under the provisions ofRSA 35:1 for
the purpose of acquisition and improvement of land for recreational facilities, and to transfer the sum of
EIGHTY EIGHT THOUSAND DOLLARS ($88,000) from the June 30, 1996 Fund Balance to be placed
in said fund, and authorize the Selectmen as agents to expend.
This article will have no tax impact in FY 96-97.
Selectman Vecchione MOTION to MOVE ARTICLE NO. 13 AS READ.
Selectman Davidson SECOND.
Selectman Davidson stated that this article represents a transfer of funds as appropriated at Town Meeting
1995 for the described purpose. The funds would normally lapse to the general fund; therefore, the Trustees
are requesting that they be transferred to the newly established capital reserve fund for the same purpose.
Finance Director Peter Curro stated that Articles No. 13 and No. 12 are the same as the funds were
appropriated last year at Town Meeting and will lapse to the General Fund if not used before June 30.
Discussion ensued regarding the reasons why the funds had not been used and the effect to the tax rate if they
are allowed to lapse. It was suggested that the funds be allowed to lapse and used for roadway
improvements. Mr. Curro stated that if the land deal involved should occur before June 30, then the issue
of this article is moot as the purpose has been fulfilled.
Budget Committee member Ken Hajjar noted that the Committee's vote on the article was 8-1 in favor of
moving the funds to a capital reserve as there is a shortage of recreation facilities in town. Resident Dave
Ellis noted that Article No. 18 is now Article No. 12 this year, and Article No. 16 of last year is now Article
No. 13 this year. He noted that the recreation lands are scattered around town and would like to see them
more centrally placed and made a MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION on Article No. 13.
Selectman Holt SECOND.
Mr. Ellis then requested that his MOTION BE WITHDRAWN.
Selectman Holt WITHDRAW SECOND.
Guest Moderator Mark Oswald then recognized Bob Lincoln who proposed an AMENDMENT TO
ARTICLE NO. 13: " to expend $50K to build a multipurpose field at the Matthew Thornton Elementary
School and the balance of $38K to be held in a trust fund if no location is found by July 1, 1996".
Ken Hajjar SECOND.
Richard Plante called a POINT OF ORDER, asking the Moderator which article was being addressed as
the discussion being held was more pertinent to Article No. 12. Guest Moderator Mark Oswald noted that
Article No. 13 was being discussed; the meeting concurred.
Discussion on the amendment included the management of the proposed multipurpose field; the need for
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ARTICLE NO. 13: /ESTABLISH CAPITAL RESERVE FUND FOR RECREATIONAL
ACQUISITIONSAND FACILITIES IMPROVEMENTS/ (Cont'd)
more fields other than at the schools. Recreation Director Art Psaledas recommended defeating the
amendment but passing the article as originally presented.
Selectman Kacos stated that to his knowledge, there have been no discussions with the School District on
this issue and made a MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION ON ARTICLE NO. 13.
Selectman Holt SECOND. Guest Moderator Mark Oswald requested a VOTE ON THE MOTION TO
MOVE THE QUESTION ON ARTICLE NO. 13; UNANIMOUS TO MOVE.
Guest Moderator Mark Oswald then read the amendment to Article No. 13 and requested a VOTE ON THE
AMENDMENT; UNANIMOUS TO DEFEAT.
Further discussion included questions regarding town owned properties and the land behind the proposed
school building project; the lapsing of the funds if unused and intent to expend before June 30.
Selectman Holt MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION ON ARTICLE NO. 13 with the intent that
it be a one time expenditure for Articles No. 13 and No. 12.
Selectman Vecchione SECOND.
Guest Moderator Mark Oswald called the VOTE ON THE MOTION TO MOVE ARTICLE NO. 13 and
ARTICLE NO.12.
Mike Dolan called a POINT OF ORDER, noting that the Article being discussed was Article No. 13.
Selectman Holt MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION ON ARTICLE NO. 13.
Selectman Vecchione SECOND.
Guest Moderator Mark Oswald called the VOTE ON THE MOTION TO MOVE ARTICLE NO. 13;
UNANIMOUS TO MOVE.
Guest Moderator Mark Oswald then called the VOTE ON ARTICLE NO. 13 as originally read;
UNANIMOUS TO PASS; ARTICLE NO. 13 PASSED.
Selectman Holt MOTION to RESTRICT RECONSIDERATION ON ARTICLE NO. 13.
Arthur Hanlon SECOND.
Guest Moderator Mark Oswald then called the vote - VOTE UNANIMOUS; ARTICLE NO. 13
RECONSIDERATION RESTRICTED.
Guest Moderator Mark Oswald then read Article No. 12:
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ARTICLE NO. 12: [ESTABLISH A CAPITAL RESERVE FUND FOR CEMETERY
ACQUISITIONS, MAINTENANCEAND REPAIRS]
To see ifthe Town will vote to establish a capital reserve fund under the provisions ofRSA 35: 1 for
the purpose of acquiring property for cemetery purposes and to transfer the sum ofONE HUNDRED TEN
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($1 10,000) from the June 30, 1996 Fund Balance to the capital reserve fund and
to appoint the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend.
This article will have no tax impact in FY 96-97.
Selectman Vecchione MOTION to MOVE ARTICLE NO. 12 AS READ.
Selectman Colson SECOND.
Selectman Vecchione stated that part of this article has already been discussed and asked that the Moderator
request the Budget Committee's vote.
Budget Committee member Ken Hajjar reported that the committee voted 8-1-0 in favor of the article. Greg
Carson asked that it be included in the minutes that the intent ofthe Trustees and Town Meeting is to expend
the $1 10K one time only. Finance Director Peter Curro concurred.
Greg Carson MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION.
Selectman Holt SECOND.
Guest Moderator Oswald called to the VOTE ON THE MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION;
UNANIMOUS TO MOVE.
Guest Moderator Oswald then called the VOTE ON ARTICLE NO. 12 AS READ; UNANIMOUS,
ARTICLE NO. 12 PASSED.
Moderator William Foley then read the results of the bond Articles No. 2 and No. 3, noting that 464 votes
were cast, a 2/3 majority of 309 votes would be needed on each article to pass it.
Article No. 2 - Orchard Preservation (Yes) 253 (No) 210 (Blank) 1
Article No. 3 - Roadway Reconstruction (Yes) 160 (No) 303 (Blank) 1
Moderator Foley declared that Articles No. 2 and No. 3, having failed to receive a 2/3 majority of vote, both
have been defeated.
Selectman Holt MOTION TO RESTRICT RECONSIDERATION ON ARTICLES NO. 2 AND NO.3.
Selectman Vecchione SECOND.
Moderator Foley called the VOTE ON THE MOTION TO RESTRICT RECONSIDERATION;
UNANIMOUS TO PASS; ARTICLES NO. 2 AND 3 RESTRICTED TO RECONSIDERATION.
Moderator Foley then read Article #11:
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ARTICLE NO. 11: [FISCAL YEAR 1996-1997 OPERATING BUDGET - SEWER
DEPARTMENT]
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY
ONE THOUSAND, FIVE HUNDRED THIRTY FOUR DOLLARS ($771,534) from the Sewer Fund under
RSA 149-1: 10 to defray the expenses of the Sewer Commission for the Fiscal Year 1996-1997.
This article will have no tax impact.
Selectman Davidson MOTION TO MOVE ARTICLE NO. 11 AS READ.
Selectman Holt SECOND.
Selectman Davidson stepped down from the Board of Selectmen in order to speak in her capacity as a Sewer
Commissioner on the article. She expressed personal gratitude to the residents who served over the years
as members of the Commission; particularly Bill Merrill who has served over 22 years.
Finance Director Peter Curro stated that the purpose of the article is to recognize the Sewer Fund as a
separate entity. Commissioner Davidson responded that it was the opinion of the Sewer Commissioners that
with the new Charter, the Sewer Commission would now become a part of a department of the Town and
that the budget should follow. Further, the budget presented in the article it not the budget of the
Commission; rather, it is the budget the Selectmen proposed for the Sewer Commission. Atty. Carr noted
that the article is strictly procedural; the funds will still be used for the sewer department whether a separate
article or fund or whether included as part of the operating budget of the Town.
Peter Curro MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION.
Arthur Hanlon SECOND.
Moderator Foley asked for a VOTE ON THE MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION; UNANIMOUS
TO MOVE.
Moderator Foley then requested a VOTE ON ARTICLE NO. 11 AS READ; UNANIMOUS, ARTICLE
NO. 11 PASSED.
Selectman Kacos MOTION to move to Article No. 4.
Selectman Vecchione SECOND. Moderator Foley requested a VOTE ON THE MOTION TO MOVE
TO ARTICLE NO. 4; UNANIMOUS TO MOVE.
Moderator Foley then read Article No. 4:
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ARTICLE NO. 4 [FISCAL YEAR 1996-1997 OPERATINGAPPROPRIATIONS-BUDGET]
To raise such sums of money and make appropriations of the same as may be necessary to defray
Town charges, exclusive of warrant articles and increases resulting from collective bargaining agreements,
for the ensuing fiscal year, July 1, 1996 through June 30, 1997.
This article, if passed, will have a tax rate impact of $6.08 in FY 96/97.
Moderator Foley noted that the tax impact as printed in the Annual Report should be $6.88, not $6.08. There
were no challenges to the error.
Selectman Kacos MOTION to MOVE ARTICLE NO. 4 AS READ.
Selectman Vecchione SECOND.
Selectman Dean Kacos and Finance Director Peter Curro gave a short presentation on the budget as
presented by the Selectmen to Town Meeting. Mr. Curro noted that the budget included two new capital
reserve funds, the first year of the Town's ambulance service and plans for computer systems at the fire
stations and library. There are additions to personnel with the ambulance program, the library addition,
proposed reorganization of Town departments and police officers through State grant funds. Selectman
Kacos explained debt service vs. debt capacity of the town and the reductions to the budget that were made
by the Selectmen to effect a negative tax impact this year
Selectman Vecchione MOTION TO AMEND ARTICLE NO. 4 with an increase of S500K for road
reconstruction.
Resident Loretta McKinney SECOND.
Resident Greg Carson called a POINT OF ORDER, noting that this constituted reconsideration of Article
No. 3 which was previously restricted. Atty. Carr stated that this is a budget issue, the bonding article was
a separate issue which was voted upon and failed. Mr. Curro stated that there is presently a $0.33 decrease
in the Town operating budget from last year's rate of $8.20 to $7.87; this would add $0.50 to this year's tax
rate for an increase over last year's rate of $0. 1 7.
Ken Bell MOTION TO AMEND ARTICLE NO. 4 with an increase ofSIM to the budget for roadway
reconstruction.
Selectman Holt SECOND.
Mr. Bell stated that it would better serve the community to front load the budget now as there is a small
window ofopportunity to fund this issue through the budget rather than as another bond issue. Ken Hajjar
asked the Moderator where the meeting stood on the issue. Moderator Foley responded that the latest
amendment for $1M would be first addressed and if passed, the first amendment of $500K is then moot.
Ken Hajjar stated that he agrees with the principle of adding the funds to the budget and agreed that it is a
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ARTICLE NO. 5 [APPROPRIATE IAND USE CHANGE TAXES TO THE CONSERVATION
FUND/ (Cont'd)
Resident Tom Duxbury agreed with the concept, but disagreed that it had no tax impact as the funds normally
going to the general fund would now be diverted. Selectman Vecchione concurred, but noted that the funds
are at such a level as to not have a great tax impact on an annual basis.
Resident James Anagnos MOTION TO AMEND ARTICLE NO. 5 by replacing "all" with the language
"not more than $50K per year in the fund".
Resident Betsy McKinney SECOND.
Ken Hajjar spoke to the amendment, noting that a large land turnover to house lots will only serve to impact
the Town's services and requested that the amendment be defeated. Further discussion ensued regarding the
current use penalty tax and lands that are presently under current use.
Ron Campo MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION ON THE AMENDMENT.
Selectman Holt SECOND. Guest Moderator LeBreaux requested a VOTE ON THE MOTION TO
MOVE THE QUESTION ON THE AMENDMENT; UNANIMOUS; QUESTION ON THE
AMENDMENT MOVED.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux then re-read the article as amended, and requested a VOTE ON THE
AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE NO. 5; UNANIMOUS TO DEFEAT.
Arthur Hanlon MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION ON ARTICLE NO. 5 as originally read.
John Michels SECOND.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux requested a VOTE ON THE MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION ON
ARTICLE NO 5; UNANIMOUS; QUESTION MOVED ON ARTICLE NO. 5.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux then requested a VOTE ON ARTICLE NO. 5; UNANIMOUS; ARTICLE
NO. 5 PASSED.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux then read Article No. 6:
ARTICLE NO. 6: /RAISEAND APPROPRIATE FUNDS TO COMPLETE GRIFFIN ROAD]
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofFIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
($50,000) for the purpose of completing the reconstruction of Griffin Road.
This article, if passed, will have an estimated tax rate impact of $0.05 FY 96/97.
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ARTICLE NO. 6: (RAISEAND APPROPRJA TE FUNDS TO COMPLETE GRIFFIN ROAD/
(Cont'd)
Selectman Holt stated that this article for the final funding of the Griffin Road project. Budget Committee
member Michael Dolan stated that the Budget Committee supports this article as presented.
A resident asked if this road was included in the amendment of $500K to the budget. Selectman Chairman
Vecchione stated that Griffin Road is a separate issue and this article is the final year of a three phase funding
effort to complete the Griffin Road project.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux requested a VOTE ON ARTICLE NO. 6 AS READ; UNANIMOUS,
ARTICLE NO. 6 PASSED.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux then read Article No. 7:
ARTICLE NO. 7 /ESTABLISHANDAPPROPRIATE FUNDS TO CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
TO REPLACEAMBULANCESAND HIGHWA Y TRUCKS]
To see ifthe Town will vote to establish two Capital Reserve Funds under the provisions ofRSA 35:1
for the purpose of replacing ambulances and highway trucks, and raise and appropriate the sums set forth
below to be placed in the funds, and authorize the Selectmen to act as agents to expend said funds.
Ambulances $23,143 Tax Impact: $0.02.
Highway Trucks $20,654 Tax Impact: $0.02
Selectman Kacos MOTION TO MOVE ARTICLE NO. 7 AS READ.
Selectman Colson SECOND.
Selectman Kacos stated that this article creates two capital reserve funds for the replacement of ambulances
and highway trucks. He noted that articles of this nature were begun two years ago as a program of planned
replacement for necessary capital equipment.
Arthur Hanlon MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION.
Andrew Greco SECOND.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux then requested a VOTE ON THE MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION;
UNANIMOUS; QUESTION MOVED.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux then requested a VOTE ON ARTICLE NO. 7 AS READ; UNANIMOUS;
ARTICLE NO. 7 PASSED.
Guest Moderator Mark Oswald then read Article No. 8:
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ARTICLE NO. 5 [APPROPRIATE LAND USE CHANGE TAXES TO THE CONSERVATION
FUND/ (Cont'd)
Resident Tom Duxbury agreed with the concept, but disagreed that it had no tax impact as the funds normally
going to the general fund would now be diverted. Selectman Vecchione concurred, but noted that the funds
are at such a level as to not have a great tax impact on an annual basis.
Resident James Anagnos MOTION TO AMEND ARTICLE NO. 5 by replacing "all" with the language
"not more than $50K per year in the fund".
Resident Betsy McKinney SECOND.
Ken Hajjar spoke to the amendment, noting that a large land turnover to house lots will only serve to impact
the Town's services and requested that the amendment be defeated. Further discussion ensued regarding the
current use penalty tax and lands that are presently under current use.
Ron Campo MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION ON THE AMENDMENT.
Selectman Holt SECOND. Guest Moderator LeBreaux requested a VOTE ON THE MOTION TO
MOVE THE QUESTION ON THE AMENDMENT; UNANIMOUS; QUESTION ON THE
AMENDMENT MOVED.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux then re-read the article as amended, and requested a VOTE ON THE
AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE NO. 5; UNANIMOUS TO DEFEAT.
Arthur Hanlon MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION ON ARTICLE NO. 5 as originally read.
John Michels SECOND.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux requested a VOTE ON THE MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION ON
ARTICLE NO 5; UNANIMOUS; QUESTION MOVED ON ARTICLE NO. 5.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux then requested a VOTE ON ARTICLE NO. 5; UNANIMOUS; ARTICLE
NO. 5 PASSED.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux then read Article No. 6:
ARTICLE NO. 6: /RAISEAND APPROPR1ATE FUNDS TO COMPLETE GRIFFIN ROAD/
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofFIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
($50,000) for the purpose ofcompleting the reconstruction of Griffin Road.
This article, if passed, will have an estimated tax rate impact of $0.05 FY 96/97.
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ARTICLE NO. 6: IRAISEAND APPROPR1A TE FUNDS TO COMPLETE GRIFFIN ROAD/
(Cont'd)
Selectman Holt stated that this article for the final funding of the Griffin Road project. Budget Committee
member Michael Dolan stated that the Budget Committee supports this article as presented.
A resident asked if this road was included in the amendment of $500K to the budget. Selectman Chairman
Vecchione stated that Griffin Road is a separate issue and this article is the final year of a three phase funding
effort to complete the Griffin Road project.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux requested a VOTE ON ARTICLE NO. 6 AS READ; UNANIMOUS,
ARTICLE NO. 6 PASSED.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux then read Article No. 7:
ARTICLE NO. 7 /ESTABLISHANDAPPROPRIATEFUNDS TO CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
TO REPLACEAMBULANCESAND HIGHWA Y TRUCKS]
To see ifthe Town will vote to establish two Capital Reserve Funds under the provisions ofRSA 35:
1
for the purpose of replacing ambulances and highway trucks, and raise and appropriate the sums set forth
below to be placed in the funds, and authorize the Selectmen to act as agents to expend said funds.
Ambulances $23,143 Tax Impact: $0.02.
Highway Trucks $20,654 Tax Impact: $0.02
Selectman Kacos MOTION TO MOVE ARTICLE NO. 7 AS READ.
Selectman Colson SECOND.
Selectman Kacos stated that this article creates two capital reserve funds for the replacement of ambulances
and highway trucks. He noted that articles of this nature were begun two years ago as a program of planned
replacement for necessary capital equipment.
Arthur Hanlon MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION.
Andrew Greco SECOND.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux then requested a VOTE ON THE MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION;
UNANIMOUS; QUESTION MOVED.
Guest Moderator LeBreaux then requested a VOTE ON ARTICLE NO. 7 AS READ; UNANIMOUS;
ARTICLE NO. 7 PASSED.
Guest Moderator Mark Oswald then read Article No. 8:
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ARTICLE NO. 8 fESTABLISHANDAPPROPRIATE FUNDS TOA NONLAPSINGACCOUNT
FOR THEDARE PROGRAM/
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS
($10,000) to be placed in the DARE. PROGRAM fond. This will be a non-lapsing account per RSA 32:3,
VI, and will not lapse for two years.
This article, if passed, will have an estimated tax rate impact of $0.01 FY 96/97.
Selectman Vecchione MOTION TO MOVE ARTICLE NO. 8 AS READ.
Selectman Davidson SECOND.
Selectman Vecchione stated that this article sets up a special non lapsing account for the DARE, program
to capture donations as well as the town's contribution this year of $10K for the specific purpose of
supporting the program. Selectman Kacos added that the Board agreed that the program had a valid place
in the schools and to insure that the program is fully funded and does not lapse, proposed this article.
Budget Committee member John Kitson noted that the Budget Committee supports Article No. 8.
Resident Robert Early agreed with the article and made a MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION.
Selectman Holt SECOND.
Guest Moderator Oswald requested a VOTE ON THE MOTION TO MOVE THE QUESTION;
UNANIMOUS; QUESTION ON ARTICLE NO. 8 MOVED.
Guest Moderator Oswald then requested a VOTE ON ARTICLE NO. 8 AS READ; UNANIMOUS;
ARTICLE NO. 8 PASSED.
Guest Moderator Oswald then read Article No. 9:
ARTICLE NO. 9 /APPROPRIATE FUNDS TO CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS TO PROCURE
HIGHWA YHEA VYEQUIPMENT and FIRE DEPARTMENT TRUCKS]
To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sums set forth below to be added to Capital
Reserve Accounts previously created for the purposes set forth below:
Highway Heavy Equipment $24,250 Tax Impact $ .030
Fire Trucks $74,000 Tax Impact $ .085
Selectman Kacos MOTION TO MOVE ARTICLE NO. 9 AS READ.
Selectman Holt SECOND.
Selectman Kacos stated that this is the second ofthe two articles which invest in the future by reserving funds
to procure equipment without bonding.
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ARTICLE NO. 9 /APPROPRIATE FUNDS TO CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS TO PROCURE
MGHWA YHEA VYEQUIPMENT and FIRE DEPARTMENT TRUCKS]
(Cont'd)
Budget Committee member Michael Dolan reported that the Budget Committee supported the article. There
were no comments or questions received on the article.
Guest Moderator Mark Oswald then requested a VOTE ON ARTICLE NO. 9 AS READ; UNANIMOUS,
ARTICLE NO. 9 PASSED.
Moderator Bill Foley again announced that the new ambulance is outside for public viewing. Also, there has
been a black glasses case found in the hall. He directed anyone missing it to contact Mr. Fawcett. He then
moved to Article No. 20:
ARTICLE NO. 20 [TRANSACTION OF OTHER BUSINESS]
To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting. No business enacted shall
have any binding effect upon the Town.
Ron Campo requested that the Selectmen soon-to-be Town Councilmen set up a trust fund for roadway
reconstruction with $500K as a minimum, similar to the School District's fund, for future years. Moderator
Foley stated that this cannot be acted upon at this meeting.
Selectman Vecchione extended thanks to the voters and the Budget Committee for their support of the
budget. Moderator Foley extended thanks to his assistants.
Mr. VanGrevenhoff MOTION TO ADJOURN AT 1:40 PM
James Anagnos SECOND.
VOTE ON THE MOTION TO ADJOURN UNANIMOUS IN FAVOR.
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To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Londonderry, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Londonderry, New Hampshire as of and for the year ended June 30, 1996, as listed in the table of
contents. These general purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the Town of
Londonderry, New Hampshire's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
the general purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general purpose
financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall general purpose financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the general purpose financial statements referred to in the first paragraph
present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Town of Londonderry, New
Hampshire as of June 30, 1996 and the results of its operations and the cash flows of its
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TOWN OF LONDONDERRY, NEW HAMPSHIRE
I S>H—11 ofB——fc Expenditure* and Changes in Fund Balances
I and Similar Tnut Fund Types












General Revenue Prolate Tru?t 1996 1995
$7,894,900 $7,894,900 $8,671,001
2,614,713 $47,958 $73,555 2,736,226 2,470,133
1,229,824 1,525 1.231,349 774,770
223,731 721,087 944,818 653,165
1,140,027 218,093 78,078 $6,310 1,442,508 1,697,730













Interest and fiscal charges
Total Expenditures
Excess of Revenues Over
(Under) Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses):






5,031,931 36,345 5,068376 4,593,150
1,597,337 1,597,337 1,389,454
126,196 126,196 94389
827,621 611,546 1,439,167 1,637,155
292,617 100,668 6,405 399,690 361,826
109,806 109,806 109,445









1,481,423 (537,197) 6,310 (1,593,578)
199,835 2,315,390 2,515325 1,490,131









Excess of Revenues and Other
Sources Over (Under)
Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balances - July 1
Fund Balances - June 30










$423,336 $2,969,626 $148,588 $7,232,326 $3,506333
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TOWN OF LONDONDERRY, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Fund Balances
All Non-Expendable Trust Funds





Investment income $19,630 $22,991
Operating Expenses:
Contractual services 30,438 40,204
Operating loss (10,808) (17,213)
Non-operating revenues (expenses):
Bequests 8,150 5,400
Net gain (loss) on investment transactions 1,634 (3,177)
Non-operating revenues (expenses) 9,784 2,223
Net Loss before operating transfers (1,024) (14,990)
Operating transfers to other funds 20,228 250
Net Income (Loss) (21,252) (15,240)
Fund Balances - July 1 330,782 346,022
Fund Balances - June 30 $309,530 $330,782
EXHIBIT E
TOWN OF LONDONDERRY, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Cash Flows
All Non-Expendable Trust Funds




Cash flows from operating activities:
Interest and dividends on investments $19,630 $22,991
Cash payments for contractual services (30,438) (40,204)
Net cash used by operating activities (10,808) (17,213)
Cash flows from non-capital financing activities:
Operating transfer out (19,465) (250)
Cash flows from capital and related financing activities:
Bequests received 8,150 5,400
Cash flows from investing activities:
Gain (Loss) on sale of investments 1,634 (3,177)
Net decrease in investment securities 28,377 8,816
Net cash provided by investing activities 30,011 5,639
Cash - July 1 23,597 30,021
Cash - June 30 $31,485 $23,597
See notes tofinancial statements
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NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
June 30, 1996
NOTE 1--SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The accounting policies of the Town of Londonderry, New Hampshire conform to generally accepted
accounting principles for local governmental units, except as indicated hereinafter. The following
is a summary of significant accounting policies:
Financial Reporting Entity
The Town of Londonderry, New Hampshire (the "Town") was incorporated in 1722 and adopted the
Town Charter in 1982. The Town operates under the Town Meeting form of government and
performs local governmental functions authorized by State law. The Town adopted a new Charter
at the March 12, 1996 annual meeting which is effective as of July 1, 1996.
The accompanying financial statements of the Town present the financial position of the various fund
types and account groups, the results of operations of the various fund types, and the cash flows for
non-expendable trust funds.
The financial statements include those of the various departments governed by the Board of
Selectmen and other officials with financial responsibility, including the Town Trustees of Trust
Funds and the Trustees of the Leach Library. The Town has no organizational units which meet
criteria for inclusion in the financial statements as defined by the Governmental Accounting
Standards Board.
Fund Accounting
The accounts of the Town are organized on the basis of funds and account groups, each of which
is a separate accounting entity. The operations of each fund are accounted for with a separate set
of self-balancing accounts that comprise its assets, liabilities, fund balance, revenues, and
expenditures/expenses. Accordingly interfund receivables and payables have not been eliminated.
The various funds are summarized by type in the financial statements.
Individual funds and account groups summarized in the financial statements are classified as follows:
Governmental Funds
General Fund - used to account for all revenues and expenditures which are not accounted for in
other funds or account groups.
Special Revenue Funds - used to account for specific restricted revenues and expenditures for various











TOWN OF LONDONDERRY, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
June 30, 1996
Capital Projects Funds - are used to account for financial resources to be used for the acquisition or
construction of major capital facilities and equipment. The Town accounts for the following
construction projects in its Capital Projects Funds:
South Londonderry Sewer Sewer Treatment Plant
Southeast Interceptor Library Architecture
Fire Truck Auburn Road Landfill Cap
Library Addition
Fiduciary Funds
Assets are held by the Town in a fiduciary capacity or as an agent for individuals, private
organizations, and other governmental units, and/or other funds for various purposes and taxes
collected for other governmental units. Receipts and expenditures of each fund are governed by
statutes, local law, or the terms of the gift.
Trust Funds - Trust funds include expendable and non-expendable funds. Non-expendable funds are
accounted for and reported as proprietary funds since capital maintenance is critical. Expendable
trust funds (Capital Reserve Funds) are accounted for in essentially the same manner as
governmental funds.
Agency Funds - Agency funds include developer's performance bonds, deferred compensation plan
assets, and school agency funds.
Account Groups
Account groups are not funds; they do not reflect available financial resources and related liabilities,
but are accounting records of general fixed assets and general long-term obligations, respectively.
The following is a description of the Account Groups of the Town.
General Fixed Asset Account Group - is used to maintain control of and cost information for the
general fixed assets of the Town.
General Long-Term Debt Account Group - is used to record the outstanding long-term obligations of
the Town.
Basis ofAccounting
The accrual basis is used for the non-expendable trust funds. The measurement focus of these funds
is determination of net income, financial position and cash flows ("capital maintenance" focus).
Governmental funds utilize the modified accrual basis whereby revenues are recorded when
susceptible to accrual, i.e., both measurable and available. Available means collectible within the
current period or soon enough thereafter to be used to pay liabilities of the current period.
Expenditures, other than interest on long-term debt, are recorded when the liability is incurred, if
measurable.
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In applying the susceptible to accrual concept to intergovernmental revenues, the legal and
contractual requirements of the numerous individual programs are used as guidance. There are,
however, essentially two types of revenues. In one, monies must be expended on the specific purpose
or project before any amounts will be paid to the Town, therefore, revenues are recognized based
upon the expenditures recorded. In the other, monies are virtually unrestricted as to purpose of
expenditure and are usually revocable only for failure to comply with prescribed compliance
requirements. These resources are reflected as revenues at the time of receipt or earlier if the
susceptible to accrual criteria are met.
Licenses and permits, charges for services, and miscellaneous revenues (except investment earnings)
are recorded as revenues when received in cash because they are generally not measurable until
actually received. Investment earnings are recorded as earned, since they are measurable and
available. (See Property Taxes for property tax accrual policies.)
Assets, Liabilities and Fund Equity
Cash - Cash consists of cash balances on hand, demand deposits, overnight repurchase agreements,
and short-term investments with original maturities of three months or less from the date of
acquisition.
Investments - Investments are stated at cost other than the deferred compensation agency funds which
record investments at market value.
Restricted Cash - Restricted cash consists of savings deposits held in escrow accounts.
Taxes Receivable - Taxes levied during the current fiscal year and prior and uncollected at June 30,
1996 are recorded as receivables.
Prepaid expenses - Payments made to vendors for services that will benefit periods beyond June 30,
1996 are recorded as prepaid items.
Fixed assets - General fixed assets have been acquired for general governmental purposes. Assets
purchased are recorded as expenditures in the governmental funds and capitalized at historical or
estimated historical cost in the General Fixed Assets Account Group. Contributed fixed assets are
recorded as general fixed assets at estimated fair market value at the time received-
Fixed assets consisting of infrastructural improvements including roads, bridges, curbs and gutters,
streets and sidewalks, and drainage systems have not been capitalized. Such assets normally are
immovable and of value only to the Town. Therefore, the purpose of stewardship for capital
expenditures is satisfied without recording these assets.
No depreciation has been provided on general fixed assets. No interest has been capitalized on
self-constructed assets because noncapitalization of interest does not have a material effect on the
Town's financial statements.
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Certain leased properties that take on elements of ownership are classified as capital leases in the
General Fixed Assets Account Group. At June 30, 1996, vehicles and equipment of $658,560 are
recorded under capital leases.
The cost of normal maintenance and repairs that do not add to the value of the asset or materially
extend asset lives are not included in the General Fixed Assets Account Group.
Deferred Revenue - Deferred revenue consists of measurable but unavailable amounts including
property taxes and grant revenues.
Accrued Vacation and Sick Leave - Provision is made in the annual budget for vacation and sick leave.
Town employees may accumulate sick leave days at a rate determined by job classification. Upon
the voluntary termination of employment, an employee is entitled to receive compensation for up
to 10 days of any accrued sick leave. The total estimated value of accumulated vacation and sick
leave pay at Jure .30, 1996 is $303,531 and has been recorded in the General Long-Term Debt
Account Group. The current portion, if any, is not material to these financial statements.
Lone-Term Obligations - The Town reports long-term debt of governmental funds at face value in the
General Long-Term Debt Account Group. Certain other governmental fund obligations not
expected to be financed with current available financial resources are also reported in the General
Long-Term Debt Account Group.
For governmental fund types, bond premiums and discounts, as well as issuance costs, are recognized
during the current period. Bond proceeds are reported as an other financing source net of the
applicable premium or discount. Issuance costs, even if withheld from the actual net proceeds
received, are reported as debt service expenditures.
Fund Equity - Reserves represent those portions of fund equity not appropriable for expenditure or
legally segregated for a specific future use. Designated fund balances represent tentative plans for
future use of financial resources.
Revenues, Expenditures and Expenses
Property Taxes - Taxes are levied on the assessed value of all taxable real property as of the prior
April 1 ($959,053,139 as of April 1, 1995) and were due in two installments on July 1, 1995 and
December 1, 1995. Taxes due after the due dates accrue interest at 12% per annum. Property taxes
are recognized as revenue when received in cash or if available to finance current period operations
(within sixty days of year end).
The Town collects taxes for the Londonderry School District and Rockingham County, both
independent governmental units, which are remitted to them as required by law. Taxes appropriated
during the year were $27,026,568 and $1,347,567 for the Londonderry School District and
Rockingham County, respectively. These taxes are not recognized as revenues in these financial
statements. The Town bears responsibility for uncollected taxes.
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Under State law, the Tax Collector obtains tax liens on properties which have unpaid taxes in the
following calendar year after taxes were due for the amount of unpaid taxes, interest and costs.
During the year ending June 30, 1996, the tax lien was executed on April 19, 1996. These priority
tax liens accrue interest at 18% per annum. If the property is not redeemed within a two year
redemption period, the property is tax deeded to the Town.
lnlerfund Transactions
During the course of normal operations, the Town has transactions between funds, including
expenditures and transfers of resources to provide services, construct assets, and service debt. The
accompanying governmental and fiduciary funds financial statements reflect such transactions as
operating transfers and are included in the results of operations. Nonrecurring transfers of equity
between funds are treated as residual equity transfers and are reported as additions or deductions
to fund balance.
Total Columns on Combined Financial Statements
Total columns on the general purpose financial statements are captioned "Memorandum Only" to
indicate that they are intended only to facilitate financial analysis. No interfund eliminations have
been made at arriving at the data, and it is not intended to present financial position, results of
operations, or changes in financial position in. conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.
Comparative Data
Comparative total data for the prior year has been presented in the accompanying financial
statements in order to provide an understanding of changes in the Town's financial position and
operations. However, comparative data has not been presented in all statements since its inclusion
would make the statements unduly complex and difficult to understand.
Budgetary Data
The budget represents departmental appropriations as authorized by annual or special Town
meetings in accordance with State statute. The Selectmen may transfer funds between operating
categories as they deem necessary. The Town adopts its budget under regulations of the New
Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration which differ somewhat from generally accepted
accounting principles in that the focus is on the entire governmental unit rather than on the basis
of fund types. The legal level of budgetary control is at the entire governmental unit Special
revenue fund budgets are adopted only to the extent they interact with the general fund. Budgets for
capital projects funds are adopted in the year the project is authorized and may extend over multiple
accounting periods. Following is a reconciliation between the budget as presented for reporting
purposes and the adopted budget.
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Total Appropriations at March 18, 1995 $16,047,006
Town Meeting
Perspective Differences:
Capital Projects Funds (2,300,000)
Timing Differences:
Continued Appropriations - July 1 407,590
Continued Appropriations - June 30 (688,196)
General Fund $12,251,978
Special Revenue Funds 1,214,422
$13,466,400
Reconciliation of Exhibit C to Exhibit B
The results of operations are presented in the combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and
Changes in Fund Balance - Budget and Actual - (Budgetary Basis) - General and Special Revenue
Funds in accordance with the budgetary basis of accounting. The major differences between the
budgetary basis of accounting and generally accepted accounting principals are that expenditures
are recorded when encumbered as opposed to when the liability is incurred, and encumbrances are
recorded as the equivalent of expenditures. Under State regulations budgets for Special Revenue
Funds are adopted only to the extent they interact with the General Fund. Accordingly, budgets
have only been adopted for the Sewer Department Fund and the Cable TV Fund. The
accompanying financial statements therefore present only partial budgetary activity for the special
revenue fund types.
General Fund
Revenues and Other Financing Sources:
Per Exhibit C $13,202,703
Adjustments:
Capital lease proceeds 199,835
Per Exhibit B $13,402,538
spenditures and Other Financing Uses:
Per Exhibit C $11,737,332
Adjustments:
Capital lease expenditures net of prior year 65,242
Encumbrances - June 30, 1995 58,311
Encumbrances - June 30, 1996 (103,863)
Per Exhibit B $11,757,022
State law requires balanced budgets but permits the use of beginning budgetary basis fund balance
to reduce the property tax rate. For the year ended June 30, 1996, the Town applied $305,000 of
its unreserved/undesignated fund balance to reduce taxes.
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Special Revenue Funds
Revenues and other sources
Expenditures




Excess of Revenues and Other
Financing Sources Over
(Under) Expenditures
Fund Balance - July 1, 1995



























$423,336 ($14,475) ($42,133) $366,728
Encumbrance accounting, under which purchase orders and other commitments for the expenditure
of monies are recorded in order to reserve a portion of the applicable appropriation, is employed
as an extension of formal budgetary integration in Governmental Funds. Encumbrances outstanding
at year end are reported as a component of fund balance since they dp not. constitute expenditures







NOTE 2--STEWARDSHIP, COMPLIANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Compliance with Finance Related Legal Provisions - The Town has no material violations of finance
related legal provisions.
NOTE 3--RISK MANAGEMENT
The Town is exposed to various risks of losses related to torts; theft of, damage to, and destruction
of assets; errors and omissions; injuries to employees; and natural disasters. During the year ended
June 30, 1996, the Town was a member of the New Hampshire Municipal Association
Property-Liability Insurance Trust, Inc. (NHMA-PLIT) and the New Hampshire Worker's
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Fund. These Trusts are classified as "Risk Pools" in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles.
The Trust agreements permits the Trust to make additional assessments to members should there
be a deficiency in Trust assets to meet its liabilities. Generally accepted accounting principles
require members of pools with a sharing of risk to determine whether or not such assessment is
probable and, if so, a reasonable estimate of such assessment. At this time, the Trusts foresee no
likelihood of an additional assessment for any of the past years.
Claims expenditures and liabilities are reported when it is probable that a loss has occurred and the
amount of that loss can be reasonably estimated. These losses include an estimate of claims that
have been incurred but not reported. Based on the best available information there is no liability
at June 30, 1996.
New Hampshire Municipal Association Property-Liability Insurance Trust, Inc.
The NHMA-PLIT is a Trust organized to provide certain property and liability insurance coverages
to member towns, cities, and other qualified political subdivisions of New Hampshire. As a member
of the NHMA-PLIT, the Town shares in contributing to the cost of and receiving benefits from a
self-insured pooled risk management program. The program includes a Loss Fund from which is
paid up to $250,000 for each and every covered property, crime and/or liability loss that exceeds
$1,000.
New Hampshire Worker's Compensation Fund
The Compensation Fund was organized to provide statutory worker's compensation coverage to
member towns, cities, and other qualified political subdivisions ofNew Hampshire. The Trust is self-
sustaining through annual member premiums and provides coverage for the statutorily required
workers' compensation benefits and employer's liability coverage up to $1,000,000. The program
includes a Loss Fund from which is paid up to $375,000 for each and every covered claim.
NOTE 4--CASH AND INVESTMENTS
The Town's investment policy for Governmental Fund Types requires that deposits and investments
be made in New Hampshire based financial institutions that are participants in federal depository
insurance programs. Deposits are limited to money market accounts, collateralized certificates of
deposit and overnight repurchase agreements in accordance with New Hampshire State law (RSA
41:29) or the New Hampshire Public Deposit Investment Pool (NHPDIP). Responsibility for the
investments of the Trust Funds is with the Board of Trustees, who have employed professional
banking assistance in accordance with New Hampshire State law (RSA 31:38a).
At year end, the carrying amount of the Town's deposits, including restricted cash, was $15,099,629
and the bank balance was $14,671,839. Of the bank balance $13,672,978 was covered by federal
depositary insurance or collateralized and $998,861 was uninsured and uncollateralized.
The Town's investments are categorized to provide an indication of the level of risk assumed by the
Town of Londonderry. Category 1 includes investments that are insured or registered or for which
the securities are held by the Town or its agent in the Town's name. Category 2 includes uninsured
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and unregistered investments for which the securities are held by the broker's or dealer's trust
department or agent in the Town's name. Category 3 includes uninsured and unregistered
investments for which the securities are held by the broker or dealer, or by its trust department or
























Investment in New Hampshire Public
Deposit Investment Pool (NHPDIP)
Investment with Public Employees Benefit
Services Corporation (PEBSCO)
Investment with International City Management






Investments in the NHPDIP, with PEBSCO and ICMA are not investment securities and, as such,
are not categorized by risk.
NOTE 5-PROPERTY, PLANT, AND EQUIPMENT
The following is a summary of changes in property, plant and equipment for the year ended June
30, 1996.
Balance Balance
7/1/95 Additions Deletions 6/30/96
Land $350,390 $350,390
Buildings 1,833,205 $237,500 2,070,705
Vehicles and Equipment:
General government 496,223 41,263 $105,695 431,791
Public safety 1,807,765 277,362 29,740 2,055,387
Highways and streets 688,940 236,991 55,700 870,231
Sanitation 8,659,195 1,310 8,660,505
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NOTE 6--EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT PLANS
Defined Benefit Pension Plan
Plan Description
The Town contributes to the New Hampshire Retirement System (NHRS), a cost-sharing multiple-
employer defined benefit pension plan administered by the NHRS Board of Trustees. The plan
provides service, disability, death and vested retirement allowances to plan members and
beneficiaries. Benefit provisions are established and may be amended by the New Hampshire State
legislature. The NHRS issues a publicly available financial report that includes financial statements
and required supplementary information for NHRS. That report may be obtained by writing to New
Hampshire Retirement System, 4 Chenell Drive, Concord, New Hampshire 03301.
Funding Policy
Covered public safety and general employees are required to contribute 9.3% or 5.0% of their
covered salary, respectively, and the Town is required to contribute at an actuarially determined rate.
The Town's contribution rates for the covered payroll of police officers, general and fire employees
were 2.73%, 3.39% and 5.12%, respectively. The Town contributes 65% of the employer cost for
police officers and fire employees and the state contributes the remaining 35% of the employer cost.
The Town contributes 100% of the employer cost for general employees of the Town. Amounts
contributed by the State are immaterial to these financial statements.
Under State law ( RSA-100:16), plan member contribution rates are established and may be
amended by the New Hampshire State legislature and employer contribution rates are determined
by the NHRS Board of Trustees based on an actuarial valuation. The Town's contributions to the
NHRS for the years ending June 30, 1996, 1995, and 1994 were $164,837, $177,000, and $171,144,
respectively, equal to the required contributions for each year.
Deferred Compensation Plan
The Town sponsors a voluntary deferred compensation plan for all employees in accordance with
Section 457 of the Internal Revenue Code. The plan permits participants to defer a portion of their
salary which is not available to them until termination, retirement, death or unforeseen emergency.
All amounts of compensation deferred under the plan and income attributable to those amounts are
(until paid or made available to the employee or other beneficiary) solely the property of the Town.
Participants' rights under the plan are equal to those of general creditors. These funds are reported
as an agency fund in these financial statements.
The Town's legal counsel believes that the Town has no liability for losses under the plan, but does
have the duty of due care that would be required of an ordinary prudent investor. The Town
believes that it is unlikely that it will use the assets to satisfy the claims of general creditors in the
future.
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NOTE 7 -GENERAL LONG-TERM OBLIGATIONS
Changes in Long-Term Obligations - The changes in long-term obligations for the year ended June 30,
1996 were as follows:
Balance Balance
Type 7/1/95 Additions Reductions 6/30/96
Debt $12,735,000 $4,300,000 $1,105,000 $15,930,000
Capital Lease 275,927 199,835 145,674 330,088








General Obligation Debt - payable at June 30, 1996 is comprised of the following individual issues:
General Obligation Bonds:






Water and Sewer @ 6.5%-6.6%
Thru 5/1/01
Water, Sewer and Public
Improvements @ 6.3%-6.4%
Thru 5/15/11
Auburn Road Landfill Cap
@ 4.8%-5.8% Thru 10/15/07
Landfill Cap, Boston North
Settlement, and Fire Truck
@ 4.75%-5.1% Thru 2/15/14
Auburn Road Landfill Cap
@ 5.15-6.8% Thru 10/1/03
Library @ 5%-5.4% Thru
11/15/15
Sewer @ 3.09% Thru 6/1/06
Total General Obligation Bonds
Capital Lease Obligations - represent lease agreements entered into for the financing of equipment
acquisitions. These contracts are subject to cancellation should funds not be appropriated to meet
payment obligations. Amounts are annually budgeted in applicable departments. Following are
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Equipment, due in monthly installments of $1,369 through 9/96
including interest at 8.76% $4,046
Equipment, due in annual installments of $133,969 through 3/97
including interest at 6.15% 126,207
Equipment, due in annual installments of $47,182 through 11/00
including interest at 5.8% 199,835
$330,088
Other Lone-Term Obligations - These include $66,978 of obligations under an intergovernmental
agreement as part of the Town's sewer project to reimburse the City of Manchester, New Hampshire
for a pro-rata share of the wastewater treatment plant capital cost.
Summary of Debt Service Requirements to Maturity
The annual requirements to amortize all outstanding long-term obligations as of June 30, 1996
including interest of $7,859,368 are as follows:
Year Ending Capital
June 30, Debt Leases Other Total
1997 $2,358,694 $185,255 $10,578 $2,554,527
1998 2,270,855 47,182 8,599 2,326,636
1999 2,103,097 47,182 8,165 2,158,444
2000 2,031,396 47,182 7,710 2,086,288
2001 1,981,921 47,182 7,246 2,036,349
2002-2006 7,897,268 24,680 7,921,948
2007-2011 3,721,009 3,721,009
2012-2016 1,381,233 1,381,233
Total $23,745,473 $373,983 $66,978 $24,186,434





Auburn Road Water Line 49,600
Exit 4-A Construction 5,000,000
Auburn Road Landfill Site 900,000
$6,174,600
Available Debt Margin
The Town is subject to State statue which limits debt outstanding to a percentage (dependent on
purpose) of a valuation calculation made annually by the State. Debt incurred for sewer expansion
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and the Auburn Road Landfill Site is not included in the limitation calculations. As of June 30, 1996
the Town had an available debt margin of $98,234,589 for water and $8,130,483 for all other
purposes.
NOTE 8-DEFERRED REVENUE
Deferred revenue at June 30, 1996 is comprised of the following:
Semi-annual tax warrant due July 1, 1996, $18,304,274
Taxes levied and not received within
60 day recognition period 1,866,092
Deferred grant revenue 23,822
$20,194,188
NOTE 9-INTERFUND BALANCES





Sewer Department Fund $225,007
DARE Program Fund 10,433
International Committee Fund 893
Thanksgiving Baskets Fund 319
Compost Baskets Fund 48
Family Mediation Fund 600
Cable TV Fund 73,932
Capital Projects Funds:
South Londonderry Sewer Fund 53,967
Sewer Treatment Plant Fund 139,961
Southeast Interceptor Fund 225,306
Library Architecture Fund 310
Fire Truck Fund 55
Auburn Road Landfill Cap Fund 479,175
Library Addition Fund 159,793
Trust and Agency Funds:
Performance Bonds Agency Fund 763
$1,210,006 $1,210,006
NOTE 10 -NON-EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS
The principal amounts of all non-expendable trust funds are restricted by law or specific terms of
individual bequests in that only income earned may be expended. Principal and income balances
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NOTE 11--UNRESERVED - DESIGNATED FUND BALANCE
General Fund - Articles 12 and 13 of the March 16, 1996 Town meeting designated $110,000 and
$88,000 of the June 30, 1996 fund balance for the Cemetery Property Acquisition Capital Reserve
fund and the Recreational Land Acquisition and Improvement Capital Reserve Fund respectively.
Appropriations For certain projects and specific items not fully expended at year end are carried
forward as continuing appropriations to the next year in which they supplement the appropriations
of that year. At year end, continuing appropriations are reported as a component of fund balance.
The components of unreserved-designated fund balance are as follows:
Highways and streets $290,089
Culture and recreation 2,500
Capital outlay 395,607
Total continued appropriations 688,196
Designated for Capital Reserve Funds 198,000
$886,196
Expendable Trust Fund - The following balances are designated for subsequent years' expenditures
at June 30, 1996:
Fire truck $97,470
Highway heavy equipment 51,118
$148,588
NOTE 12--NON-MONETARY PERFORMANCE BONDS
The Town holds performance bonds from developers until projects have been completed to Town
standards. Due to their nature certain bonds are not included as part of the financial statements.
As of June 30, 1996, the additional bonds are comprised of the following:
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NOTE 13-CONTINGENCIES
Auburn Road Municipal Landfill Superfund Site
In 1990 the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) ordered the Town to construct a cap over
the Auburn Road Municipal Landfill Superfund Site and to maintain that cap for thirty years. The
Town has incurred debt of $5.8 million and has authorized an additional $900,000 to construct the
cap. Engineering and construction are accounted for in the Auburn Road Landfill Cap Capital
Projects Fund. Maintenance costs for the thirty year period are estimated at $2.5 million (in 1989
dollars). The EPA has demanded that the Town reimburse oversight costs of approximately
$343,000. The Town is pursuing other responsible parties and insurance companies to recover past
and future costs.
Town Garage/Radio Beacon Superfund Site
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has notified the Town that it is a potentially responsible
party for hazardous waste contamination at the Town Garage/Radio Beacon Superfund Site and
asked the Town to finance a remedy and pay past costs estimated at $2,975 million.
Other
There are various claims and suits pending against the Town which arise in the normal course of
activities. In the opinion of legal counsel and management, the ultimate disposition of these various
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FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1996
| DEVELOPER'S NAME BANK AMOUNT MAP/LOT
IMPACT FEES:
Off-Site Improvements
Dexter First NH Bank 786.17 map 28-31-2
Fulchrum Associates First NH Bank 3,700.71 map 28-21-12
Fulchrum Associates First NH Bank 1 ,806.90 map 28-21-12-2
Hertz Corporation First NH Bank 146.63 map 28-14
Hill Air Cargo First NH Bank 2,201.49 map 28-14-2
UPS First NH Bank 1,056.89 map 28
Uni-Care First NH Bank 1 ,228.53 map 28-21-17
Northeast Quadrant
Amerigas First NH Bank 3,344.69
Aranco Oil First NH Bank 27,053.91 Route 28
Aranco Oil First NH Bank 7,086.80 map 16-66
Baybank First NH Bank 2,004.05
Cannon, Lynne & John First NH Bank 617.39 map 18-19-007
Carousel Homes, Inc. First NH Bank 298.61 map 5-35-10
Cloutier & Laplante First NH Bank 606.43 map 16-50-2
GBS Development First NH Bank 492.54 map 13-71-43
GBS Development First NH Bank 492.28 map 13-71-10-1
NH Boring First NH Bank 524.24 map 16-60-10
P & D Cowette First NH Bank 621.72 map 18-13-2
Peat, Michael & Barbara First NH Bank 524.24 1 3 Seasons Ln
Shannon, Stacey & Paul First NH Bank 621 .72 map 16-32-37
Zins, Kevin First NH Bank 486.13 map 16-32-31
Route 28 Western Segment
Docos First NH Bank 2,793.16 map 15-21
Docos First NH Bank 1,385.49 map 15-21
George Lemire First NH Bank 809.31 map 1 5-63
Londonderry Children's Center First NH Bank 536.74 map 15-61-1
Route 102 Upper Corridor
Shell Oil First NH Bank 5,341.69 map 10-138-2
Route 102 Central Corridor
256 Operating Association First NH Bank 1,075.51 map 7-68
Applewood Learning Center First NH Bank 1,162.34 map 7-73-7
Baybank First NH Bank 6,155.90
Blue Seal Feeds First NH Bank 841.96 map 7-34-1
Cinema First NH Bank 2,620.42 map 7-40
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AMOUNT MAP/LOTL DEVELOPER'S NAME BANK
Londonderry Texaco First NH Bank
McDonald's Corporation First NH Bank
Shaw's Supermarket First NH Bank
Winding Pond Association First NH Bank
Route 102 Lower Corridor
CDH Incorporation First NH Bank
H & T Realty Estate Trust First NH Bank
Harvest Village of Lond. unit 1 & 2 First NH Bank
Harvest Village of Lond. unit 3 First NH Bank
Harvest Village of Lond. unit 5 First NH Bank
Harvest Village of Lond. unit 6 First NH Bank
Harvest Village of Lond. unit 4 First NH Bank
RCB Realty First NH Bank
Stanza Corporation First NH Bank
Tanguay Drywall & Construction First NH Bank
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank
Watt, Linda & Hing First NH Bank
Welcome Homes First NH Bank
School
A & A Builders First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank
2,15269 map 7-73-1
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Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 1,506.33 map 5-21-5
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 1,512.44 map 5-21-6
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 1,512.44 map 5-21-11
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 1,510.28 map 5-21-3
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 1,508.79 map 5-21-9
Ashwood Companies First NH Bank 1,538.96 map 12-8-3
Cannon, Lynne & John First NH Bank 1,534.81 map 18-19-007
Carousel Homes, Inc. First NH Bank 1 ,503.04 map 5-35-10
CDH Inc. First NH Bank 1,572.23 map3-138A
Cloutier & Laplante First NH Bank 1,511.04 map 16-50-2
Darrus First NH Bank 1,555.47 map 3-179
Driftwood Homes First NH Bank 1,508.89 map 11-92-11
F.D.N. Construction First NH Bank 1,525.47 map 11-58-76
Gaumont, Louis First NH Bank 1,538.88 map 13-71-43
GBS Development First NH Bank 1,549.20 map 13-71-10-1
GBS Development First NH Bank 1,531.95 map 9-20-5
George Golberg First NH Bank 1,522.52 map 3-179-3
Janr Corporation First NH Bank 1,531.88 map 9-52-38
Janr Corporation First NH Bank 1,528.46 map 3-189-34
Janr Corporation First NH Bank 1,525.31 map 5-48-6
Janr Corporation First NH Bank 1,525.31 map 9-52-52
Jemco Builder & Developer First NH Bank 1,506.33 map 1-6-8
Jemco Builder & Developer First NH Bank 1,506.33 map 5-35-12
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank 1,525.35 map 9-52-38
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank 1,503.03 map 1-4-10
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank 1,503.04 map 9-52-53
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank 1,506.33 map 9-62
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank 1,568.75 map 5-48-6
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank 1 ,565.66 map 3-189-34
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank 1,531.74 map 9-52-52
Joubert, Janice & Chandler First NH Bank 1,552.40 map 12-8-4
J V L Construction First NH Bank 1,542.45 map 3-180-33
J V L Construction First NH Bank 1,539.01 map 3-45-12
J V L Construction First NH Bank 1 ,503.04 map 9-52-34
K.W.S. Builders, Inc. First NH Bank 1,506.39 map 10-78
Martel, David First NH Bank 1,531.78 map 12-35-6
MHB Development First NH Bank 1,503.04 map 1-69-2
MHB Development First NH Bank 1,503.04 map 1-69-9
MHB Development First NH Bank 1,506.33 map 1-69-10
MHB Development First NH Bank 1 ,569.82 map 12-35-04
MHB Development First NH Bank 1,565.65 map 12-35-6
Oakleaf Homes First NH Bank 1,512.44 map 15-46
Oakleaf Homes First NH Bank 1,506.33 map 15-46-2
Paul, Inez O. First NH Bank 1,506.34 map 11-89-1
RCB Realty First NH Bank 1,511.36 map 3-45-77
Sedona Builders First NH Bank 1,555.38 map 9-52-44
Sedona Builders First NH Bank 1,528.73 map 1-19-1
Serenity Homes First NH Bank 1,528.45 map 9-52-39
Serenity Homes First NH Bank 1,528.45 map 9-52-35
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Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Shannon, Stacey & Paul First NH Bank
Snowbrook Construction First NH Bank
Snowbrook Construction First NH Bank
Spanos, Chris First NH Bank
Spanos, Chris First NH Bank
Spanos, Chris First NH Bank
Spanos, Chris First NH Bank
Stanza Corporation First NH Bank
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank
Tanguay Drywall & Construction First NH Bank
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank
Watson, Steven & Fran First NH Bank
Watt, Linda & Hing First NH Bank
Weigler, Jon First NH Bank
Weigler, Jon First NH Bank
Weigler, Jon First NH Bank
Welcome Homes First NH Bank
Welcome Homes First NH Bank
Wintle, Pamela and Daniel First NH Bank
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BANK AMOUNT | MAP/LOT |
Library
A & A Builders First NH Bank 122.51 map 12-132-1
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 124.35 map 8-23-2
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 124.08 map 8-23-14
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 124.08 map 8-23-9
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 123.83 map 8-23-4
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 123.54 map 8-23-10
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 123.54 map 8-13
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 123.54 map 8-23-3
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 123.54 map 8-23-8
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 123.54 map 8-23-1
1
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 123.54 map 8-23-15
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 123.59 map 8-23-12
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 123.87 map 8-23-7
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 122.86 map 8-23-5
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 122.70 map 8-23-6
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 122.41 map 8-23-8
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 122.41 map 5-21-8
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 122.41 map 5-21-7
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 122.41 map 5-21-10
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 121.55 map 5-21-12
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 120.24 map 5-21-24
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 120.24 map 5-21-27
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 121.00 map 5-21-1
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 120.50 map 5-21-5
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 120.99 map 5-21-6
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 121.00 map 5-21-11
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 120.83 map 5-21-3
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 120.69 map 5-21-9
Ashwood Companies First NH Bank 123.54 map 12-8-3
Cannon, Lynne & John First NH Bank 123.31 map 18-19-007
Carousel Homes, Inc. First NH Bank 120.24 map 5-35-10
CDH Inc. First NH Bank 126.29 map3-138A
Cloutier & Laplante First NH Bank 120.88 map 16-50-2
Darrus First NH Bank 124.86 map 3-179
Driftwood Homes First NH Bank 120.68 map 11-92-11
F.D.N. Construction First NH Bank 122.05 map 11-58-76
GBS Development First NH Bank 123.50 map 13-71-43
GBS Development First NH Bank 124.38 map 13-71-10-1
Gaumont, Louis First NH Bank 122.70 map 9-20-5
George Golberg First NH Bank 122.05 map 3-179-3
Harvest Village of Lond. unit 1 & 2 First NH Bank 240.49 map 5-39-2
Harvest Village of Lond. unit 3 First NH Bank 121.56 map 5-39-2
Harvest Village of Lond. unit 5 First NH Bank 121.56 map 5-39-2
Harvest Village of Lond. unit 6 First NH Bank 121.56 map 5-39-2
Harvest Village of Lond. unit 4 First NH Bank 120.96 map 5-39-2
Janr Corporation First NH Bank 122.70 map 9-52-38
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Janr Corporation First NH Bank
Janr Corporation First NH Bank
Janr Corporation First NH Bank
Jemco Builder & Developer First NH Bank
Jemco Builder & Developer First NH Bank
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank
Joubert, Janice & Chandler First NH Bank
J V L Construction First NH Bank
J V L Construction First NH Bank
J V L Construction First NH Bank
K.W.S. Builders First NH Bank
Martel, David First NH Bank
MHB Development First NH Bank
MHB Development First NH Bank
MHB Development First NH Bank
MHB Development First NH Bank
MHB Development First NH Bank
Oakleaf Homes First NH Bank
Oakleaf Homes First NH Bank
Paul, Inez O. First NH Bank
RCB Realty First NH Bank
Sedona Builders First NH Bank
Sedona Builders First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Shannon, Stacey & Paul First NH Bank
Snowbrook Construction First NH Bank
Snowbrook Construction First NH Bank
Spanos, Chris First NH Bank
Spanos, Chris First NH Bank
Spanos, Chris First NH Bank
Spanos, Chris First NH Bank
Stanza Corp First NH Bank
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Stonemark Homes First NH Bank 126.42 map 3-39-16
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank 126.15 map 3-39-1
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank 126.15 map 3-39-15
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank 125.59 map 3-39-6
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank 125.34 map 3-39-5
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank 124.15 map 3-39-17
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank 122.79 map 3-39-2
Tanguay Drywall & Construction First NH Bank 120.24 map 12-4-3
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank 120.50 map 5-35-2
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank 120.24 map 5-35-6
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank 122.28 map 5-35-8
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank 122.28 map 5-35-9
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank 121.26 map 5-35-7
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank 124.96 map 9-52-48
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank 124.59 map 9-52-47
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank 124.35 map 9-52-46
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank 124.08 map 9-52-51
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank 123.73 map 9-52-50
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank 123.54 map 9-52-49
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank 122.75 map 9-52-45
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank 122.75 map 9-52
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank 122.75 map 9-52-43
Watson, Steven & Fran First NH Bank 124.05 map2-29B-10
Watt, Linda & Hing First NH Bank 125.15 map 5-49-1
1
Weigler, Jon First NH Bank 122.75 map 6-78b
Weigler, Jon First NH Bank 122.75 map 6-78b-3
Weigler, Jon First NH Bank 120.96 map 6-78b-2
Welcome Homes First NH Bank 120.99 map 3-45-71
Welcome Homes First NH Bank 120.24 map 1-50
Wintle, Pamela and Daniel First NH Bank 120.89 map 11-32
Zins, Kevin First NH Bank 122.10 map 16-32-31
Recreation
A & A Builders First NH Bank 467.55 map 12-132-1
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 474.18 map 8-23-2
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 473.13 map 8-23-14
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 473.13 map 8-23-9
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 472.19 map 8-23-4
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 471.06 map 8-23-10
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 471.06 map 8-13
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 471 .06 map 8-23-3
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 471.06 map 8-23-8
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 471.06 map 8-23-1
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 471.06 map 8-23-15
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 469.93 map 8-23-12
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 469.93 map 8-23-7
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 469.93 map 8-23-5
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 469.93 map 8-23-6
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Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 469.93 map 8-23-8
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 467.71 map 5-21-8
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 466.84 map 5-21-7
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 466.83 map 5-21-10
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 465.83 map 5-21-12
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 460.93 map 5-21-24
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 460.93 map 5-21-27
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 464.84 map 5-21-1
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 461.93 map 5-21-5
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 463.82 map 5-21-6
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 463.82 map 5-21-11
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 463.16 map 5-21-3
Abdallah Construction First NH Bank 462.69 map 5-21-9
Ashwood Companies First NH Bank 471.09 map 12-8-3
Cannon, Lynne & John First NH Bank 469.99 map3-138A
Carousel Homes, Inc. First NH Bank 460.93 map 5-35-10
CHD Inc. First NH Bank 481.22 map 18-19-007
Cloutier & Laplante First NH Bank 463.42 map 16-50-2
Darrus First NH Bank 476.14 map 3-179
Driftwood First NH Bank 462.70 map 11-92-11
F.D.N. Construction First NH Bank 467.85 map 11-58-76
Gaumont, Louis First NH Bank 471.10 map 13-71-10-1
GBS Development First NH Bank 474.22 map 13-71-43
GBS Development First NH Bank 469.04 map 9-20-5
Golbert, George First NH Bank 467.83 map 3-179-3
Harvest Village of Lond. unit 1 & 2 First NH Bank 921.81 map 5-39-2
Harvest Village of Lond. unit 3 First NH Bank 464.83 map 5-39-2
Harvest Village of Lond. unit 5 First NH Bank 464.83 map 5-39-2
Harvest Village of Lond. unit 6 First NH Bank 464.83 map 5-39-2
Harvest Village of Lond. unit 4 First NH Bank 463.72 map 5-39-2
Janr Corporation First NH Bank 469.04 map 9-52-38
Janr Corporation First NH Bank 469.04 map 9-52-52
Janr Corporation First NH Bank 467.66 map 5-48-6
Janr Corporation First NH Bank 467.65 map 3-189-34
Jemco Builder & Developer First NH Bank 461.94 map 1-6-8
Jemco Builder & Developer First NH Bank 461 .95 map 5-35-12
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank 469.05 map 3-1 80-33
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank 460.93 map 1-4-10
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank 460.93 map 9-52-53
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank 461 .94 map 9-62
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank 480.25 map 5-48-6
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank 477.34 map 3-189-34
J.C. Cloutier Construction First NH Bank 467.79 map 9-52-52
Joubert, Janice & Chandler First NH Bank 476.29 map 12-8-2
J V L Construction First NH Bank 471.08 map 3-180-33
J V L Construction First NH Bank 471.08 map 3-45-12
J V L Construction First NH Bank 460.93 map 9-52-34
K.W.S. Builders First NH Bank 461 .94 map10-78
Martel, David First NH Bank 468.86 map 12-35-6
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MHB Development First NH Bank
MHB Development First NH Bank
MHB Development First NH Bank
MHB Development First NH Bank
MHB Development First NH Bank
Oakleaf Homes First NH Bank
Oakleaf Homes First NH Bank
Paul, Inez O. First NH Bank
RCB Realty First NH Bank
Sedona Builders First NH Bank
Sedona Builders First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Serenity Homes First NH Bank
Shannon, Stacey & Paul First NH Bank
Snowbrook Construction First NH Bank
Snowbrook Construction First NH Bank
Spanos, Chris First NH Bank
Spanos, Chris First NH Bank
Spanos, Chris First NH Bank
Spanos, Chris First NH Bank
Stanza Corp First NH Bank
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank
Stonemark Homes First NH Bank
Tanguay Drywall & Construction First NH Bank
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank
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DEVELOPER'S NAME BANK AMOUNT
471.10
MAP/LOT
map 9-52-51Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank 468.89 map 9-52-50
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank 468.92 map 9-52
Thomas Michaels Bldg. First NH Bank 468.92 map 9-52-48
Watson, Steven & Fran First NH Bank 473.15 map2-29B-10
Watt, Linda & Hing First NH Bank 477.31 map 5-49-1
1
Weigler, Jon First NH Bank 469.61 map 6-78b
Weigler, Jon First NH Bank 469.61 map 6-78b-3
Weigler, Jon First NH Bank 463.81 map 6-78b-2
Welcome Homes First NH Bank 463.83 map 3-45-62
Welcome Homes First NH Bank 460.93 map 1-50
Wintle, Pamela and Daniel First NH Bank 463.43 map 11-32
Zins, Kevin First NH Bank 467.62 map 16-32-31
West Fire District
Cargex Londonderry First NH Bank 9,761.75 map 28-21-7
Driftwood Homes First NH Bank 226.33 map 11-92-11
F.D.N. Construction First NH Bank 228.81 map 11-58-76
Fulcrum Associates First NH Bank 1,511.46 map 28-21-12-2
Jemco Builder & Developer First NH Bank 298.00 map 5-35-12
Jenkins Spirit Corporation First NH Bank 1,231.10 map 28-18
Paul, Inez O. First NH Bank 225.96 map 11-89-1
Pro-Con First NH Bank 13,452.28
Stoneyfield Farm First NH Bank 283.00 map 14-44-13
Wintle, Pamela & Daniel First NH Bank 327.42 map 11-32
TOTAL IMPACT FEES 414,149.35
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TOWN OF LONDONDERRY
IMPACT FEES AND ESCROWS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1996
DEVELOPER'S NAME BANK AMOUNT MAP/LOT
ESCROWS:
A - 1 Developers First NH Bank 483.50 Gemini Wimbelton
A & A Builders First NH Bank 6,738.47 map 5-35
A & A Builders First NH Bank 22,539.47 map 1-6
A - Bee Septic National Grange Mutual 1 ,500.00
Agawan Ltd. First NH Bank 20,216.06 map 16-81
Airport Industrial Park First NH Bank 10,609.79 map 14-44
American Excavating Hanover Insurance Company 64,064.00 map 5-21
American Excavating Hanover Insurance Company 130,961.00 map 12-35
American Excavating Hanover Insurance Company 53,521.00 map 5-21
Amerigas First NH Bank 1,021.06 map 16-60-9
Aranosian Oil Company, Inc. American Specialty Insurance 35,000.00 map 16-66
Attalla, Anthony First NH Bank 304.91 set bounds
Auto Auction of NE First NH Bank 112,188.81 map 10-51
Benson, Linda & Brad First NH Bank 4,514.84 map 7-40-1
1
Beaudoin, Norman Fleet Bank 13,755.41 Auburn Rd Gravel Pit
Beaudoin, Norman Fleet Bank 5,106.28 map 18-21
Blue Seal Feeds First NH Bank 9,429.27 map 7-31-1
BTF Building First NH Bank 240.79 map 1-20-35
Carkin, Donald Fleet Bank 6,371.00 Overlook Ave.
Case, Charles Fleet Bank 1 ,644.57 map 3-173-46
Castle Hill Builders First NH Bank 1,037.22 map 9-62-2
Century Village First NH Bank 5,940.17 map 7-157
Chestnut Hill Realty First NH Bank 1 ,249.44 map 3-24-1
Cloutier & Laplante First NH Bank 501 .66 map 16-50-2
Colonial Development First NH Bank 11,025.97 Coleman Park
Continental Paving Fleet Bank 2,866.45 i map 2-36
Continental Paving US Fidelity & Guamaty Co 93,630.00
Continental Paving US Fidelity & Guamaty Co 7,000.00
Continental Paving First NH Bank 1,327.59 quarry
Continental Paving First NH Bank 880.77
Daro Investments First NH Bank 256.68 map 9-38-4 & 5
Darg Realty Trust Fleet Bank 33,634.68 map 7-105
Delta Heights First NH Bank 315.10 map 14-22
Dick's Trucking National Grange 1,500.00
W. Dorman & Sons Construction Peerless Ins 1,000.00
Ehlinger, Lawrence First NH Bank 1,004.18 map 6-73-2
D. J. Faulkner First NH Bank 1,163.17
Fortier, William NFS Bank 533.61 map 10-136
Freedom Park Associates Fleet Bank 1,282.70 map 19-25
Fulcrum Associates First NH Bank 987.60 map 28-21-12-1
Gael Terra Associates First NH Bank 1,764.54 map 28-7 & 10
Gael Terra Associates First NH Bank 2,439.84 map 28-10-1
Gagnon, Jean First NH Bank 4,771.04 map 11-10
Gagnon, Jean First NH Bank 5,966.78 map 6-59
Gagnon-Griffin Assoc Baybank/NFS Bank 12,782.00 map 15-131
Gray, Hary
I
First NH Bank 468.01 map 3-45-74 & 76
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IMPACT FEES AND ESCROWS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1996
| AMOUNT^"! MAP/LOT HDEVELOPER'S NAME BANK
Haron Corporation No. American Spec. Insurance 28,147.00 map 1 5-46
Harvest Village of Londonderry First NH Bank 2,564.45 map 5-39-2
Harvey Brothers Construction First NH Bank 325.38 map 18-20
Hertz Corp . First NH Bank 544.13 map 28-14
Holm, Gladys & Robert First NH Bank 2,806.43 map 12-4
Homeplate Corp. First NH Bank 2,415.30 map 2-43
Homeplate Corp. First NH Bank 229.22 Sprinwood subdivision
I. J. Barkin First NH Bank 812.89 map 7-68 & 10-52
Information Services of NH, Inc. Fleet Bank 50,000.00
Jarosky, Chester Pelham Bank 18,494.31 map 28-15
Jemco Builders & Developers First NH Bank 2,151.23 map 1-68
Jemco Builders & Developers Baybank 427,220.00 map 12-84
Jim Gendron Trucking First NH Bank 1,693.43 map 11-58-24
J & L Realty Trust/Markos First NH Bank 1,268.43 map 28-20-2
LaMontagne Builders, Inc. First NH Bank 409.40 map 15-153
Lana Realty Trust First NH Bank 97.33 map 7-38
Landway Associates First NH Bank 2,605.24 map 5-49
Laplante, Normand Centerpoint Bank 84,000.00
Larocque, A R & Sons First Essex Bank 769.02 map 6-64-1
Lemire's Auto Peerless Insurance 7,129.00 map 15-63
Little Cohas Interceptor First NH Bank 7,087.68 Sewer Replacement
Mailloux, Richard Baybank 5,112.60 map 17-13
Richard Maynard Baybank 20,488.00 map 15-83-1
MHB Development Boston Federal Savings 33,897.00 map 1-69
MHB Development Andover Bank 930.73 map 1-69
MHB Development First NH Bank 100.92 map 12-11 &36
Northland Properties Fleet Bank 3,168.00 map 14-21
Oak Leaf Homes First NH Bank 501.15 map 15-46-3
Ovemite Trucking First NH Bank 2,099.70 map 28-21-12
P & D Cowette First NH Bank 503.78
Petersam Investment Continental Insurance 185,000.00
RCB Realty First NH Bank 501.65 map 3-45-77
Rioux Utilities First NH Bank 3,903.36
Safety First US Fidelity co 53,004.00
Serenity Homes Bank of NH 29,190.70 map 9-52
Serenity Homes Bank of NH 38,841.00 map 9-52 phase ii
Serenity Homes First NH Bank 501.33 map 9-56
Sierra Mountain Homes First NH Bank 501.65 map 15-43-2
Singer Island Associates First NH Bank 9,781 .39 map 14-44-18
S.K. Realty Andover Bank 105,154.80 map 11-68
Smith, Bob & Kathy First NH Bank 404.75 map 17-11-1
Stonemark Homes, Inc. Baybank 5,084.75 Lantern Lane Phase I
Stonemark Homes, Inc. Baybank 9,467.65 Lantern Lane Phase II
Stoney Point First NH Bank 21,442.21 map 3-179
Stratton, Russell Baybank 46.70 map 13-97
Summit Builders Fleet Bank 1,926.17 map 12-68-1 &2
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank 2,018.55 map 5-35-8 &9
Tayfield Builders-Developers First NH Bank 501.65 map 5-35-7
Technology Park First NH Bank 1,123.55
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First NH Bank 4,475.35
First NH Bank 37,536.90
NFS Bank 2,054.53
Acadia Insurance 67,680.00
First NH Bank 4,280.19
First NH Bank 501.33
First NH Bank 5,937.46
Fleet Bank 648.26
First NH Bank 501.65
First NH Bank 6,779.33
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Town of Londonderry—Gross Wages - 1996 ~
REGULAR OUTSIDE GROSSNAME WAGES OVERTIME DETAIL" WAGES
RONALD D ANSTEY, JR 53,122.77 8,320.00 61,442.77
GLENN L APRILE 38,371.76 9,014.99 4,400.03 51,786.78
WAYNE D AYOTTE 199.50 199.50
SHIRLEY A BARRON 37,833.21 37,833.21
KIMBERLY BEARS 12,565.36 12,565.36
MICHAEL W BENNETT 41,652.51 2,448.84 1,016.83 45,118.18
ANDREW BENSON 37,432.65 7,018.86 44,451.51
CECILE M BENSON 3,558.56 3,558.56
ALBION D BENTON 37,395.66 6,125.71 43,521.37
MARK D BIGGAR 38,866.73 8,304.57 4,736.92 51,908.22
JAMES E BILODEAU 36,758.64 8,990.60 45,749.24
STEPHEN J BLAKE 766.08 766.08
JOHN R BLANCHARD 906.00 906.00
DONALD J BLANCHETTE 41 ,901 .66 10,684.32 52,585.98
PAUL A BOCCHIARO 275.50 275.50
DANIEL BOUCHARD 40,187.66 590.13 554.64 41,332.43
BYRON A BREDA 532.00 532.00
LIBBY A BRIDEGAM 25,339.90 442.72 25,782.62
MARK R BRIEN 14,191.78 1 ,268.20 15,459.98
KATHRYN J BROLAND 2,754.63 2,754.63
TROY R BROWN 11,538.45 11,538.45
WILLIAM J BROWN, JR 37,328.41 6,809.72 44,138.13
ROBERT R BURBANK 6,174.35 1,595.80 7,770.15
NANCY E BUTTS 14,134.50 265.65 14,400.15
STEVE M BUXTON 34,086.98 5,882.11 39,969.09
MARK J A CAGNETTA 40,205.73 5,902.92 616.26 46,724.91
DOUGLAS G CARDWELL 41,609.32 9,905.96 51,515.28
JONATHAN R CARES 41,422.31 1,210.78 42,633.09
JAMES M CARRIER 53,942.43 12,800.00 66,742.43
MICHAEL W CARRIER 54,932.34 4,800.00 59,732.34
SHAWN M CARRIER 636.50 636.50
DAVID B CARVER 39,296.32 2,341.14 529.98 42,167.44
DONALD F CASHMAN 28,574.41 103.87 28,678.28
CHRISTOPHER J CHILDS 38,848.18 8,693.08 4,330.20 51,871.46
ELLEN M CINA 13,781.09 y 13,781.09
FREDERICK L COLSON 3,166.70 3,166.70
NANCY F COOPER 4,948.56 4,948.56
MICHAEL T CORL 37,760.76 6,884.27 3,935.79 48,580.82
MARIA M CORREIA 11,187.26 11,187.26
KEVIN L COYLE 32,972.89 32,972.89
NANCY L COYNE 11,960.97 467.08 12,428.05
CHERYL L CROOKS 39,646.29 5,643.71 862.75 46,152.75
DEBORAH CURRIER 3,249.14 3,249.14
PETER J CURRO 50,364.66 50,364.66
VINCENT CURRO 389.50 389.50
JANUSZ J CZYZOWSKI 48,423.94 48,423.94
ANITA L DAVIDSON 500.00 500.00
ARLENE F DELOREY 6.255.00 6,255.00
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REGULAR OUTSIDE GROSS
NAME WAGES <3VERTIME DETAIL
** WAGES
DOROTHY A DELORIA 15,300.63 2,158.44 17,459.07
MARK E DELORIA 38.217.58 4,251.80 2,999.10 45,468.48
LINDA M DUBOIS 8,094.88 8,094.88
GERARD J DUSSAULT 38,298.59 6,090.73 2,495.85 46,885.17
ELIZABETH A FICHERA 27,477.41 7,067.69 34,545.10
PAUL D FULONE 39,677.82 3,390.29 2,202.07 45,270.18
JAMES L. GAGNE 23,964.64 2,571.18 26,535.82
CHRISTOPHER J GANDIA 10,444.06 74.09 10,518.15
JAMES GEANOULIS 10,996.67 226.15 1 1 ,222.82
JOHN R GILCREAST, JR 39,648.21 1,592.19 41 ,240.40
MICHAEL J GILLESPIE 37,674.83 7,383.25 45,058.08
RUSSELL L GOODNOW 42,488.39 455.14 42,943.53
JANET A GRATTON 957.60 957.60
ANDREW P GRECO 1 ,600.00 1 ,600.00
DOROTHY A GROVER 27,670.73 27,670.73
MARION GUILBERT 20,730.99 20,730.99
CHRIS J HAMILTON 21,072.87 3,259.49 24,332.36
RONALD P HEBERT 28,050.00 28,050.00
SUZANNE J HEBERT 25,494.88 3,367.90 28,862.78
RICH HEILIGENSTADT 44,591.39 3,923.07 1,170.90 49,685.36
FRED A HEINRICH 41,768.67 11,489.16 53,257.83
KAREN P HENEY 638.40 638.40
MARK D HERRHOLZ 1,852.70 1,852.70
ARLENE M HICKS 8,985.79 8,985.79
JANE E HICKS 26,254.59 483.85 26,738.44
DONNA M HINES 17,993.18 17,993.18
FRANKW HOLDSWORTH 44,879.57 10,282.57 1,503.70 56,665.84
MELVA R HOLT 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00
BRIAN K HOVEY 33,822.00 11,813.88 45,635.88
WILLIAM H INGALLS, JR 30,016.23 156.09 30,172.32
KENT C JALBERT 36,921.14 3,644.03 40,565.17
EUGENE S JASTREM 36,546.91 9,070.30 45,617.21
BRIAN G JOHNSON 256.50 256.50
DAVID W JOHNSON 31 ,054.09 4,656.39 35,710.48
GERALD C JOHNSON 1 ,348.22 1 ,348.22
BARBARA A JONES 27,418.93 1 ,680.44 29,099.37
ROBERT W JONES, JR 27,654.09 3,974.07 31,628.16
GORDON F JOUDREY 44,081.62 5,584.77 49,666.39
DEAN G KACOS 2,000.00 2,000.00
NANCY R KEANE 18,591.20 18,591.20
REBECCA A KENDZULAK 1,386.00 1,386.00
PAULA F KRAMPFERT 5,509.79 5,509.79
SCOTT LACOURSE 37,208.20 14,037.44 51 ,245.64
DONALD A LADUKE 38,061 .48 5,884.87 3,814.62 47,760.97
ELAINE J LAFOND 33,886.73 1 ,868.58 35,755.31
MARK J LOMANNO 1,603.75 1 ,603.75
MATTHEW P LOMANNO 317.56 317.56
LINDA M LOTTERHAND 6,085.44 6,085.44
PETER C LOWITT 47,330.59 47,330.59
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NAME WAGES OVERTIME DETAIL ** WAGES
RONALD A LUKEN 1 ,548.00 1,548.00
ALLISON C LUND 1,386.00 1,386.00
KENNETH E LYNCH 54,550.74 54,550.74
JOSEPH J MACCARONE 39,707.68 12,387.12 4,157.61 56,252.41
ELIZABETH A MAHON 10,416.08 668.34 11,084.42
IRENE L MAJOR 26,551.40 45.49 26,596.89
KIM M MAJOR 1 ,639.63 1 ,639.63
KAREN G MARCHANT 44,124.56 44,124.56
JAMES F MARRON. JR 28.50 28.50
MAUREEN M MATARESE 39,307.52 1 ,666.66 529.98 41,504.16
DONALD F MCALLISTER 237.50 237.50
JOHN W MCALLISTER 712.50 712.50
CYNTHIA E MC CANN 29,796.16 1,072.22 30,868.38
BETSY MC KINNEY 2,000.00 2,000.00
LEONARD MC LAUGHLIN 37,419.93 13,700.30 51,120.23
MICHAEL A MC QUILLEN 35,072.16 6,579.96 41,652.12
WILLIAM C MC QUILLEN 10,805.94 857.44 1 1 ,663.38
PATRICIA A MELCHER 30,571.38 30,571.38
ROY MELNICK 54,890.10 11,383.09 66,273.19
ROBERT A MICHAUD, JR 1,431.88 1,431.88
RICHARD W MILLER 1,083.00 1 ,083.00
ROBERT R MILLER 50,106.56 1 1 ,200.00 61,306.56
SARAH E MITCHELL 3,235.84 3,235.84
MELISSA J MITROOK 23,605.72 23,605.72
ARTHUR G MOREAU 37,645.45 6,951.66 44,597.11
DANIEL J MURPHY 40,586.46 4,412.02 4,498.62 49,497.10
MONIQUE J NADEAU 23,334.58 735.49 24,070.07
SALLY E NELSON 18,940.00 18,940.00
COREY A NICKERSON 1,073.52 1,073.52
DARREN M O'BRIEN 37,983.60 8,775.18 46,758.78
DANIEL R OUELLET 3,933.00 3,933.00
DOROTHY M OUELLETTE 27,122.16 115.84 27,238.00
MARK A PAGE 38,841.41 14,944.86 7,086.82 60,873.09
BRUCE L PALMER 45,328.77 7,522.76 283.48 53,135.01
STEPHEN J PARSONS 39,821.61 5,005.92 3,629.71 48,457.24
WILLIAM A PAYSON 11,159.20 2,706.75 13,865.95
JAMES S PERIER 28.50 28.50
ANGELA M PERKINS 957.60 957.60
JOANNE T PETERSON 25,282.34 116.79 25,399.13
CHARLES R PICKERING 28,335.98 9,797.51 38,133.49
RUSSELL N PICKERING 41,612.74 17,238.87 58,851.61
RICHARD M PLANTE 64,627.68 64,627.68
RICHARD K PROVENCHER 2,448.00 2,448.00
ARTHUR T PSALEDAS 10,270.15 10,270.15
JAMES A RAND 37,436.01 3,898.50 3,798.15 45,132.66
RONALD R RAYMOND 45,887.34 7,371.60 53,258.94
ADAM M REED 1,058.40 1,058.40
MARY P REED 2,275.88 2,275.88
LINDA R REINHART 7.326.60 7,326.60
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JESSE E ROBERTS 48,079.12 17,627.76 65,706.88
MICHAEL E ROBERTS 237.50 237.50
JAMES A ROGER 37,779.16 5,171.91 42,951.07
ELAINE J ROSENBERG 3,583.44 3,583.44
ARTHUR E RUGG 1 ,000.00 1,000.00
JOSEPH RYAN 54,600.98 54,600.98
DENISE S SAUCIER 27,468.61 10.30 27,478.91
SCOTT W SAUNDERS 40,434.79 7,951.70 529.98 48,916.47
SUZANNE K SAUNDERS 26,112.52 3,835.31 29,947.83
JOAN M SAVINA 41,067.36 41,067.36
SUSAN L SCANNELL 1,165.50 1,165.50
MARIA S SCHACHT 26,643.51 2,006.82 28,650.33
PAUL W SCHACHT, JR 38,017.03 14,241.62 52,258.65
SHANNON M SEEKAMP 16,680.00 16,680.00
DAVID M SIMPSON 25,413.31 512.53 25,925.84
JACK R SLADE 38,083.53 8,204.03 5.213.46 51.501.02
JAMES T SMITH 40,898.23 40,898.23
KEVIN H SMITH 957.71 957.71
DAVID R SPAHN 50,448.32 8,640.00 59,088.32
WILLIAM R STEWART 85.50 85.50
ALAN J SYPEK 56,836.41 56,836.41
DAVID J TALLINI 38,731.13 6,567.71 45,298.84
STEVE M TATHAM 44,780.46 11,286.60 2,021.29 58,088.35
GERSON G TENDLER 39,910.59 39,910.59
CRYSTAL L TESSIER 347.60 347.60
KARA L THERRIEN 861 .84 861 .84
MARY BETH THOMAS 26,284.32 6,660.49 32,944.81
JACK F THOMPSON 37,394.34 7,444.73 44,839.07
ELIZABETH TODD 19,081.53 19,081.53
WALTER R TROW 34,138.00 12,147.13 46,285.13
GAYLE A TUDISCO 20,384.69 20,384.69
MARILYN J VACCARO 3,390.68 3,390.68
MARK E VANDE BOGART 37,821.41 5,929.43 43,750.84
GERALDINE VANGREVENHOF 3,204.00 3,204.00
DANIEL J VECCHIONE 3,300.00 3,300.00
VICTORIA H VENUTI 32,420.64 9,240.18 41 ,660.82
BRUCE F WALLACE 209.00 209.00
MICHAEL J WALSH 1,073.50 1,073.50
BRADFORD G WARRINER 38,600.98 2,018.39 1,879.57 42,498.94
KAY WEBBER 28,074.18 3,331.65 31 ,405.83
PAUL A WEINBURGH 25,400.53 3,723.10 29,123.63
KATHRYN WERNER 66.50 66.50
SARAH J WETHERBEE 957.60 957.60
LLOYD M WILEY 46,624.44 7,728.69 887.41 55,240.54
KEVIN J ZINS 37,659.21 7,263.31 44,922.52
4.468,730.55 556,267.55 81,068.81 5,106,066.91
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TOWN CLERKS REPORT
July 1, 1995 through June 30, 1996
DEBITS
Motor Vehicle Permits:
1995 Motor Vehicles $ 1,089,292.20
1996 Motor Vehicles 1.351.545.00
Sub Total: $ 2,440,837.20
Dog Licenses:
1995 & 1996 20.137,40
Sub Total: 20,187.40
Records:








Mech. Amusement Dev. Licenses 6,219.00





Oil Burners $ 2,800.00










Total Debits $ 2.696.660.29
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TOWN CLERICS REPORT
—July 1, 1995 - June 30, 1996—
CREDITS
Payment to Town Treasurer: S2.696.660.29
$ 2,696,660.29
Total Amount of Money Sent to
the State of New Hampshire: $645,450.85




Total Number of Vital Records Filed in Town Clerk's Office
1996 1995 1994 1993 1992 1991 1990 1989 1988
MARRIAGES 131 135 131 118 115 124 119 154 128
BIRTHS 208 234 255 194 243 237 293 198 254
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July 1, 1995 - June 30, 1996
RECEIPTS;




Gifts & Donations 9,493.89
Trust Funds 250.00
Bank Interest 237.28
Book & Craft Sales 894.70
CD Roll over 7.005.98
TOTAL RECEIPTS: $69,406.29
EXPENDITURES:







ENDING CASH BALANCE f6/30/96^ $13,332.22
CASH SUMMARY:






TRUSTEES OF THE TRUSTFUNDS REPORT
Summary of Trust Funds—Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1996-
Balance -July 1, 1995
Gain (or Loss) on
Investments
Transfer out Zylonis Fund
Income:
Interest Earned on Funds
1995 - 1996






















$ 203,882.16 $ 140,119.65 $344,001.81
for 1995 - 1996 $ 0.00 $ 20,074.42 $ 20,074.42
General Trust Expense
for 1995 - 1996 0.00 1,570.42 1,570.42
Zylonis Fund-To City ofNashua 0.00 11,260.89 11,260.89
Int. Expense 0.00 0.00 0.00
Gen'l Accrued Int. Investments 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total Before Disbursements: $ 203.882.16 $ 107.213.92 $ 311.096.08
Disbursements:
Flower Fund $ 0.00 $ 92.72 $ 92.72
School District 0.00 360.00 360.00
Trustees-Leach Library 0.00 250.00 250.00
Welfare,Bandstand & Other 0.00 100.00 100.00
Town Trusts Q.00 0.00 0.00
Balance Year Ending 6/30/96 $ 203.882.16 $ 106.411.20 $310,293.36
Respectfully submitted,
Trustees of Trust Funds:
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ASSESSOR'S REPORT
The Assessor's Office continues to work with Patriot
Properties to update our Software package to their Windows version.
We hope to have all the "kinks" worked out by early summer in order
that we may be able to print out the second tax bill from the new
system.
Properties were again updated in 1 996. This year, we changed approximately 2,000 parcels
and added $6,000,000 to the tax base which brought in $225,900 in added revenue.
Filing time for both the Elderly Exemption and the Veterans' Credit remain as they were last
year. Homeowners have from April 1st ofthe tax year to March 1st following the December tax bill
to file their requests.
This new law does not apply to current use properties or religious and charitable exemptions,
whose filing date remains as April 1 5. General information outlining the eligibility requirements for
the various exemptions may be obtained in the Assessor's Office.
Respectfully submitted,
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From January 1, 1996 to December 31, 1996 this office
issued 629 buildng permits with an estimated cost of $3 1,055,621
.
The total fees for building permits was $1 13,534.50.
A building permit is required for any alterations and/or
completion to an existing building, the construction of any new
building, or change of use of any existing building. An application for a building permit, in writing,
shall be submitted with a sketch or plan ofthe proposed building or alterations. All construction will
meet the requirements of the BOCA Basic/National Building Code as adopted by the Town.
With a total of98 single family permits issued in 1996 and 95 single family permits issued in
1995, there has been an increase in this area. The estimated cost of construction per house for 1996
was approximately $ 1 08,563 . The number of Certificates of Occupancy for single family dwellings
increased to 95 in 1996 versus 80 in 1995.
There were 4 permits issued for new buildings for Commercial/Industrial use, with an
estimated cost of construction set at $2,179,902; and 70 permits issued for Commercial Industrial
additions and alterations with an estimated cost of construction set at $3,157,992.
The number of septic plans reviewed increased to 156 for 1996 versus 131 in 1995, generating
$3,900 in fees in 1996.
On the following page is a breakdown of permits issued, fees collected and inspections performed
in 1996. The total fees collected by this department in 1996 was $135,980.50. The information
shows the different kinds of permits issued and inspections performed by the Building Department.
The inspections are performed to verify compliance with applicable codes to ensure a safe building








January 1, 1996 through December 31, 1996
—
BUILDING PERMITS NO ISSUED ESTIMATED COST
Single Family 98 $10,631,720
Foundation only 8 60,698
Raze (demolition) 10
Relocate 1 20,000
Repair Fire Damage 2 91,000
Duplex 2 236,068
Foundation 1 10,000
Multi-Family/Condominiums* 3 (10 Units) 493,022
Foundation 3 (14 Units) 197,848
Accessory Apartments 5 84,850
Residential
Additions & Alterations 187 1,904,298
Garages 19 301,432
Foundation 1 1,680














Library Addition 2 1,768,857
School Additions & Remodeling 9 8,148,138




























Additional Permits & Licenses
Subtotal
Less: Permitspaid in 1996
Subtotal:













—January 1 , 1996 through December 31, 1996—











Figures arefrom daily inspection sheets anddo not include inspections which were
not placed on the list, but may have been called in and performed while the
Inspector was on the road.
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CABLE DEPARTMENT
CTV-20 - Hot new serie$...Hockey Talk
(Photo Courtesy Joseph Daniel McCoot)
This department is responsible for the oversight ofthe contract between the Town and Harron
Communications. Subscribers can contact this department if they are unable to resolve issues directly
with Harron. Call 432- 1 1 00 ext. 1 47.
The Cable Contract Negotiations Ad Hoc Committee has been very busy in 1996 preparing
a Request for Proposal for Harron to provide cable services to our community. FCC regulations
dictate much of the process, but committee members have been extremely pro-active in the area of
ascertainment. A survey was sent out to all residents in January, and the results were analyzed in a
seventy six page document, a copy ofwhich is available to all residents at every Town and School building
in Londonderry. The bulk of the actual negotiations will take place in 1997 and this document will
be heavily relied upon.
The Cable Department also oversees the PEG (public, educational and governmental) access
channels and the Londonderry Access Center. CTV-20, public access, is the result of the efforts of
community volunteers who decide what programs to produce and what events to cover. Producers
must be members of the community and training is available. ETV-51, educational access, is both
a public forum for educational issues and a means by which teachers and students can utilize this
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technology in the classroom. GOV-52, governmental access, continues to provide live, gavel-to-
gavel coverage ofTown boards and committees with plans for expanded coverage being considered
for the future.
Volunteers who have been clamoring for more access to the LAC should be pleased to hear
that the school district is adapting the security system to allow for twenty four hour, seven days per
week access. In the future, access to the facility will only be limited by the availability of the staff
Large numbers ofvolunteers and audience feedback confirm that PEG access television is important
to the Londonderry community. Ifyou would like to get involved (training is free!), please call the
Londonderry Access Center at 432-1 147.
The I-LOOP (institutional network) is basically a cable that connects all public buildings
in Londonderry. It has been tested and found more than adequate for transmitting data and video. The
Town will begin to add other sites soon and the School District is making plans for its use as well. The






"When we listen, families talk. " This simple slogan, which I
recently heard, describes the important service offered to Londonderry
families by the Family Mediation Program. Parents and children come
to Family Mediation when they find that they need a neutral third party
to assist them in their attempts to resolve serious tensions within the
family. These issues may include frequent family arguments, tensions
between siblings, failure to follow family rules, running away, skipping school and involvement with
police and courts. Divorce, remarriage, relocation and unemployment are among the changes in
family situations which sometimes contribute to conflict within families.
Mediation works to improve communication, formulate solutions and develop problem
solving skills. When mediators listen impartially to both sides, family members open up the lines of
productive communication and find solutions to the conflict. Parent-Child Mediation offers families
a cost free, confidential opportunity to confront the challenges they face. It provides the community
with an effective alternative which may minimize the need for the more extensive and costly services
of courts, police, fire personnel and student support services.
The past year has been a productive one for the mediation program. During the month of
September, we held a new volunteer training in conjunction with the Rockingham County Mediation
Program. The intensive training series took place over three full Saturdays. A variety of
professionals provided workshops for the volunteers. We are proud to have added twenty new
volunteers to the program. They are a wonderful, impressive group and we are happy to welcome
them Throughout the year, experienced mediators continue to increase their effectiveness through
attending workshops and the annual State wide Mediators' Conference. Several of the mediators
have been with the program since it began eleven years ago. We are grateful for their dedication and
skill.
We continue to increase the involvement of the mediation program in the community by
providing Conflict Resolution Workshops to the fifth grade classes at South School. Through these
workshops, the students learn important skills for improved communication and non violent conflict
resolution which serves them well in both their peer interactions as well as their family relationships.
In order to increase public awareness of the Parent Child Mediation Program, we spent many
hours producing a video which dramatizes and explains the program's services. We are proud of the
finished product and feel it will be a valuable tool in presenting the Mediation Program both on CTV-







Fire Department Business Line 432-1 125
In 1996, the department's responses increased 33% from 1995:
1,603 responses to 2,137 responses. Requests for ambulance service
have exceeded our projections; thus increasing the potential revenue
from the service.
Town ambulance service began on July 1 , 1 996. Thanks are in
order to the Parkland Medical Center, who assisted with the purchase oftwo LifePak 1 1 defibrillators
which are used for cardiac emergencies. These were obtained through their purchasing department,
offsetting the cost by $4,875 .50. Thanks are also offered to Optima Health for their assistance with
a grant for $7,559 to purchase two automatic ventilators.
The department has also received a grant of $5,000 from the New Hampshire Municipal
Association Health Trust to improve the physical fitness ofthe firefighters. This involves the purchase
of exercise equipment, fitness evaluations and individual programs designed by the department's
fitness coordinator. The philosophy behind the grant is the expectation that a healthy employee will
be less likely to suffer certain occupational injuries, resulting in lower workers' compensation costs
to the town.
Significant events that occurred in 1 996 include the flood in October which closed some roads
and forced the evacuation ofsome residents, and the snowstorm in December. Rockingham County
was declared a disaster area after the flood, and the town applied for and received reimbursement
from the federal government that was allowed for emergency service response and road damage.
Fortunately, the impact of the flood was not as great on our community as it was on others. The
snow storm had the greatest impact on town residents and emergency services than any other incident
in recent years. We would like to thank the residents of the town for their patience, understanding,
and cooperation during and after the snowstorm. The emergency services response during this storm
was at a maximum, with cooperative efforts between all the town departments, the school district,
and the Red Cross. Of note is the increasing number of motor vehicle accidents every year— 1996
being no exception.
Confined space rescue equipment was purchased this year, and firefighters were trained to
rescue persons from such areas as wells, tanks, manholes, and underground utilities spaces. In
addition to providing this service to the community, this equipment and training meets the federal
OSHA requirements necessary to provide emergency rescue or backup rescue service to private
industry. Training in the many areas of expertise needed to provide the services expected of the
department is conducted almost on a daily basis. The firefighters have completed training in manual
defibrillation, and an EMT-I course is now in progress. Graduates of this course will be able to
provide intravenous therapy to patients.
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The " Firefighter Phil " program, started last year, will be used again this year to reach school
children with the home fire safety message. This program is entirely funded through donations from
local area businesses and presented during Fire Prevention Week. The Fire Prevention Week Open
House drew approximately 600 residents for the displays and demonstrations. CPR training for the
public is also offered during the year.
Your Fire and Rescue Department is committed to providing the best possible customer
service we can.
Respectfully submitted,















Motor Vehicle Fires 45
Dumpster Fires 4
Illegal Outside Burning 28
Fuel Spills 20
Wood and coal Stove Problems 1
Check Smoke 39
Grass, Woods, Trash 44
Oil/LPG Burner Problems 19
Investigate Odor 23









Gas Grille Problems 3
Smoke in a Structure 18
Malicious False Alarms 1





Tree on Wires 1
Wires Down 59
Propane Leaks 1
Mass Casualty Drill 1
Total Responses: 2,137
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REPORTOF TOWN FORESTFIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FORESTRANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and State Forest
Ranger, please obtain a permit from the Fire Department before doing any open
burning. Permits are required year 'round in the Town of Londonderry and are
available at no charge. Permits are issued on a daily basis, depending on weather
conditions. You may call the Fire Department on the day you wish to burn to find out if permits are being issued for
that day.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the N.H. Division of Forests and Lands, Forest Protection
Bureau. State Forest Rangers are available to assist communities with forest fire suppression, prevention, and
training programs, as well as the enforcement of forest fire and timber laws. If you have any questions regarding
forest fire or timber harvest laws, please call the Forest Protection Bureau at 271-2217.
The State ofNew Hampshire operates 1 5 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols, and 3 contact aircraft patrols,
early detection and reports from citizens aid in the quick response from local fire departments.
The
The following figures represent fires by County where the State and the community have shared costs 50/50.
The Town of Londonderry had 44 grass, woods, and trash fires for 1996.
1996 FIRE STATISTICS
(Cost Shared)
Fires Reported Bv Countv Causes of Fires Reported
Belknap 06 Smoking 05
Carroll 07 Debris Burning 34
Cheshire 13 Campfire 16
Coos 10 Power Line 04
Grafton 12 Railroad 02
Hillsborough 19 Equipment Use 01
Merrimack 14 Lightning 02
Rockingham 15 Children 22
Strafford 05 OHRV 01
Sullivan 06 Miscellaneous 20
Total Fires 107








wmm Renovation plans continue for the Londonderry Town Common.
Jffl Ik The completion of necessary maintenance to the bandstand and final paint
M m scheme was accomplished by Rotary Club volunteers and with assistance
J&M fflL and supplies furnished by Durant Paints. The block walkway around the warl HI memorials is still underway with block sales going slowly, but surely
Veterans continue to research names for future memorials. With the
installation of a Pillsbury Road/Mammoth Road traffic signal, precautions are being taken to
safeguard the historical nature of the Town Common area.
The Historic District Commission sponsored a meeting of the North Village population in
response to citizens' concerns over development and the looming East/West Highway proposal for
the airport. Attendance was good; although no definite decisions concerning districting were
concluded. The Commission is monitoring the progress ofthe highway as committee members of the
Airport Area Growth Management Task Force. Recommendations lean towards upgrading the
present roadway system.
Ken Joudrey is working to photograph and document historic sites and buildings in
Londonderry to further enhance the Cultural Resource Survey. Results are being mapped by the
Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission for the Town's Master Plan. The Commission
advised the establishment of a demolition ordinance.
The committee is working with the Apple Way Committee to provide information for signage
and brochures. This historic tourist route incorporates Mammoth Road, Pillsbury Road, High Range
Road, Elwood Road, Adams Road and Gilcreast Road.
As part of the Design Review Committee, the Historic District Commission reviews
preliminary plans submitted to the Planning Board for historic preservation input. Naming new
developments has become an important part of expressing Londonderry's heritage and developers
have been very receptive to the Commission's ideas.
The Commission plans to approach the Town Council this coming year to become a Heritage
Commission, which will broaden the scope of our objectives regarding historic preservation. As
always, we welcome new members. Meetings are held bi-monthly, beginning in February, on the first
Tuesday of each month in the Town Offices.
Respectfully submitted,
Marilyn Ham, Chairman Kenneth Joudrey
Junie Vickers, Vice-Chairman Kerry Ann White
James P. Anagnos, Planning Board Liaison Fred Colson, Selectman Liaison
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LIBRARY DIRECTOR'S REPORT
Calendar Year 1996 proved to be a productive one at Leach
Library. Construction ofthe $2.3M addition and renovation began on
May 9, 1996. The Library Building Committee, of which I am a
member, has been hard at work all year overseeing this monumental
project. Details concerning the construction project are provided in
the Leach Library Building Committee Report.
In 1996, two professional librarians were hired to assist me in
developing and delivering library service to the community. Gayle Tudisco joined the library in March
and M. Kimberly Bears joined the staff in July. We also had two 'retirements' — Marion Guilbert
and Arlene Delorey, both retired from full-time employment to jobshare a newly created Circulation
Assistant position in Adult Services.
This year, Leach Library began to offer expanded reference services. Many new reference
titles were added to the collection and a full-text periodical CD ROM, updated monthly, was
purchased. Internet access for the Reference staffwas also implemented. Continued improvement
of our Reference Department will continue on into 1997.
Delivery of books to homebound Londonderry residents was a program inaugurated in
October. Through the volunteer efforts of community-minded Girl Scout Troop 2149, the library is
now able to deliver books, magazines and audio books to those residents who cannot get into the
library.
Leach Library's Children's Department continued its popular Story Hour programs for
preschoolers. From January through June, five weekly Story Hours were offered by parent volunteers
and coordinated by our Children's Room staff. In the fall of 1996, due to construction, the Story
Hour programs were moved off-site to the Mayflower Grange. M. Kimberly Bears, our Children's
Librarian, delighted youngsters with her captivating Story Hour sessions. Our summer reading
program provided hundreds ofyoung readers with summertime reading fun ~ 1,635 books were read!
Included in the Reading Program was a full array of activities centered around an Olympic theme and
an end of the summer ice cream party sponsored by the Friends ofLeach Library. Special summer
programs on the common for children of all ages included: Brownie & Macintosh in June and Dan
Grady in August.
The Museum Pass Program continues to be very popular. The Library offered passes to
America's Stonehenge, Children's Museum in Boston, Christa McAuliffe Planetarium, Currier
Gallery of Art, Museum of Fine Arts, Museum of Science, and Science Enrichment Encounter.
Through our generous benefactor Mr. Henry Poole, the Library Trustees, and the generosity of those
who donated to support the Museum Pass Program, this popular service continues to be funded
entirely through donations.
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I look forward to my third year of library service to the Town of Londonderry. It will be
delightful to be in our new, big, beautiful library and finally be able to offer improved library services.
I applaud the staff and public on their willingness to deal with major inconveniences during the
construction process ~ thanks for being such troupers! It is a real pleasure to work with such
dedicated library staff, volunteers, Trustees, Library Building Committee members, Friends of Leach
Library and Londonderry's town officials to improve Leach Library. To them and to all of the town's
residents who have lent me their support and understanding throughout the year, I extend my heartfelt
gratitude.
LEACH LIBRARY STATISTICS. 1006
Total circulation 126,642
Museum passes used 619
Total materials 37,286











MGMT INFORMATION SYSTEMS SMIS)
The MIS Department continued its key objective, which is to
provide up-to-date software for all departments. During the current fiscal
year, the Town invested in the development of a Fire Dispatch system. The
goal is to provide the Fire Department with a dispatch program that is
custom made for Londonderry and will provide data transmission and
information sharing with other key departments.
A file server and various computer terminals were installed at the Leach Library to prepare
for the increased volume expected once the addition construction project is finished. Work on the
I-Loop, which is the conduit for connecting all remote locations to the Town Offices and hopefully
to connect the School District to the Town Offices, has been completed in the test phase and is
moving forward to full implementation of a wide area network (WAN) for the Town. By the end of
this fiscal year, it is planned to have all remote locations connected, including the two out-lying fire
stations.
There are several goals set forth within the MIS budget. For the Leach Library, the purchase
ofa regional database which will cure the limitations encountered for the input of records and books
and the addition ofa minimum of fifteen workstations will provide the Trustees' envisioned level of
service in the expanded Library. Beginning a needs analysis for a geographical information system
(GIS) is Phase I of the implementation of a system which would ultimately encompass all
departments, including the School District. The program will integrate layered infrastructure data
and safety information, be accessible to all departments and the public, and ensure expediency to the
Fire and Police Departments in addressing emergencies.
The Building Department is the last department to be addressed with an information exchange
program. Patriot Properties is expected to have a program completed within the next fiscal year;
however, other packages will be reviewed for comparison and compatibility with the newly installed
Assessing update. Finally, a plan for routine replacement of personal computers will be undertaken
this year as a measure to remain in step with technology and the needs of personnel and the
community at large.
Looking forward, the MIS Committee is dedicated to using technology to meet and improve
the service demands for information that many seek without severely impacting the tax rate.
Emphasis will be focused on developing communications that will provide accessibility to all public





PLANNING & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The Department of Planning & Economic Development
serves as staff to the Planning Board, Airport Area Growth
Management Task Force and Economic Development Committee.
It includes the Director of Planning and Economic Development
Peter C. Lowitt, AICP and the Secretary, Ms. Kay Webber.
Mr. Lowitt continues to supplement this workforce through
the use of interns. Over the past year, Patrick Cox and Edward
Carr have worked on updating our lists of available lands and buildings, and formatting this data for
inclusion in the State's new computerized property listing. Ms. Suzanne Verrill prepared a Master
Plan Survey and compiled the results for the Planning Board. The Department and Boards wish to
thank our interns for their efforts on behalf of the Town.
During the past year, Mr. Lowitt has worked closely with all three Boards to implement their
goals and objectives for the Town. These include an ongoing Business Visitation Program and a
business attraction program with the Economic Development Committee; an Orchard Preservation
Program, Capital Improvements Program, Impact Fee Program and Master Plan update with the
Planning Board.
The Airport Area Growth Management Task Force has been coordinating town review of the
Manchester Airport Master Plan which contemplates expansion of the terminal and runway lengths
and the est/west airport access road. The Task Force has come to consensus on the location of the
airport access road from the Manchester town line to Harvey Road, and will continue to work on this
project into 1996.
It has been a pleasure working with such dedicated volunteers on all three committees. The
Town ofLondonderry is well served by its citizen volunteers.
Respectfully submitted,
Peter C. Lowitt, AICP
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Ofcr. Mark Cagnetta on Bike Patrol
(Photo Courtesy Joseph Daniel McCool)
During the past year, the Londonderry Police Department has instituted many changes with
a focus on providing an enhanced community policing program to the Town. The implementation
ofan approved structural reorganization, along with acquisition of Federal and State funded grants,
has enhanced our policing efforts. Implementation of programs such as the Bike Patrol has proven
successful in obtaining citizen participation in the move to creating a safe community. It is reflective
of the Department's desire to work with the community on improving the quality of life in
Londonderry.
The year of 1996 has given the Department and the community clear direction on the key
areas that must be addressed. Statistics show a nine percent drop in total crime reported from the
previous year. Motor vehicle accidents, however, have increased dramatically, resulting in escalated
personal injuries and a concern for public safety. Traffic volume continues to rise as does the need
for concentrated traffic enforcement effort and public awareness programs. The Department recently
obtained four additional radar units, in part from grant funding, that will assist in added enforcement.
Additionally, educational programs covering motor vehicle safety are scheduled to be conducted at
the Department throughout the upcoming year.
The community and the Police Department continue to consider the safety ofour children a
high priority. During 1996, safety officer programs and presentations rose to three hundred and sixty
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two. We are planning an expansion of the DARE, program in the Fall of 1997 to include the eighth
grade in the D. A. RE. curriculum. Along with the Bike Patrol, directed preventative patrols in areas
known for a high volume ofjuvenile activity have been given elevated police visibility and contact.
A major concern is the number of children who fell victim to physical abuse. This number rose to an
alarming 19 cases during the past year, alerting us to the ever present dangers associated with
domestic violence, abuse and neglect. Cooperative efforts between the Department and the County
Attorney's office to ensure effective investigation and prosecution are ongoing. These enhanced
investigative efforts are imperative in reducing trauma to the victim and improve the probability of
a successful prosecution and prevention of future abuses.
The Department's focus during 1997 will be to expand its community policing efforts further
through increased patrols, added enforcement and visibility. We look forward to working together
with residents to improve the quality of life within our community. Above all, we appreciate the






The following information depicts some of the services your police department provides to
the community during the course of the year:
1993 1994 1995 1226
Communications Activity 244,225 224,369 217,390 178,314
Business calls 41,737 36,255 37,918 41,504
Walk-in services (police station assistance): 7,510 6,904 9,102 7,146
Alarm Activity 1,034 1,059 1,162 1,357
Police Reports Written 1,652 1,570 1,953 2,030
Motor Vehicle Summonses 3,563 3,343 3,157 3,865
Parking Tickets Issued 181 259 269 384
Persons Arrested 438 715 459 432
Traffic Accidents 440 461 619 829
Traffic Surveys 63 45 27 37
Animal Control Information:
Calls Answered 8,183 10,857 11,452 10,490
Summonses Issued 95 131 117 178
Fines Assessed $ 1,834 $ 2,547 2,502 $5,506
K-9 Activities;
Activities in Londonderry: 57 36 21 27
Assisting Other Agencies: 3 4 3 6
Uniform Crime Report Data:
FBI Part I Crimes (UCR Data): 589 542 527 482
Murder 1
Forcible Rape 7 9 5 2
Robbery 2 1 2 1
Aggravated Assault 5 6 6 13
Burglary 91 58 65 59
Larceny/Theft 407 396 388 362
Motor Vehicle Theft 61 62 54 40
Arson 16 10 6 6
Percentage Part I Crimes Cleared: 17.7 19.2 142 20.5




Uniform Crime Report Data: (Cont'd} 1993 1994 1995 1996
Crimes percentage (%) increase
or decrease over previous year + 9.4 -4.96 +11.1 -9.1
Percentage of Total Crimes Cleared: 37.46 33.12 21.60 37.7
Juvenile Officer Activities/Investigations:
(CHINS, crimes, youth alcohol/ drug offenses: 482 506 421 794
Safety Officer Programs/Presentations;
(talks, shows, trips, tours, bike rodeos): 258 367 346 362
Communitv Policing - Bike Patrol
Arrests N/A N/A N/A 17
Community Contacts N/A N/A N/A 405
Warnings/Summonses N/A N/A N/A 498
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approximately 37,000 feet of
roads were rehabilitated or
resurfaced. The mileage of the
town's roadways and the
volume of traffic on them
continues to increase from year
to year. The Department's staff
makes an ambitious effort to
fulfill its mission to effectively
maintain the Town's roads.
However, the lack of sufficient
funds and manpower makes it a
difficult challenge to keep up with the demands. Last year's budget increase for roadway
maintenance was limited and still did not allow the Department to sufficiently implement the
recommended Roadway Management Program.
The Department continued to assist various Town Departments with different projects
throughout the year, including the construction ofthe Nelson Road parking facility for the Recreation
Department. The design for the reconstruction of Griffin Road was completed in 1996, and last
March, it was voted at Town Meeting to approve the remainder of the funding for the construction
of the road. Ninety five percent (95%) of the road reconstruction has now been completed. An
increase in the road reconstruction budget allowed the Department to start the reconstruction of
Hovey Road. Our objective for the upcoming year is to complete that reconstruction project.
In addition to road resurfacing, the Department continued the maintenance and repair of
drainage systems throughout the Town. The repair of some of the major drainage problems, located
at Bockes Road, Cross Road, Wilshire Drive and Shenandoah Avenue, were completed.
In October, a large amount of the staffs time was spent repairing washouts caused by
flooding. In December, along with regular snow and ice removal, our crews spent long hours keeping
the roads passable and cleaning up serious tree damage throughout the Town.
The Town Engineer provided engineering reviews for 54 site and subdivision projects. Also,





The Recreation Commission meets on the second Monday of each
month at 7:30 PM at the Londonderry Town Offices. All town residents are
invited to attend and voice concerns or present ideas to help improve recreation
in Londonderry. Residents are also urged to take advantage of the Recreation
Hotline (437-2675), which provides up to date Recreation information.
Adult programs currently offered to Town residents are: men's and co-
ed softball, aerobics and volleyball, men's and women's basketball and indoor
soccer. Programs available to the Town's youth are: basketball, softball,
baseball, lacrosse, football, cheerleading, skiing and soccer. Also available is
the Summer Playground Program, which operates at the Town's three
elementary schools during the students' summer vacation.
It is hoped that Town residents afford themselves the advantage of the Nelson Road Field
Complex, which includes two tennis courts, two illuminated basketball courts, a wonderful toddler
playground, volleyball court, a softball field, and a recently enlarged multi purpose field.
The Commission is still working towards developing playing fields on Litchfield Road abutting
the cemetery. Although moving at a slow pace, progress is being made.
The Town's many Youth Programs are still facing a very serious lack of playing fields. The
growth ofthe youth programs is far greater than the increase in our field space. It is hoped that with
cooperation between the youth groups and the Town's Boards and Committees, we will continue to
work towards ending the field space crunch.
The Commission would like to thank the Londonderry School District for the use of their
facilities for all of our indoor activities and to the field maintenance crew for all of their help and
guidance. The Commission also thanks the countless number of people who constantly give of
themselves for both the adult and youth recreation and sports activities. Year in and year out, these




Robert Lees, Chairman William J. Manning, Treasurer
Kenneth S. LaMarca, V. Chairman Marie E. Greene, Secretary





SEWER ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPORT
Many of you know the the newly adopted Town Charter
provided for the removal of certain Boards, Commissions and Town
officers operating under the Town Meeting form of Government. The
Londonderry Sewer Commission was among this group removed when
the new Charter went into effect July 1,1996. However, the substantial
contributions made by the Sewer Commisssion over the years was not overlooked and prompted the
new Council to institute a five member Sewer Advisory Committee to carry on the work.
Fortunately, all three former Sewer Commissioners were elected to serve on this committee and
continue to make invaluable contributions in the development of the Town's sewer infrastructure.
The main responsibilities of the Sewer Advisory Committee is to make recommendations to
the Town Council on the development, operation, and maintenance of the Town's Public Sewer
System and related programs. The Committee is encouraged to introduce new capital improvement
projects, submit operating and capital budgets, review new construction proposals, and negotiate the
terms of municipal construction contracts. The Committee will also be involved in maintaining
established programs and intermunicipal relationships with Deny and Manchester. The Sewer
Department will report on the status of operations and administrative programs to the Committee at
least monthly.
Currently, fifteen ( 1 5) industrial users are regulated under the Pretreatment Program. This
program provides for the systematic permitting and monitoring of industrial users discharging in the
public sewer system. The control of industrial waste streams is necessary to prevent possible adverse
impacts to treatment centers and prevent pollution of our natural water bodies. This year our
regulated users have achieved 100% compliance with the Pretreatment Program.
Sewer maintenance activities performed this past year include removal of waste sludge and
debris from three pumping stations, sampling and testing of the collection system, and scheduled
flushing and inspection of selected interceptor sewers. The pumping stations (3) are inspected every
week and have scheduled maintenance performed at recommended intervals. This year, an odor
control facility was built at the Plaza 28 pump station. Wastewater flow entering the pump station
will be specially treated to neutralize sulfides and acid PH conditions to reduce nuisance odors and
corrosion of manhole structures.
New sewer construction is planned next summer (1997) to build the Delta Drive Interceptor
Sewer. The new interceptor would lead to rapid industrial development along Harvey Rd. near the
Airport. The sewer will extend service about 6000 feet beginning at the Webster/Harvey Road
junction and running southerly along the Cohas Brook. The new sewer is expected to provide a much
needed solution for existing businesses and inspire industrial development in prime industrial land




SMBR ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPORT (Cont'd)
The Sewer Advisory Committee and Sewer Department wish to take this time to thank all
Londonderry residents who help us achieve our mission and services. Special thanks is extended to
all the Town Departments for their ongoing cooperation and necessary support. The public is
welcome to attend the Committee's regular meetings held on the first Thursday ofeach month.
Respectfully Submitted,
Garry Tendler
Supt. Sewer Utilities and Operations
Sewer Advisory Committee Members
William O. Merrill Anita Davidsion
James Doucakis Allen S. Fowler
—SEWER DEFT PERFORMANCEMEASUREMENTS—
DESCRIPTION FY 96 FY 97
No. Main Line Service Blockages
No. Sewer Service Accounts 467
North Londonderry Flow, MGD* 0.4442
South Londonderry Flow, MGD* 0. 1 396
Miles of Sewer to Maintain 20.
1
% of Sewers Cleaned < 1%





SOUP WASTE ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPOPT
RECYCLES Calendar year 1996 brought the first decrease in solid waste tonnages in 5
years. This decrease will hopefully signify that the trash and recycling tonnages for
the Town will at least stabilize through 1997.
The final updated version of Londonderry's Buried Treasure Waste Reduction Guide was
completed in July and distributed door-to-door by volunteers from Londonderry's Block Leader
Program. It is also available at the Town Office and Library.
Londonderry 's Master Recyclers
From Left to right: Standing: Doug Carlson, Mary Tronellito, Carla Ferrara, Cheiylann Pierce,
MaryAnne Schroeder, John Grueter, Liz Ambrose. Seated: Brenda Tringali-Gagne, Fran
Armstrong.
After much planning and groundwork, Londonderry's Master Recycler Program, funded by
a grant from the Dorr Foundation ofBedford, NY, was operational as of September. Nine volunteers
from the community were trained as Master Recyclers and are providing in-home education on the
recycling program, composting and household hazardous waste through Eco Parties in local
neighborhoods, schools and for civic groups.
Londonderry was cited with two awards last year: one from the National Association for




SOUP WASTE ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPORT (Cont'd)
Solid Waste Coordinator Liz Todd for her development and promotion of the Master
Recycler Program from the Northeast Resource Recovery Association (NERRA) as Recycler ofthe
Year.
Londonderry again held two Household Hazardous Waste Collection Days. Approximately
150 Londonderry and Deny residents attended the Spring collection, and over 130 attended the Fall
collection to dispose of their hazardous waste safely. The first full year of operation for Waste Oil
Collection was received well; approximately 1,400 gallons of waste oil were collected to fuel the
waste oil furnace at the Highway Garage, saving $1,200 in heating costs to the Town.
The Londonderry Drop OffCenter increased the volume of materials it received by 50% over
1995 and continues to be a much needed service for Londonderry residents. In 1996, the Drop Off
Center averaged 50 residents per Saturday, collected approximately 161 tons of construction debris,
one ton oftextiles, 30 tons of scrap metal and over 500 tires. This means approximately $12,000 in
disposal costs were diverted from the Solid Waste Budget. In 1996, a part time attendant was hired
to operate the Drop Off Center, allowing the Center to remain open through the end ofNovember.
The Solid Waste Department, in conjunction with the Solid Waste Advisory Committee,
continues to strive to lower waste quantities and hence its portion of the tax rate through education




—Solid Waste Advisory Committee
Henry A. Chary Joseph Mangelinckx
Vincent Curro Paul J. Margolin
Duane Himes Robert White
Paul Lockwood
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SUPERVISORS OF THF CHECKLIST
This year was another busy one. With same-day
registration allowed at State and Federal elections, residents were
able to register and vote in the same day. We held extra sessions,
accommodating over two hundred new voters. This will also be
permitted on Town Election Day, but residents will not be able
to register at the School District or Town Meetings. Voters are
able to change their party affiliation immediately after voting in
Primary Elections if they wish.
Computer programming is slowly improving and it is
hoped to have computerized check in for Town Meeting in 1997.
We remain committed to increasing voter participation and maintaining accurate files and
checklists.
Londonderry now has 13,228 voters: 3,271 Democrats; 4,169 Independents; 88 Libertarians
and 5,700 Republicans.
Anyone wishing to register to vote should bring proof of citizenship, such as a birth
certificate, passport or naturalization papers and proof of residence, to the Town Clerk's Office
during regular business hours (8:30 AM to 5:00 PM weekdays), or to the Supervisors' posted
sessions.








Nineteen hundred and ninety six was a year of many accomplishments.
Londonderry implemented a new municipal Charter, inaugurated an
ambulance service, built an addition to the Leach Library, and made major
gains in resolving outstanding issues related to the Auburn Road and Town
Garage/Radio Beacon superfiind sites. And this is only part of the story.
Our new Charter quietly came into being just after midnight on
Monday, July 1, 1996. The occasion was more formally marked later that day
when the Town Council held its first meeting under the new Charter. The
transition to the new form ofgovernment has proceeded smoothly and every
one is getting acquainted with his/her new role.
Briefly, the Charter places most ofthe legislative powers formerly held by Town Meeting in the hands
ofthe Town Council. As the Town's legislative body, the Council sets policy, enacts ordinances, adopts and
recommends to Town Meeting an annual budget, and otherwise discharges its responsibilities as the chief
elected agency ofTown government. Despite these new authorities and responsibilities, the annual Town
Meeting retains the power to control the community's purse strings. Responsibility for administering the
daily affairs of the Town are vested in a Town Manager.
For most residents, the most noticeable change will be an abbreviated warrant for Town Meeting and
a dramatic change in the School District Meeting brought about by legislation known as Senate Bill 2.
Although we, and the School District, have done our best to explain the new process, please call the Town
or School District offices if further clarification is desired.
Of major importance to the community was the decision of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, in late September, to issue its Unilateral Administrative Order relative to what is now known as the
Town Garage/Radio Beacon Superfiind Site. Based on meetings and discussions with the Town, its counsel
and consultants, EPA accepted the Town's work program for the area consisting of monitoring groundwater
quality at the site and in the residential area southerly and easterly of the garage. EPA also transferred
oversight responsibility for the groundwater monitoring to the New Hampshire Department ofEnvironmental
Services and agreed to not assess the Town for its investigatory and legal costs saving the community
approximately $3 million. The monitoring program designed by the Town's consultants will cost
approximately $10,000 per year.
Similarly, a Federal mediator has been working with the three dozen or so parties identified as having
contributed to the contamination of the Auburn Road Superfiind Site. While little can be said at this time,
we are hopeful that the coming year will see a mediated settlement saving all concerned the cost of
complicated and protracted litigation. On a related matter, hearings were held in the Spring of 1996 aimed
at modifying the Record of Decision concerning treatment of groundwater at the site. The amended ROD
was issued by EPA at year's end and will make it unnecessary to undertake an extensive program to treat




As planned, the Town's new ambulances were placed in service last July 1st. Londonderry can be
justly proud of the service being rendered by a team of paramedics manning the latest in mobile medical
technology. We have received many favorable comments about the quality of the services being rendered.
Construction of the addition to the Leach Library progressed smoothly throughout the summer and
fall and was expected to be ready to open earlier this year. The reconstruction of Griffin Road was largely
completed as was the reconstruction ofHovey Road. We completed the drainage and parking improvements
at Nelson Field. Finishing touches will be placed on Griffin Road in the Spring and we expect to complete
the design, and construction, of drainage improvements on Hovey Road during 1997. Other work included
the replacement of the bridge on Cross Road and a major drainage project on Shenandoah Drive.
Voters at this year's Town Meeting will be asked to act on a budget for the next fiscal year,
appropriate monies for future purchases ofequipment for the fire and highway departments, approve the cost
items oftwo collective bargaining agreements, approve the acquisition of property on Rockingham Road (Rt
28) for the development of cultural and recreational facilities, and begin the process of deciding the fate of
a five-year capital improvements bond issue totaling approximately $5.2 million. The proposal, including
approximately $700,000 to be decided on by voters attending the School District Meeting, is the product of
a Capital Planning Committee established by the new Town Charter and intended to bridge the planning
processes of the two governmental agencies. Its primary features include construction of a new police
station, sewer interceptors, repairs to the high school roof, athletic fields, a generator for the high school, and
other needs. It deserves serious consideration.
During the coming year, we will deal with the expansion of the Manchester Airport and the route of
a major highway linking the Everett Turnpike with 1-93. While the road will provide improved access to the
airport and the industrial lands south of that facility, it will have a major impact on the North Londonderry
area.
On a slightly different note, a group of interested citizens and town officials have been working with
representatives of the Manchester YMCA in the hope that a "Y" can be developed in this community. We
believe that the "Y" could be a valuable asset in meeting many of the identified needs of Londonderry, Deny,
and neighboring communities. It is our hope that our communities will support this effort and commit the
resources needed to make a "Y"a reality.
Finally, my thanks to the Town Council and to a dedicated and competent staff without whose efforts







The registration mail-in program is running
smoothly with our new "mailer" notices. Each
month, more residents are taking advantage of this
service and we hope it will continue to increase.
Our tax computer program is working better
each year. All our personnel is presently cross
trained to assist our customers for all services that
we provide.
All dogs must be licensed by May 1 st of each
year to avoid a fine. State law requires the Town Clerk to see a valid rabies certificate plus proof of
neutering or spaying.
We are now receiving copies of rabies certificates from the veterinarians, and upon receiving
them, check to verify that the dog is registered in our system. If not, the owner will be notified by
mail to register his dog and if it is not registered within the allotted time they are in violation ofRSA
466:1 and a $25.00 civil forfeiture will be issued. An additional $1.00 per month is charged for
registrations completed after June 1st. Londonderry has a dog ordinance which requires your pet to
be in your control at all times.
Ifyou have not registered to vote and wish to do so, you may come to our office with a copy
of your birth record, a passport or citizenship papers and proof of residency during our regular






y^ v» ^^™ ^fl^^fc Tne Welfare Department provides short term financial andu*jj^' \W non-financial assistance to needy Londonderry residents in
Wp^^i^Sm accordance with State law and local written guidelines. The
$W[ kJI Department also provides funding to non-profit organizations serving
II9 B^B Londonderry residents who are in need of different types of social
| and medical services.
This year the Department granted 1 73 requests, assisted the Fire Department with over 93
Thanksgiving food baskets and acted as a liaison between families in need at Christmas time and
groups or private individuals who wanted to adopt a family for the holiday season.
In September, the welfare responsibilities were changed from the Finance Department to the
Administrative Services Director. The Department would like to thank Elaine Lafond for
administering the general assistance program over the past two years and assisting in its
administration for four years prior. Her efforts, commitment, and dedication not only saved tax
dollars but ensured that financial assistance was granted to those who were truly in need of assistance.
Applications for general assistance are available at our office Monday - Friday from 8:30 AM
to 5:00 PM; however, applicants must schedule an appointment with this office to review an
application. Applicants must provide a photo ID, birth certificate(s), medical information,
outstanding utility bills and receipts of all expenditures and income before financial assistance, if any,
can be granted.
ACTIVITY FOR THE PERIOD OF
JANUARY 1, 1996 TO DECEMBER 31, 1996
(This report is unaudited and is intendedfor statistical information only)
173 Individuals
# Applications Granted or Families
Housing Assistance $14,341.50
Electric Assistance 6,978.24
Heating Fuel Assistance 973.80
Food & Personal Items Assistance 393.69
Medical Assistance 3,907.27
Other Assistance 5.907.74
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BUDGET COMMITTEE REPORT
The Londonderry Budget Committee members are elected to
three year staggered terms, and is an advisory committee to the Town
Council, the School Board and the Town of Londonderry.
Pursuant to the Charter passed by Town Meeting 1996 and effective July 1, 1996 there will
be three members removed from the committee through attrition. Interested members of the
community are invited to attend Budget Committee Meetings on the fourth Thursday of the month
at 7:30 PM at the Northgate Management Meeting Room adjacent to the Londonderry Town Offices.
Traditionally, the Budget Committee has made specific expense related recommendations in
order to control government growth and costs. The objective of the Budget Committee has been to
achieve as close to a level funded budget as possible with the least impact on services.
The Budget Committee continues to support long-range planning of capital improvements
projects with coordination between the schools and the town, impact fees and an economic
development plan to encourage businesses to move to Londonderry.
Respectfully submitted,
Londonderry Budget Committee
Ken Hajjar, Chairman Michael P. Dolan
R. Lincoln , V.Chair (Ch-Town S/C) Cindy Eaton
Allen Baker LloydGodson
Dan Bever John Kitson-(Ch -School S/C)
Michael Carrier Ken Sutherland
Gregory Carson Donald Synborski
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION
In 1996, the Londonderry Conservation Commission
continued its work for the protection of Londonderry's natural
resources. The principal activities included the management of
town conservation land and the investigation of applications for
State wetlands permits. The Conservation Commission,
together with the Planning Board, established a separate
Wetlands Study Committee to pursue the development of a
Wetlands Protection Ordinance and continues to work with the Wetlands Study Committee on this
project.
Last year, the Conservation Commission purchased a parcel between Adams Road and Route
102, which connected two other town owned parcels. The combined area is approximately twenty
acres, and will serve both conservation and recreation purposes.
The Conservation Commission is charged with managing all forested town land, including the
town's two major conservation areas, Musquash and Kendall Pond. Our consultant forester, Charles
Moreno, has started preparation for the next stage of timber harvest in the Musquash area.
An important component of the Commission's management of town owned conservation
areas is to make residents aware of the recreational and educational opportunities afforded by these
areas and of the need to protect these fragile ecosystems. As part of this effort, with the assistance
of County Extension Forester Phil Auger, we organized the eighth annual Musquash Field Day in
February. With outstanding weather this year, many people enjoyed the day's activities, which
included nature walks, cross country skiing, refreshments served around a fire, as well as a horse-
drawn wagon ride. Commission members also led guided walks for school groups and scouting
groups several times during the year.
Applications for permits to carry out dredging and filling in the town's wetlands continue to
be filed with the State Wetlands Board. The Conservation Commission investigates each of these
applications and submits a report on each one to the Wetlands Board. We work with developers to
try to protect significant and sensitive areas by means of conservation easements and/or buffer zones.
In addition, we cooperate with the Building Inspector in investigating violations of the state wetland
laws. This year, the Commission began reviewing expedited minimum impact wetlands applications,
which allows a faster permitting process.
The Londonderry Conservation Commission maintains close ties with conservation
commissions in other towns. Gene Harrington continues to serve on the Board of Directors of the
NH Association of Conservation Commissions. Commission members regularly attend the annual
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meeting ofthe NH Association ofConservation Commissions and the meetings of the Southern NH
Conservation Commissions. We also take part in the annual canoe trip early each spring on Beaver
Brook with commission members from neighboring towns. (All are welcome to join us.)
The Commission meets at 7:30 PM on the second and fourth Tuesdays ofeach month in the
small conference room in Town Hall. We encourage anyone who is interested to attend our meetings
and take part in our activities.
Respectfully submitted,
Stu Davidson, Chairman Ken Joudrey, Alt. (Res. 8/96)
Gene Harrington, V. Chairman Deborah Lievens
Sara Jane Nelson, Secretary Bryan MacLaren, Alt.
Hank Chary Dennis Morgan, Alt.
Daniel Hicks Gordon Stone
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
The Town of Londonderry gave development permits
allowing another 165,000 SF of commercial/industrial buildings
to be added to its tax base during 1996. The Economic
Development Committee continued its programs of business
attraction and retention, updating our listings of properties and
land available and placing this information on the new State
computerized data base.
The Business Visitation Program (BVP) remains the workhorse of the business retention
program. Statistics tell us that 85% of new business growth is likely to come from our existing
businesses. The Economic Development Committee, working closely with the NH Office of Business
and Industrial Development, has attempted to institute a program ofvolunteer visits to Londonderry's
exiting businesses to assess their needs and to match them up with existing State and local programs.
The committee, and more importantly, the businesses which we serve, have been very happy with the
program to date.
For 1996, the Economic Development Committee launched a new business attraction
initiative. The Committee began by asking members of the business community to help us in
identifying likely prospects who should locate their businesses in our community through a well
designed participation process. The target industry process has become part of our attraction
strategy—Londonderry chooses your business! It will also utilize our award-winning economic
development brochure in conjunction with the information generated during our June meeting. Much
of the contents of our brochure has been placed on our home page on the world wide web.
(HTPP:/AVWW.NETIS.COM/MEMBERS/LONDONDERRY). Staffis currently working with two
businesses identified through the target industry process to locate them in our community.
The Economic Development Committee, in cooperation with the Londonderry Chamber of
Commerce, will also continue its work of promoting Londonderry's market identity in the area of
sustainable development. The Town was nominated for a Governor's Pollution Prevention Program
Community award based on the efforts of the Solid Waste Advisory Committee and its Master
Recycling Program; the Chamber's sponsorship of a cooperative recycling program through NH
Wastecap; the Town's Orchard and Open Space Preservation efforts and the Committee's
involvement in the development of an Ecological Industrial Park.
Another aspect of our community identity program has been the designation of a number of
local roads in the center ofTown as the State ofNew Hampshire Scenic and Cultural Byway, know
as the Apple Way. This designation should assist the orchardists located in proximity to the roadway
as well as our efforts to build on the agricultural history of our special community.
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The Foreign Trade Zone is another area where Londonderry can establish market identify.
A tremendous step forward was taken last year by the Town in its efforts to revitalize the Foreign
Trade Zone around the Airport. Our efforts resulted in the successful recruitment of Brita Waser
Filter Gmbh to Londonderry and the FTZ. In 1997, these efforts will continue with the first brochure
on the FTZ paid for by the Manchester Airport Authority and an effort to expand the FTZ boundary
to include of all the industrially zoned land in Londonderry and Manchester adjacent to the Airport.
In 1996, the Committee remedied its inability access revolving loan funds for businesses by
associating with the Rockingham County Economic Development Corporation. One of our members
serves on its Board of Directors. The Committee also enthusiastically supports the complimentary
efforts of the new Manchester Regional Economic Development organization which was created
using totally private funds. The purpose of this new economic development organization is to
promote the region and attract new businesses to it in conjunction with the efforts of local economic
development efforts such as ours.
Respectfully submitted,
Joyce Walton, Chairman Peter Lowitt, ED Director
Robert McDonald, Vice Chairman Mark Oswald, Plan. Bd. Rep.
Gregory Carson, Bud.Comte Liaison Robert Ramsay, COC Liaison
Robert Fryer (Alt) Donald Sommese
Richard Higgins Giovanni Verani
Dean Kacos, Council Liaison James K. Wallack
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Six years have passed since
the project of relocating and
restoring the Morrison House was
initiated.
As a museum for the town,
the Morrison House continues to
struggle with completion due to
financing. Fund raising is continuous
and community support grows each
year. The museum's collection of
artifacts is constantly expanding.
MORRISON HOUSE MUSEUM - Ca. 1760-
Windows, doors, striping of interior woodwork and granite foundation work was completed
this year. Future restoration work will concentrate on the sitting room, parlor and keeping room,
with other less visible interior projects still unfunded.
The Historical Society sponsors tours of the Museum during Preservation Week in May and
during Old Home Day each year. Many private tours for school groups and youth organizations are
arranged by appointment. There is no doubt that the Morrison House Museum provides a wonderful
educational stop for residents of all ages and has great promise of becoming a future tourist
attraction.
The Historical Society extends gratitude for those who support the Morrison House Museum









The Londonderry International Exchange Committee (LIEC) was
formed in 1992 for the purpose of "developing cultural and other ties
appropriate to a sister city relationship with the City of Vologda, Russia"
as well as "any future established relationships". The resolution between
Vologda and Londonderry states that our "... friendly ties contribute
greatly to peace, friendship and mutual understanding".
LIEC is responsible for coordination and development of programs, communications, and
fund raising activities that support visits from Londonderry's sister cities. The Committee relies totally
on donations and fund raising efforts. We are grateful to area families, organizations, and businesses
who have donated so generously to our programs.
The LIEC is made up ofmembers of the general public and liaisons from the Town Council,
School Board, Chamber of Commerce, and State representatives.
Since 1993, LIEC has hosted Russian visits from a girl's basketball team, the Children's Ballet
of Vologda, and the Teremok Puppet Theater. With every visit, LIEC strives to organize the best
cultural exchange possible for all involved. Every group has enjoyed visiting Londonderry with trips
to local businesses, schools, and town departments.
LIEC is currently planning a September, 1997 visit from the Vologda Chamber Orchestra.
This adult group of professional musicians perform beautiful chamber music in the classical style. In
addition, each performer is a soloist. We are looking for organizations (musical or business) who are
interested in sponsoring the Chamber group.
Anyone interested in sponsorship or any kind of involvement with our exchanges (you don't
need to be a member of the committee) please contact the International Exchange Committee at
Town Hall (603-432-1 120 Ext. 163).
Respectfully submitted,
Julie Liese - Chairman
John Michels - Vice Chairman











This past year has been a very busy and exciting year at the
Leach Library. As many of you know and have witnessed,
construction on our 14,000 square foot expansion project has
steadily progressed so that we are planning to occupy the new
facility in February of 1997.
As discussed in last year's Town Report, the Library
Trustees, Library staff and members of the appointed Building
Committee selected Stahl Associates of Boston, Mass., as our architect. After working for several
months with the Trustees, Librarian and Building Committee, Stahl Associates completed the
construction plans and specifications used to solicit competitive cost proposals from seven
prequalified general contractors. After the bids were opened in April, Kelly Construction of
Manchester was selected as the low bidder and was awarded a construction contract of slightly over
$1 .6 million. The Trustees agreed to hire Mr. Ron Hebert of Manchester as the Clerk of the Works;
that is, the Town's daily representative on the project site,
Once construction started in May, we were able to witness the new Library take form piece
by piece. Although we've encountered a few delays due to wet site conditions and material delivery
schedules, we have been pleased with the progress and quality of the work. Some of the new
building's impressive features include a vaulted ceiling with four skylights, a various assortment of
eye-catching light fixtures, an operational elevator (the old building has an elevator shaft, but the
elevator was never installed), lots of glass with attractive frames, solid oak doors finished in cherry,
quiet areas to study, and rich looking circulation desks. Also included in the project will be the
procurement of new furniture and computer equipment for both the new area and renovated space.
Once all the books, furniture and equipment are moved out of the existing building and set
up in the new space, our contractor will have approximately two months to renovate both floors of
the old Library. The top floor will become the new Children's Area, and the bottom floor will be
converted to a conference room large enough to seat 100 people as well as various storage and
service rooms. Once the weather cooperates, we will also see the final exterior painting finished,
topsoil spread, grass planted, finish pavement installed and attractive shrubs and trees planted.
Hopefully by late May of 1 997, our two year project will be completed.
As you can probably tell, the Trustees and staff are extremely excited about the opportunities
the new Library will provide for the residents of Londonderry. We sincerely hope that everyone of
all ages will take the time to stop by and visit the new building and experience the vast resources we
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April - 1996: Leach Library - B.C. (Before Construction)
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July, 1996: Construction has begun!!!
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December 1 996: Working on the finishing touches.
(Photos courtesy ofJoseph Daniel McCoot)
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Respectfully submitted,























The LHRA has been self funded since its creation in
1968 and does not use Town, State or Federal funds for its
operations. The LHRA estimates that its $1 .4M dollar capital
improvements reserve will be sufficient to cover the anticipated infrastructure additions needed when
the twenty-plus lots under the private development master plan build out.
The airport project area continued to develop in 1996 with last year's construction finally
being added to the tax rolls. Major projects are in the planning stage and some underway which will
further increase the Authority's contribution to the income of the Town General Fund in 1997. This
contribution is currently in excess of one million dollars per year, with no offsetting Authority
expenses.
Both the runway extension project and the east/west airport access road project are being
closely monitored by the LHRA to ensure maximum benefit for its project area and the Town of
Londonderry. The Town will welcome the opening of the Brita Wasser manufacturing facility in the
International Free Trade Zone this year as well.
We have retained the services ofa licensed professional engineer to review development and
construction plans on an as-needed basis and we look forward to the continued cooperative assistance
ofthe Planning Board, Londonderry Town Council and the Manchester Airport Authority to further
the goals of increasing the tax revenue to Londonderry from the LHRA project area.
Respectfully submitted,









On behalfofthe Manchester Airport Authority, we
are proud to report that Manchester Airport continues on
a course of steady growth, exceeding all previously
established passenger and cargo activity records in 1996.
More and more, people in northern New England are discovering the convenience and predictability
ofthe airport's central location, easy access, and increasing jet service schedule. Manchester Airport
is now recognized as an important and necessary component of New England's transportation
network.
We would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the tremendous support the airport
has received from its neighbors, the local communities, and our state and federal officials.
Manchester Airport is an important economic asset to the entire state ofNew Hampshire, creating
jobs and increasing opportunities for everyone. In the Town ofLondonderry, the airport represents
hundreds ofgood paying jobs and millions of dollars in payroll, local expenditures and taxes each
year.
In planning to meet the air travel demands ofthe future, the airport has worked hard to strike
a balance between the development of facilities and infrastructure and the quality of life issues that
are so important to the citizens ofLondonderry. Our recently completed Manchester Airport Master
Plan will be used as a guide for developing and improving the airport during the next decade. The
long range plan includes:
* lengthening both runways;
* installing improved navigational aids;
* taxiway and other airfield improvements;
* realigning the airport entrance road;
* developing additional cargo facilities;
* increasing parking availability (parking garage);
* passenger terminal additions.
The next ten years will be exciting and challenging ones at Manchester Airport. Thank you






The amount of plans reviewed by the Planning
Board in calendar year 1996 continued to reflect
improving economic conditions in Southern New
Hampshire. The number of subdivision plans brought
before the Board were 29, creating 219 building lots;
however, only 112 occupancy permits were issued. The
number of site plans reviewed were 25.
The Planning Board contracted with Herr& James to provide master plan consultant services
to the Town. Herr & James worked with a Master Plan Steering Committee, whose membership
reflected a wide cross section ofthe community and is chaired by Norman Hill of the Planning Board.
Another member ofthe Planning Board, Russell Lagueux, also served on this committee, along with
Theresa Dwinnell-Liberto of the Taxpayers' Association; Ron Campo of the Londonderry School
Board; Police Chief Joseph E. Ryan representing the Rotary Club; Anita L. Davidson, representing
the PTA; Debbie Lievens for the Conservation Commission; Jon Verani for the Economic
Development Committee; Sherman Packard for our legislators and the Lions Club; Marilyn Ham for
the Historic District Commission; Andy Greco for the Budget Committee; Dan Vecchione for the
Town Council; Hank Peterson for the Grange; and Bob Ramsay for the Chamber ofCommerce.
The Steering Committee identified a number of interest groups in the community and recruited
representatives to participate in a brainstorming workshop on the Town's future, or the "Ideal
Londonderry", which was held on March 30, 1996. Eight citizens' groups presented many specific
proposals for action and at the workshop's conclusion, these were organized into five topic areas and
those attending voted to prioritize them. Five topic areas (Business/Industrial Development,
Regulatory Improvements, Fiscal & Community Facilities, Schools and Open Space & Recreation)
were identified for further study by a second set of citizen groups under the guidance of consultants.
Their findings and recommendations are the basis of the new Master Plan currently in draft format
which is undergoing an additional round of active citizen participation and review to assure that the
consensus developed on Londonderry's future and how to get there remains intact at the end of the
process. One likely result ofthe Master Plan Update will be a revised growth management ordinance
better coordinating our Capital Improvements Plan, Impact Fee Program and Master Plan.
Another important Planning Board initiative in 1996 was the Orchard Preservation Program.
Development pressures have led to the loss ofthree important orchard parcels over the past two years
and development pressure continues to mount. The Planning Board developed a three-pronged
program to preserve the Town's rural and agricultural heritage. This includes a program to purchase
the development rights of orchards willing to participate in this volunteer program (thus eliminating
the need to provide municipal services to the house lots which could have been built on the land).
This initiative received a majority vote at March 1996 Town Meeting, but failed to achieve the two-
thirds vote necessary for a bond article. However, a program to dedicate current use roll back
penalty funds towards protecting lands (identified by the community in a 10/24/95 workshop as
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important to preserving the community's identity) did pass. A zoning ordinance amendment to allow
back lot development in return for permanently protecting open space viewed from town roadways
also passed. The top properties identified for preservation by the community remain the orchards,
(Mack's, Woodmont, Elwood, Sunnycrest, Merrill's), the expansion of the Musquash Conservation
Area, and the Cohas Swamp area around Harvey and Hall Roads.
Further efforts to identify possible funding sources to reduce the impact on taxpayers for
acquiring and preserving these properties continued throughout the year, resulting in an application
to the Department of Agriculture to purchase development rights for Moose Hill Orchards under that
department's Farms for the Future Program and the designation ofthe streets abutting the orchards
in the center ofTown as a State ofNew Hampshire Scenic and Cultural Byway, known as the "Apple
Way". A grant of $8,000 was awarded the Town to publicize the Apple Way through brochures,
street signs, a kiosk and photo contest. It is hoped that the Apple Way designation will improve the
orchards' business and make it easier for them to remain in business as orchards.
The Planning Board continues to monitor the East/West Airport Access Road, instigating the
formation ofthe Airport Area Growth Management Task Force to coordinate Town review ofboth
this project and the Manchester Municipal Airport Master Plan update. As 1996 drew to an end, this
issue was at the forefront of discussion as the NH Dept. of Transportation asked for the Town's
position on the five access road options remaining to get from Harvey Road to Exit 5 on Route 93.
Consensus remains on the option from the Manchester Town line to Harvey Road. It is not possible
to get from Harvey Road to Exit 5 without impacting some segment ofour citizenry—residents and
businesses alike. As 1 997 begins, this issue weighs heavily on the Board.
Many members ofthe Planning Board were present at the December 23, 1996 meeting of the
Town Council at which the Council enacted the first Zoning Ordinance Amendment under the new
Charter, to regulate the placement ofwireless communications facilities. The Town ofLondonderry
Planning Department received a commendation from the Northern New England Chapter of the
American Planning Association for the ordinance and its accompanying report. Kudos to summer
intern Timothy J. Thompson, who prepared the report under the direction ofPlanning and Economic
Development Director Peter C. Lowitt.
At that same pre-Christmas meeting, the Planning Board and Town Council presented impact
fee checks . The one to the School Board for $270K will reduce taxes by $0.27 per thousand dollars
ofvaluation, and the one to the Town for the Library Trustees will reduce taxes $0.02 per thousand
dollars of valuation.
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The Planning Board meets every Wednesday evening at 7:30 PM at the Town Offices
complex in the Northgate Meeting Room, Suite 105. Legal notices describing upcoming meetings
are published in the Friday edition ofthe Deny News. The public is welcome to attend. In addition,
any registered voter interested in serving on the Planning Board should contact the Town Council's
office.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert A. Smith, Chairman Norman Hill Elizabeth Durkin, Alt
Richard G. Higgins, V. Chairman Russell P. Lagueux Mark Oswald, Alt
Kay Webber, Secretary Edgar J. LaPointe Larry Simpson, Alt






The Londonderry Senior Citizen's Club, Inc., is
celebrating its 20th Anniversary as a self-supporting,
non profit association which was established in 1977 by
a senior member, Arthur Harper. The Club meets at
the Mayflower Grange Hall on 535 Mammoth Road
and has a membership of over 175 seniors.
The Mayflower Grange Hall is leased to the Senior Citizen's Club by the Town
of Londonderry through the Londonderry Police Relief Association (LPRA), who is
responsible for the general operation and leasing and repairs, renovation and required
maintenance.
The Club's aim is to provide a place to relax and socialize, first and foremost.
We also have a blood pressure clinic which is held once a month and a flu clinic
annually. As well as providing a location for distribution of surplus food, arrangements
are made for speakers from Medicare, Social Security, hospitals, etc., all which present
information for our Seniors. Some of our activities are: crafts, lunches, catered meals
on occasion, trips, entertainment, games, craft fairs, bean suppers, penny sales and flea
markets. In April, the Seniors Club holds a "Spring Fling Crafts Fair".
The Senior Citizen's Club contributes towards the Town's annual Thanksgiving
and Christmas Baskets as well as the Londonderry Student Scholarship Fund.
We would like to thank the Rotary Club, the Londonderry High School Honor
Society and the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts of America for all of their support as well




SOUTHEASTERN N. H. HAZMMAD
(Southeastern N.H. Hazardous Materials Mutual Aid District)
The Southeastern New Hampshire Hazardous Materials Mutual Aid District
is organized as a regional solution to the hazardous materials problem. The purpose
of the district is to prepare our communities, regionally, for responses to hazardous
materials incidents, both with training and equipment. The 15 communities that
comprise the district are: Auburn, Atkinson, Chester, Danville, Deny, East Derry,
Hampstead, Hooksett, Hudson, Litchfield, Londonderry, Pelham, Plaistow, Salem, and Windham.
The District is managed by an Operations Committee, consisting of a Chief Officer from each member
community, who carries out the day-to-day business of the organization; and a Board of Directors, consisting of an
elected or appointed member of municipal government in each community, who provide oversight and fiscal
management.
District resources include two response trailers, equipped with generators, oil spill and decontamination
equipment, and chemical reference material. The District also owns a response truck equipped in the same manner
as the trailers. Equipment upgrades to the Derry Fire Department Special Services Vehicle and the Pelham Fire
Department Rescue Truck enable these vehicles to function as mobile command posts, complete with computerized
reference software, as well as radio, fax, and cellular communications. The District trailers and truck are strategically
located to respond to any community requesting them.
Since the incident command system is mandated by law at a hazardous materials incident, the District has
devised an on-call notification system whereby a member community may request Chief Officers from member
communities to staff positions in the incident command system.
Six technician team leaders are now on-call to respond to member communities, to conduct research, advise
the incident commander on control activities and safety, and fill incident command system staff positions. They also
assist member communities with planning, since the District has been recognized as a regional Local Emergency
Planning Committee, to comply with SARA Title III of the federal regulations governing hazardous materials. This
allows the District to be eligible for Emergency Management Assistance funding.
Training ofapproximately 1,000 personnel to meet federal response standards has been completed, and the
focus is now on required annual training.
The District is currently considering organizing a Level " B " hazardous materials response team, the members
of whom would be on-call to respond to any member community to assist with control activities at a hazardous
materials incident.
The District has and will continue to move forward to meet our original goal: To provide the most cost
effective manner ofresponding to a hazardous materials incident.
Respectfully submitted;
For the Board of Directors For the Operations Committee
Mr. Donald Chase Chief Alan J. Sypek
Commissioner, East Derry Fire Precinct Londonderry Fire Department
Chair, Board of Directors Chair, Operations Committee
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(Southeastern N.H. Hazardous Materials Mutual Aid District)
Proposed FY98 Budeet
1997 1998
Legal $ 2,000 $ 1,000
Insurance 4,000 4,000
Administrative - Sec. Salary 1,500 1,600




Pager Expense 792 4,160
Radio Maintenance 2,208 2,208
Cell Phones 1,000 1,000
Portable Radios 6,000 2,000
Resources:
Meter Service 4,900 5,250
Calibration Gas 4,200 9,000
Vehicle Maintenance 4,000 4,000
Equipment 5,000 8,000
Spare Meter 2,600
Meter for Hooksett 2,600
Contingency for Grants Received 10,000 10,000
Technician Team:
Tech Team Expense 19,100 8,208
Level "B" Team Expense 32,832
Tech Team Leader Development 5,000 5,000
Budget Total: $ 82.200 $123,758
Revenue:







The Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission has
a wide range of services and resources available to help the dues-
paying members deal with a variety of municipal issues.
Technical assistance is provided by a professional staff whose
expertise is, when necessary, supplemented by consultants who
are selected for their specialized skills or services. Each year,
with the approval of your appointed representatives, the Commission staff designs and carries out
programs of area-wide significance that are mandated under New Hampshire and federal laws or
regulations, as well as local or site-specific projects which would pertain more exclusively to your
community.
Technical assistance is provided in a professional and timely manner by staff at the request of
your Director ofPlanning, Town Manager and Town Council. The Commission conducts planning
studies and carries out projects that are ofcommon interest and benefit to all member communities,
keeps your officials apprised of changes in planning and land use regulations and offers training
workshops for Planning and Zoning Board members on an annual basis. Services that were
performed for the Town of Londonderry during the past year are as follows:
* Co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture Series. These meetings were
attended by Londonderry officials.
* Conducted traffic counts at approximately thirty locations in the Town of
Londonderry during the year. Copies of the traffic counts were forwarded to
the Director of Planning.
* A copy of the Regional Transportation Plan update and the Transportation
Improvement Program FY97-99 was forwarded to the Town with a copy to
the Town's Library.
* Updated the Town road base map with corrections to the road index.
* The Town was furnished with the "Suggested Schedule" for the March 1997
Annual Town Meeting.
* Six tax maps were revised to include changes in lot numbers and new roads.
* Provided a video entitled Zoning and the ZBA for the use of the Planning
Board.
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* Prepared a Zoning Map for the Town.
* At the request ofthe Planning Director, provided the Town's consultant with
a map showing wetlands and a map showing town owned parcels in
Londonderry.
* Prepared a map ofLondonderry's historical sites, information furnished by the
Londonderry Historical Society.
* Prepared a Foreign Trade Zone Expansion map which will be used for the
expansion of an FTZ near the Manchester Airport.
Londonderry's representatives to the Commission are: Anita L. Davidson, Secretary to




Executive Director - SNHPC
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TRAFFIC SAFFTY COMMITTFF.
The Traffic Safety Committee completed 1 996 as its first
full year using Regulation 94-1 which was adopted by Town
Meeting 1995. This regulation employs the standards of the US
Department of Transportation Federal Highways Administration
(MUTCD), Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for
Streets and Highways (as amended), the New Hampshire
Department of Transportation Publication "Traffic Control
Standards, Statutes, and Policies" (as amended) and New
Hampshire's RSA 259:125. The Town's inventory of standard
devices are installed under this Regulation.
The year was productive with many ofthe issues which were troublesome to address in prior
years now much less so with the adoption of a consistent policy on traffic safety issues and devices
placement.
Copies of the minutes of the meetings of the past year are available for information and
viewing at the Town Manager's office.
Some ofthe 1996 goals will continue through into 1997 as the Town continues to experience
growth and the need for signs, signals, markings and devices; they are:
1
.
Updating the inventory oftraffic control devices within the Town and adding
them to the current computer database;
2. Ongoing coordination with the Town's Highway foreman in identifying needs
and establishing priorities for installation and replacement of traffic control
devices;
3. Continued use of the formalized process of Traffic Ordinance 95.001, the
Traffic Safety Committee Request for bringing all issues and requests of
citizens before the Committee. This formalized 95.001 was adopted by the
Committee in 1995.
Finally, the Committee gratefully acknowledges the support and professional assistance
provided by the Town Council, Executive Secretary, Police and Fire Chiefs, Town Planner and
Highway Department personnel this past year.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert A. Ramsay, Chairman/COC Rep.
Joseph E. Ryan, Police Chief
Peter Lowitt, Town Planner
Richard Plante, Town Admin.
Anita L. Davidson, Public at Large Rep.
Daniel Vecchione, Councilor
Richard V. Lates, Supt. Schools
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WETLANDS STUDY COMMITTEE
In the Fall of 1996, the Town Council
renewed the term of the Londonderry Wetlands Study
Committee, which consists of volunteers from the
general public, the Conservation Commission and the
Planning Board.
Since the field study of a ten acre plus wetlands has been completed, the Committee has
devoted itselfto developing a Londonderry Wetlands Protection District Ordinance. In the process
ofwriting this ordinance, which is close to completion, the Committee has worked closely with the
Town Planner, the Office of State Planning, and the Conservation Commission. Since most
neighboring towns already have wetlands ordinances, the Committee has also be reviewing these
regulations as part of this process.
In order to protect open space, preserve water resources and protect native wildlife habitat
in Town, the Committee has chosen six top priority wetlands for inclusion in the proposed Wetlands
Protection District Ordinance. They were chosen on the basis of their ecologically threatened status,
and their high values as wetland systems.
In 1997, the Committee will complete the ordinance development process and continue work
with Town officials on the inclusion of wetlands protection measures in Londonderry's Master Plan
and Open Space Preservation Program.
Respectfully submitted,
Wetlands Study Committee
Sarah Jane Nelson, Chairman
Richard Higgins Bryan MacLaren
Richard Olsen Debbie Lievens
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The Zoning Board of Adjustment meets at the Town Office complex
on the third Tuesday of each month in the Northgate Management
Conference Room, 50 Nashua Road, Suite 105. Applications for
hearings must be completed by the Zoning Officer/Building Inspector
and the applicant/owner of said property and submitted to the Zoning
Board ofAdjustment (ZBA) Secretary by 4:30 PM on the third Friday
ofeach month prior to the meeting. All residents are encouraged to attend the monthly meeting and
deliberations.
The ZBA is required by RSA 31:66 and is mandatory whenever a town or city enacts a
Zoning Ordinance. The Town Council is given the authority to make appointments to the ZBA and
a new member is usually appointed for a three year term. State enabling statutes (RSA 31:72) give
the ZBA the authority to act in four separate and distinctive categories:
1
.
Appeal from Administrative Order:
To hear and decide appeals where it is alleged there is an error in any order,
requirement, decision or determination made by any administrative official in
the enforcement hereof or any ordinance thereto.
2. Special Exception: (Must be specified in Zoning Ordinance)
To hear and decide special exceptions to the terms of the ordinance upon
which such Board is required to pass under such ordinance.
3. Variances:
To authorize upon appeal in specific cases, such variances from terms of the
ordinance as will not be contrary to the public interest, where owing to special
conditions, literal enforcement of the provision of the ordinance will result in
unnecessary hardship and so that the spirit of the ordinance shall be observed
and substantial justice done.
The majority ofcases heard come under the variance category and each case
usually presents a unique set of circumstances. When considering a variance,
the following conditions must be present:
a. A hardship must exist which is inherent in the land in question and
which is not shared in common with other parcels of land in the
district;
b. The spirit and intent of the ordinance must not be broken by granting
the variance;
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Conditions for a variance (Cont'd)
3. Variances: (Cont'd)
c. The granting of the variance will not adversely effect other property
in the district;
d. Not to grant the variance would result in an injustice;
e. The proposed use is not contrary to the spirit of the ordinance.
4. Equitable Waiver of Dimensional Requirements
Authorizes the ZBA to grant an equitable waiver from dimensional
requirements to a property owner without the need of meeting the five
conditions for a variance when a violation of a physical layout or dimensional
requirement is discovered. The waiver can be granted only upon a finding
that:
a. The violation was not discovered in a timely fashion;
b. The violation was a result of an honest mistake;
c. The physical or dimensional violation does not constitute a nuisance
or diminish property values; and
d. That the cost of correcting the mistake outweighs any benefit to be gained.
This section permits waivers only from physical layout, mathematical and
dimensional requirements and not from use restrictions.
Many of the cases heard are presented as hardships. However, under the zoning law, a
"hardship" is unrelated to the physical or economical condition of the owner, but related directly to
a condition of the land, which prevents the owner from complying with the ordinances. Usually a
peculiar characteristic of the land, such as shape, size, topography or other unique condition, may
present a hardship for the particular piece of land in question. If the above characteristics are
common and shared by other parcels in the district, the land in question is no longer unique and would
not qualify under the hardship clause of the ordinance.
Respectfully submitted,
Gregory Carson, Chairman Harry Hegg, Alternate
Allan O. Saulnier, Vice Chairman Stephen Lee, Alternate







Volunteer your time to the community today!!
Londondery needs citizens who are willing to give time in the service of their community. The
"Talent Bank" is organized as a means ofcompiling names ofcitizens willing to serve voluntarily on Boards,
Committees and Commissions as resource people. Names in this file are available for use by the Town
Council and the Moderators, and all Town Offices.
"Talent Bank" files will be udpated to include categories consistent with the changing needs ofthe
Town. Complete the items below, indicate your areas of interest, attached a current resume, and return to:
Town Government Talent Bank
c/o Town Council




















Dates Town Offices Are Closed - CY 1996
Holiday Date Closed
Washington's Birthday Monday February 17, 1997
Fast Day Monday April 28, 1997
Memorial Day Monday May 26, 1997
Independence Day Friday July 4, 1997
Labor Day Monday September 1, 1997
Columbus Day Monday October 13, 1997
Veteran's Day Tuesday November 11, 1997
Thanksgiving Holiday Thursday November 27, 1997
Thanksgiving Holiday Friday November 28, 1997
Christmas Holiday Noon, Wednesday December 24, 1997
Christmas Holiday Thursday December 25, 1997
New Year's Holiday Noon, Wednesday December 31, 1997
New Year's Holiday Thursday
NO TRASH PICKUP/REMOVAL DATES
January 1, 1998
Memorial Day Monday May 26, 1997
Independence Day Friday July 4, 1997
Labor Day Monday September 1, 1997
Thanksgiving Day Thursday November 27, 1997
Christmas Day Thursday December 25, 1997
New Year's Day Thursday January 1, 1997
The collections for the above holidays and all remaining days ofthat week will be ONE DAY LATER
than normal. (Friday collections will be on Saturdays).
If you have any questions regarding trash removal or recylcing,
please call the RECYCLING HOTLINE at
432-1139




Police 432-1 1 1
1
Statewide Emergency 911
Emergency Management 432-1 125
Poison Control 1-800-562-8236
MUNICIPAL SERVICES - Connecting All Departments at 50 Nashua Road - 432-1100
Administration:
R. Plantc -Town Manager Ext 1 1
T. Brown - Admin.Svcs.Dir Ext 1 19
V. Vcnuti - Exec. Secty Ext 1 20
Assessor's Office:
K. Marchant-Assessor Ext 1 10
W. Ingalls -Asst.Assessor Ext 109
D. Ouellette-Secty Ext 1 35
Building/Health/Zoning:
J. Smith - Chief Inspeetor Ext 108
J. Gilcreast-Asst.Inspeetor Ext 107
L. Bridegam-Secty Ext 1 15
Cable Department:
D. Grover-Coordinator (Voice Mail) Ext 147
Conservation Commission:
S.Davidson-Chairman (Voice Mail) Ext 160
Finance Department:
P. Curro - Director Ext 101
E. Lafond -Bookkeeper Ext 1 26
M. Mitrook-Town Accountant Ext 1 02
Fire Marshall:
R. Anstey-(Voice Mail) Ext 161
Highway Department:
J. Czyzowski, P.E.-Town Engr Ext 104
R. Pickering - Supt Ext 130
D. Hines-Secty Ext 130
Planning Board:
K. Webber-Secty Ext 1 34
Planning/Econ. Development:
P. Lowitt-Director Ext 103
K. Webber - Secty Ext 134
Public Works Director Ext 130
Town Council's Office:
V. Venuti-Exec. Secty Ext 1 20
Sewer Department:
G. Tendler-Supt Ext 137
Solid Waste /Recycling
L. Todd-Coordinator Ext 1 39
Supvr. Checklist:
G. VanGrevenhoff Ext 1 14
Town Clerk/Tax Collector:
J. Savina TC/Tax Ext 133
M. Nadeau-Deputy TC Ext 1 13
J. Peterson - Clerk Ext 1 16
N. Butts - Clerk Ext 121
J. Hicks-Deputy Tax Ext 105
Treasurer - B. McKinney (Voice Mail) Ext 162
Welfare:
T. Brown - Director Ext 1 1
9
Zoning Board:





A. Sypek - Chief 432-1 125
Library:
Shirley Barron-Librarian 432-1 132
Childrens' Services 432-1 127
Londonderry Access Center (LAC)
D. Grover-Coordinator 432-1 147
Police Department:
J. Ryan-Chief 432-1 1 18











Town Clerk: Monday through Friday 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM
All Other Offices - Monday through Friday 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM
LEACH LIBRARY HOURS
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday 9:00 AM to 8:00 PM
Wednesday and Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Saturday 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM
Sunday CLOSED
Closed Saturdays during Summer
